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A B S T R A C T   

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing, is gaining wide acceptance in diverse 
industries for the manufacturing of metallic components. The microstructure and properties of 
the components vary widely depending on printing process and process parameters, and pre-
diction of causative variables that affect structure, properties and defects is helpful for their 
control. Since models are most useful when they can correctly predict experimental observations, 
we focus on the available mechanistic models of AM that have been adequately validated. 
Specifically, the applications of transport phenomena models in the studies of solidification, 
residual stresses, distortion, formation of defects and the evolution of microstructure and prop-
erties are critically reviewed. The functionality of AM models in understanding of the printability 
of commonly used AM alloys and the fabrication of functionally graded alloys are also assessed. 
Opportunities for future research are identified considering the gaps in knowledge in modeling. 
The uniqueness of this review includes substantive discussions of the rapid certification of the AM 
components aided by scale models, bidirectional models, cloud based big data, machine learning 
and digital twins of AM hardware.  

1. Introduction 

The growing adaptation of commercial additive manufacturing (AM) machines in various industry sectors is intensifying the need 
to produce high quality parts that can be standardized and certified rapidly. Defect free, structurally sound and reliable parts are now 
produced and certified by trial and error for each individual component, material and AM process variant [1]. This is a time con-
suming and expensive undertaking because of the need to determine the effects of a large number of AM process variables. Largely, 
the attributes of the parts are controlled by causative factors, such as the type of heat source, scanning pattern, hatch spacing, powder 
properties, and the resultant transient temperature fields, solidification conditions and cooling rates. The main difficulty is that 
currently there is no generally available standard tool for engineers to control the important AM variables that affect the product 
quality such as the geometry, microstructure, properties, residual stresses, distortion and defects prior to conducting experiments. In 
the last two decades, efforts have started to quantitatively understand the role of these parameters using phenomenological models of 
the transport processes in AM. These models seek to gain improved understanding of heat transfer, liquid metal flow, and mass 
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Nomenclature  

a Coefficient in 1-D heat conduction equation 
a and A Alloy dependent constant 
a1 to a4 Constant 
aA Side length of austenite 
ai Constant for element i 
As Surface area 
b Coefficient in 1-D heat conduction equation 
B Magnetic flux vector 
BN Constant in momentum equation 
C Constant or weighing factor 
C4 Constant 
CA Cross-sectional area 
CE Carbon equivalent 
Ci

b Concentration of i in bulk gas 
Ci Concentration of alloying element i 
Cp Specific heat 
Cpe Effective specific heat of powder bed 
Cpg Specific heat of shielding gas 
Cps Specific heat of solid 
D Thermal diffusivity 
d Plate thickness 
d0 Initial diameter of gamma prime particle 
dL Layer thickness 
dP Pool depth 
dt Diameter of gamma prime particle at time t 
E Young’s modulus 
EV Volumetric energy density 
eq(suffix) Equilibrium 
f Power distribution factor 
Fb Buoyancy force 
Femf Electromagnetic force 
Fn Normal force 
Fo Fourier number 
FR Vapor recoil force 
FS Surface tension force 
Fs Shear force 
fe Extent of transformation 
fL Liquid fraction 
fl

V Volume fraction of liquid in the mushy zone 
G Temperature gradient 
GL Lengthening rate of Widmanstatten ferrite 
g Acceleration due to gravity 
gb(suffix) Grain boundary 
H Linear heat input 
h Enthalpy 
hc Convective heat transfer coefficient 
Hd Droplet heat content 
he Effective height of the cylindrical heat source 
I Moment of inertia of the substrate 
i Direction index, element index 
j Direction index, element index 
j Current density vector 
Ji Vaporization flux of element i 
JP Vaporization flux from the pool surface 
k Thermal conductivity 
K0 Modified Bessel function 
ke Effective thermal conductivity of powder bed 
kg Thermal conductivity of shielding gas 

Kg i, Mass transfer coefficient of vapor 
ki Coefficient for regression analysis 
KP Permeability constant 
ks Thermal conductivity of gas 
L Ratio of a constant and powder particle diameter 
LC Length of the graded joint 
l Pool length 
LF Lack of fusion index 
M Mach number 
MP Empirical quantity 
MFi Mole fraction of element i 
Mi Molecular weight of element i 
Mv Molecular weight of vapor 
m Powder mass flow rate 
N Coordination number 
N0 Number of nucleation sites 
Nd Nucleation density 
n and n Alloy specific constant 
n Normal direction to the surface 
P Heat source power 
Pa Arc pressure 
Pd Absorbed power 
Pi Partial pressure of element i 
Ppure Property of pure solvent 
PL Laser power 
PS Heat absorbed by surface 
PR Property of graded component 
PReff Effective property of graded component 
PR1 and PR2 Properties of terminal alloys in graded com-

ponent 
pi

0 Partial pressure of i over pure liquid 
p1 Pressure in the front of the wave-front in Knudsen 

layer 
p2 Pressure in the behind of the wave-front in 

Knudsen layer 
pg Gas pressure 
pi

0 Vapor pressure of element i on the molten pool 
surface 

pL Pressure on liquid metal surface 
po Surrounding pressure 
pR Pressure exerted by the recoil force 
pv Pressure of vapor in Knudsen layer 
Q Activation energy 
q Absorbed power from the heat source 
qc Convective heat loss 
qr Radiative heat loss 
qv Heat loss due to vaporization 
qVA Magnitude of volumetric heat source 
qVL Volumetric heat flux 
R Solidification growth rate 
Ra Surface roughness 
Re Residual 
Rg Gas constant 
Ri Vaporization rate of element i 
Rv Vapor constant 
RC Rate constant 
RC0 Pre-exponent constant 
r Radial distance 
rb Heat source radius 
re Effective height of the cylindrical heat source 
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transfer to calculate the important metallurgical variables that affect the microstructure and properties of components. The simulated 
results are then rigorously validated with experiments. This combined theoretical and experimental approach is critical for improved 
understanding of cooling rates, solidification parameters, microstructures, lack of fusion defects, residual stresses and distortion of 
the components all of which define the product quality [2]. Increasing interest in the modeling of AM is apparent from the expanding 
volume of publications in recent years as shown in Fig. 1.1. Modeling of various AM process variants and physical processes has been 

rm Minimum particle radius 
rp Powder particle radius 
r1 and r2 Particle radius 
rs1 and rs2 Surface curvature components 
rw Wire radius 
S Speed of sound 
s Surface tangential direction 
Sh Source term in energy equation 
Suj Momentum equation source term 
SV Volumetric heat source energy 
T Temperature 
Ta Ambient temperature 
Td Droplet temperature 
Tg Temperature of gas 
TL Temperature at liquid surface in Knudsen layer 
T0 Initial temperature 
Tref Reference temperature 
Tv Vapor temperature 
t Time 
tSL Thickness of the isolated solid–liquid interface 
U Characteristic velocity 
u Velocity along x-direction 
ui Velocity component along i-direction 
uj Velocity component along j-direction 
uk Vertical component of velocity 
us Surface velocity 
uv Velocity of vapor in Knudsen layer 
un Normal displacement 
us Shear displacement 
V Scanning speed 
v Velocity along y-direction 
V0 Volume fraction including martensite 
V1 and V2 Volume fractions of terminal alloys in graded 

component 
Va Volume fraction of allotriomorphic layer 
Vm Volume of molten metal 
Vw Volume fraction of Widmanstatten ferrite 
w Velocity along z-direction 
w(suffix) Widmanstatten 
wP Pool width 
wf Wire feed rate 
X Distance between two successive nodes 
Xp Volume fraction of the phase ‘p’ 
xi Distance along i-direction 
x Co-ordinate 
y Co-ordinate 
z Co-ordinate 
z0 z-location of top surface 

1 1D parabolic constant 
m(suffix) Martensite 

Condensation factor 
(suffix) Phase 
L Thermal expansion coefficient 

Coefficient of surface tension 

g Ratio of specific heats of gas 
gb Grain boundary energy 
M Surface tension at the melting point 
SL Solid/liquid interfacial energy 
v Ratio of specific heats of vapor 
Gmax Maximum driving force for nucleation 
H Latent heat of fusion 
Hi Enthalpy of vaporization of element i 
Hv Enthalpy of metal vapor 
P Pressure difference 
Q Net change in heat flow 
Sf Fusion entropy 
T Temperature difference 
Tc Critical undercooling 
Tn Undercooling 
T Standard deviation at critical undercooling 
t Time increment 
tmax Maximum time increment 
x Grid spacing 

b Difference in energy 
Hatch spacing 
Absorptivity 
Emissivity 
Thermal strain parameter 
Packing efficiency of powder bed 

l Fraction of power absorbed by the deposited layer 
m Interference factor to account for shielding 
p Fraction of power absorbed by the powder 
s Fraction of available power absorbed by the solid 

particles 
Build angle 

2 Secondary dendrite arm spacing 
µ Viscosity 

Poisson’s ratio 
Constant in Langmuir equation 
Density 

e Effective density of powder bed 
g Density of gas 
L Density of the liquid 
l Saturated vapor density at liquid temperature 
p Density of the powder particle 
s Density of solid 
v Density of vapor 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
Time of flight of the powder 

i Incubation time 
x Marangoni stress along x-direction 
y Marangoni stress along y-direction 
z Marangoni stress along z-direction 

Surface profile parameter 
v Volume fraction of equiaxed grains 
s Solidified surface profile 

Integer in CALPHAD 
ij
v Binary interaction parameter   
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reviewed before [3–16]. Because this is a rapidly evolving field, a periodic critical review of the models is important. 
Repeated heating, melting, cooling and solidification of different regions of a build resulting from its interaction with a moving 

heat source, results in multiple thermal cycles at any monitoring location [17–19]. The small size of the molten pool, strong re-
circulating motion of the liquid alloy driven mainly by Marangoni convection [20], the movement of the heat source and the rapid 
temperature changes make the accurate measurement of transient temperature and other important variables challenging. In ad-
dition, experimental measurements of temperatures and other variables are only practical on surfaces that are easily accessible and 
not on interior locations. Models of heat transfer, fluid flow and mass transfer, are essential to calculate the temperature fields, fusion 
zone size and other parameters needed for the predictions of residual stresses, distortion, defects, grain structure and texture. Fig. 1.2 
shows the important role of heat transfer, fluid flow and mass transfer calculations in the overall understanding of the physical 
processes in AM. The capabilities and the scope of the phenomenological models of AM vary depending on their content and the 
length scale of their applicability. Models that focus on smaller scale can reveal detailed information about the role of powders and 
the manner of interaction of different powder particles during melting and solidification processes [21]. These multi-scale models  
[21,22] capable of resolving powder particles are good choices when the focus is on a small region. However, AM involves conversion 
of feedstock to components by a multi-layer and multi-hatch operation where the structure and properties of the entire components 

Fig. 1.1. Number of peer-reviewed papers on the modeling of additive manufacturing in the Web of Science (core collection) as on 23rd April 2020. 
Search was done using keywords “additive manufacturing” OR “3D printing” AND “model”. 

Fig. 1.2. The centrality of heat and mass transfer and fluid flow for understanding both the AM process and the manufactured metallic components  
[23]. 
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beyond just a small area or volume are important. Consideration of multiple layers and hatches is critical to understand the structure 
and properties of the entire build and continuum models are more suitable for that purpose [19,22]. 

Calculations of heat transfer in AM starts with a quantitative description of the heat source based largely on the experimental 
measurements. Various simplifications are commonly made to describe both the geometry of the heat source and the power density 
distribution. These include idealization of the energy source in the form of a point, line, area, or a volume. An assessment of the roles 
of these different types of heat source is important to understand the simulated results that provide insights to the thermal cycles, 
solidification phenomena and the evolution of microstructure and properties of the components made by AM. Characterization of 
microstructure and properties experimentally without any concomitant modeling of the transient temperature field cannot uncover 
the origins of the spatial variation of microstructure and properties [23]. In contrast, when characterization studies are augmented 
with modeling of transient temperature fields, thermal cycles and solidification parameters, such studies uncover not just how the 
microstructure and properties vary with location but why [24]. 

Not all alloys are equally printable just like not all alloys are equally weldable [25]. While the concept of weldability is well 
established in the welding literature, the concept of printability is still developing. Printability is the ability of an alloy feedstock, 
powder or wire, to be converted to a component with acceptable metallurgical, mechanical and functional requirements for a specific 
application. It depends on both the nature of the alloy and the AM process variables. Some alloys are particularly susceptible to 
distortion [26–28] as well as other defects such as lack of fusion defects and the loss of volatile alloying elements [25]. Modeling of 
heat transfer and fluid flow can provide an idea of the relative susceptibilities of different alloys to common AM defects and thus, help 
in building a theoretical basis for understanding printability of different alloys [25]. 

Ongoing research on the numerical modeling of heat transfer, fluid flow and mass transfer in AM generates a large volume of data 
that show the effects of alloy feedstock and process variables on the structure, properties and serviceability of the builds. In the shop 
floors, a large volume of digitized data is obtained every time a component is built. These include all the process parameters, the data 
from sensing and control, post processing, inspection and quality control as well as technical papers, theses and reports [29]. The 
volume of such big data is estimated to be on the order of millions of gigabytes, and is expected to reach exabytes (one billion 
gigabytes) within a decade [23]. The resulting colossal data on the interrelation between the materials, process parameters, test 
results and serviceability need to be connected in such a manner that allows access, classification and interrogation of the data in a 
meaningful way. With the advancement of computational hardware and software and development of innovative algorithms, it is 
now possible to integrate mechanistic models with classifiable big data into a useful framework of digital twins of the AM processes  
[30,31]. Construction of these digital twins of AM is just beginning. When adequately tested for specific applications, digital twins 
would shrink the parameter space for trial and error testing, reduce development cost and shorten the lead-time between design and 
certification. 

By exploring the methods and results of the various mechanistic models, this review focuses on the applicability and merits of the 
available mechanistic models, examines the recent progress made and identifies the gaps in the modeling. In addition, the appli-
cations of the numerical models of heat transfer, fluid flow and mass transfer in the studies of various types of defects, residual 
stresses, distortion and the evolution of microstructure and properties are discussed. Moreover, this review critically examines the 
application of the numerical models to understand the printability of commonly used AM alloys. The role of modeling heat transfer, 
fluid flow and mass transfer in developing digital twins of AM is examined and the interrelation between the cloud based big data for 
AM and numerical modeling of transport processes is critically assessed. It is hoped that this review will be helpful to understand the 
current state of the modeling of transport phenomena in AM, the gaps in the published literature and the research needs for improved 
quantitative understanding of AM of metallic materials. 

2. Transport phenomena models for AM of metallic materials 

Two types of AM processes, i.e., powder bed fusion (PBF) and directed energy deposition (DED), are primarily used for metallic 
materials [32]. These AM processes can be distinguished further based on the primary heat source used such as laser beam (L), 
electron beam (EB), gas tungsten arc (GTA), plasma arc (PA), and gas metal arc (GMA). Accordingly, nomenclatures as PBF-L, PBF- 
EB, DED-L, DED-EB, DED-GTA, DED-PA, and DED-GMA will be followed throughout this paper. During PBF, a focused energy beam is 
used to selectively melt or sinter the powder particles in a powder bed and form the build layerwise. In the DED process, a high 
energy beam is used to generate a molten pool that fuses the added feedstock material with a substrate and previously deposited 
material to form the part. Only powder feedstock materials are used in PBF, whereas both powders and filler wires are used as 
feedstocks in DED processes. 

A series of physical processes take place as fine powder particles or filler wires are melted by the heat source to build a multi- 
track, multi-layer AM part. These processes include the energy absorption by feedstock and substrate materials, different modes of 
heat transfer, formation of the molten pool, liquid metal flow within the molten pool, vaporization of alloying elements from the pool 
surface, solidification, and solid-state phase transformations. Modeling of physical processes based on transport phenomena is critical 
for the understanding of the process, structure and properties of the metallic components. 

2.1. Mathematical representation of heat sources 

A quantitative description of the energy distribution of the heat source is needed for an accurate calculation of heat transfer, 
solidification, deposit’s geometry and its structure and properties. Their mathematical descriptions vary, and they can be broadly 
classified as point source, line source, power distributed over an area (i.e., surface heat flux), and power distributed over a volume 
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(i.e., volumetric or body heat flux). The first two are exclusively used in the analytical solution of the heat conduction equation, 
whereas the latter two have been widely used in the numerical modeling of heat transfer and fluid flow in AM. The salient features of 
these heat sources and their mathematical descriptions are discussed below. 

2.1.1. Point heat sources 
Lasers, electron beams and electric arcs, commonly used as the heat source in AM, are focused on small spots. The diameter of the 

focused laser/electron beam and arc is of the order of 100 µm and 5 mm, respectively. However, the size can differ significantly from 
these values depending on the application. Zeng et al. discussed the point heat source when reviewing thermal analysis methods in 
selective laser melting [33]. They indicated that the solution of the heat conduction equation assuming a point heat source has been 
useful in laser-based manufacturing. Yang and Ayas showed that the use of a point heat source results in a higher peak temperature 
for the building of a 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm cube of Ti-6Al-4V than a surface or a volumetric heat source [34]. However, the point 
heat source was considerably more time efficient than the other models of heat source. Li et al. solved the heat conduction equation 
assuming a point heat source to model temperature field during DED-L of Ti-6Al-4V [35]. They compared measured temperatures at 
several locations of the substrate with the computed temperatures and showed the errors ranged from 12% to 27%. 

The assumption of a point heat source has been often used for the solution of the following heat conduction equation in AM  
[36,37]: 

=C V T
x

k T( ( ) T)p (2.1)  

where ρ is density, Cp is the specific heat, V is scanning speed, T is temperature, and k is thermal conductivity. The simplification 
of a point heat source reduces the complexity to account for the distribution of energy and allows a closed-form analytical solution to 
estimate the temperature field in three-dimensions. For example, one such analytical solution of the heat conduction equation with 
the moving point heat source is given as [36,37]: 

= +
+

+ +
T T q x

k x y
e( )

4
0 2 2

V x y x
D

2 2
2

(2.2) 

where D is the thermal diffusivity, which is equal to k/(ρ Cp). The heat source is located at x = 0 and y = 0 and at this point, the 
temperature is infinite because the distance from the heat source appears in the denominator of the above expression. The small focal 
area of the heat source that motivates the use of a point source also results in unrealistically high values of temperature close to the 
point source [38] and erroneous values of temperature gradients and other parameters computed from the temperature field. 

Eq. (2.2) which is sometimes referred to as the Rosenthal solution is widely used because of its simplicity. However, the errors in 
calculations using equations similar to Eq. (2.2) do not originate only from the erroneous dimensions of the heat source. The gov-
erning equation of heat transfer, Eq. (2.1), considers heat conduction as the only mechanism of heat transfer and ignores convective 
heat transfer which is the dominant mechanism of heat transfer in the molten pool. There are many examples of the ill effects of heat 
conduction equation in the literature. For example, Svensson et al. [39] indicated that the “…the heat conduction equation has been 
found to be inadequate in representing experimental cooling curves” and recommended use of empirical equations instead of using 
the Rosenthal solution. Since the heat conduction equation does not allow mixing of hot and cold fluids in the molten pool, it predicts 
unrealistically high temperature gradients and cooling rates. Furthermore, the shape and size of the molten pool are known to be 
significantly affected by the presence of surface-active elements such as sulfur, oxygen, selenium and tellurium, because these ele-
ments alter the flow pattern of liquid metal and the resulting transport of heat within the molten pool [40,41]. The role of such 
surface-active elements in alloys cannot be calculated by heat conduction models because the flow of liquid metal is ignored. Heat 
conduction calculations are useful for back of the envelope calculations of relative values of parameters for qualitative assessment as 
long as the deficiencies are fully appreciated. 

2.1.2. Line heat sources 
The application of the point heat source can be further extended to a line heat source in cases where the nature of heat transfer is 

predominantly two-dimensional and perpendicular to the source. Such a situation often prevails with heat sources of high power 
density that leads to instant melting and pronounced vaporization under the heat source forming a deep and narrow vapor cavity 
known as the keyhole [42]. 

In some cases, this type of interaction between the heat source and material has been investigated by a solution of the heat 
conduction equation with a line heat source. The quasi-steady state temperature distribution is given by the following equation [43]: 

=T T q
kd

e K Vr
D2 20 0

Vx
D2

(2.3) 

where T is the temperature, T0 is the initial temperature, q is the absorbed power, k is the thermal conductivity, D is the thermal 
diffusivity, d is the plate thickness, K0 is the modified Bessel function of second kind and zeroth order, V is the scanning speed, x is the 
distance from the moving line source along the scanning direction and r is the distance from the heat source to the location where the 
temperature is calculated. 

When a keyhole forms, calculations considering a line heat source are more appropriate than the point source [42,44]. This is 
demonstrated in electron beam [45] and laser beam [46,47] partial-penetration and full-penetration welds in low-carbon steel [45], 
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aluminum alloys [45], 304 SS [45,46] and a nickel-based superalloy [47]. Line heat sources of variable lengths were used to simulate 
step-wise filling of a J-groove in multi-pass welding to quickly compute temperature field for a subsequent residual stress analysis  
[48]. The analytical heat conduction model with a line heat source is also used in simulating PBF-EB to estimate solidification 
parameters such as temperature gradient and cooling rates [49]. However, as has been discussed in the previous section, heat 
conduction calculations ignore mixing of hot and cold liquids and provide inaccurate temperatures, temperature gradients and other 
parameters derived from the temperature field. They also cannot elucidate the role of surface-active elements such as sulfur and 
oxygen in steels on the molten pool shape and size. 

2.1.3. Surface heat sources 
For many heat sources, the power intensity varies as a function of radius from the beam axis. This radial variation cannot be 

defined in point or line heat sources. For the conduction mode AM, the heat input can be described by a Gaussian distribution as a 
function of distance from its center. Such surface heat flux distributions have been measured for lasers, electron beams and electric 
arcs and commonly found to follow the following axisymmetric Gaussian profiles [50]: 

=P f P
r

exp f r
rd

b b
2

2

2 (2.4) 

where f is the power distribution factor, is the energy absorptivity, P is the gross power of the heat source, rb is the radius of the heat 
source, and r is the radial distance of a surface point to the heat source axis. The typical value of the distribution factor varies from 1 
to 3; a higher value indicates a more focused power density near the beam axis and, as a result, a higher peak temperature underneath 
the beam. Fig. 2.1 compares the power density distributions for a 500 W heat source with a 1 mm radius using distribution factors of 
1, 2, and 3. Depending on the nature of the heat source (e.g., laser beam), the power density distribution can also be nearly uniform 
which is commonly called a top hat power distribution [50]. 

2.1.4. Volumetric heat sources 
In a powder bed, the absorption of a focused laser or electron beam is not limited to its surface because of the multiple reflections 

of the beam within the bed. In powder feeding systems such as DED-L, the powders are preheated as they travel through the beam and 
the preheat of the powders needs to be considered for an accurate thermal simulation. Mechanistic modeling of the heat source 
requires consideration of the important physical processes that are specific to the individual AM processes, which is presented in the 
text to follow. 

2.1.4.1. Heat sources for powder bed fusion. In PBF-L processes, the absorption of laser energy is markedly enhanced due to the 
multiple times of reflection and absorption between particles on the powder bed [51]. On the other hand, in PBF-EB, electrons 
dissipate their kinetic energy into thermal energy over a small volume, the depth of which depends on the density and atomic number 
of the alloying elements [52]. Moreover, both beams are energy-intensive, forming a deep keyhole in many cases. With the presence 
of a keyhole, the heat input can be approximated as a volumetric heat source which is axisymmetric about the beam axis. Such a heat 
source was shown to accurately simulate the most important metallurgical variables in a PBF-L system [52]. The power density 
distribution of the heat source can be expressed by the following equation which considers the laser power (PL), laser beam radius (rb) 

Fig. 2.1. Comparison between power density distributions for a 500 W heat source with a 1 mm radius using distribution factors of (a) f = 1, (b) 
f = 2, and (c) f = 3. 
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and power distribution factor (f): 

= +S f P
r d

exp f x y
r

( )
v

b L b
2

2 2

2 (2.5) 

where x and y are the distances to the axis of the laser beam, and dL is the powder layer thickness. The symbols and f are the same as 
those defined in Eq. (2.4). The distribution of the laser power is practically uniform along the depth of the powder layer which is 
typically between 30 and 200 µm [1]. For PBF-L, the laser absorptivity is high inside the powder layer due to the multiple reflections 
of the laser beam prior to melting. However, as the powder melts the absorptivity drops to the Fresnel absorptivity [50]. 

Eq. (2.5) may also be used for an electron beam heat source by replacing the laser power with the power of the electron beam 
which is equal to the product of the current and the accelerating voltage. Typically a Gaussian distribution about the beam axis is 
used for EB power distribution [52,53], meaning that in Eq. (2.5) f is equal to 2 and rb is the electron beam waist, i.e., the beam radius 
that contains 86.5% of the total power. A more sophisticated numerical approach for calculating electron collisions and the resulting 
power distribution has also been used [54]. Notably, this numerical approach shows similar results for the volumetric distribution of 
the heat source compared to existing empirical or analytical results, even when considering the effect of individual powder particles 
in PBF-EB. 

Some recent work showed that a significantly depressed region of the molten metal may be present underneath the laser beam 
during PBF-L, as shown in Fig. 2.2 [22]. This depression may not be strictly defined as a keyhole. Rather, it is an intermediate state 
between keyhole mode melting and conduction mode melting. In such a case, a volumetric heat source is preferable to a point, line or 
surface heat source. Experimental observation of the transverse cross sections of the fusion zone provides a clear indication of the 
conduction mode and the keyhole mode of AM as shown in Fig. 2.3(a) and Fig. 2.3(b), respectively. Surface and line heat sources 
have been used for the simulation of these modes of AM. However, for situations intermediate between the keyhole and conduction 
modes of AM shown in Fig. 2.2, appropriate volumetric heat sources can provide the correct geometry of the fusion zone. 

2.1.4.2. Heat sources for directed energy deposition. In the powder feeding DED, the metal particles are heated during flight prior to 
their impingement to the depositing surface. The extent of heating of the particles depends on the residence time of the particles, 
particle size, gas velocity, material properties and laser power density [17,18]. The temperature rise of the particles during their 
flight can be estimated from the approximate heat balance [17,18]: 

=T
r

C

(2 )

( r )

m s p

P p

P
r

2

4
3 p

3
b
2

(2.6) 

where ΔT is the average in-flight temperature rise of the powder particles, P is the laser power, rb and rp are the laser beam radius and 
the average radius of the particles, respectively, CP is the specific heat, ηm is an interference factor to account for shielding of some 
particles from the laser beam by other particles, ηs is the fraction of available laser power absorbed by the solid particles, τ is the time 
of flight, and ρP is the density of the particles. The expression is based on the assumption that the absorption of the laser beam occurs 
on one half of the total surface area r2 p

2 which is exposed to the heat source during flight. The calculation of the energy absorbed by 
the powders should further consider the latent heat of fusion if the heated powder particles are melted during flight. 

A significant portion of the heat source energy, which remains after heating the powder particles, irradiates directly on the 
deposit. The extent of energy absorbed by the deposit surface depends on beam characteristics, the nature of the deposit and the 
shielding gas [1,17,18]. The total amount of heat absorbed by the depositing surface, Ps, is given by [17,18]: 

=P P(1 )s l P (2.7) 

where ηp and ηl are the fractions of the laser power absorbed by the powder and the growing layer, respectively. The value of ηl 

depends on both time and local temperature of the deposit. The energy absorbed by the powder and the depositing layer is considered 
as a spatially dependent volumetric heat flux as follows [17,18]: 

= +q fP
r d

exp f r
r

[ (1 )]VL
b L

P l P
b

2

2

2 (2.8) 

Fig. 2.2. Temperature and velocity fields with a depression at the front of the molten pool in the longitudinal section during PBF-L [22].  
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where ηp is the fraction of laser energy absorbed by the powder during flight, P is the laser power, f is the laser energy distribution 
factor, dL is the layer thickness, and r is the radial distance from laser beam axis. The two terms within the square brackets represent 
the fraction of laser energy transferred to the particles during their flight and the direct heating by the beam on the deposit surface, 
respectively. The exponential term represents the spatial variation of heat source energy as a function of distance from the axis of the 
beam. 

In the DED-GMA process, the filler wire absorbs heat in a manner similar to that for a consumable electrode in fusion welding 
processes. The wire is sometimes preheated by resistive or inductive heating or using a secondary heat source to enhance heat input 
and increase melting rate. A volumetric heat source is typically used to model the DED-GMA process [55]. In DED-GMA, the energy 
from the hot metal droplets is distributed inside the fusion zone. This energy from the droplets can be assumed to uniformly distribute 
in a small cylindrical region (cavity) underneath the melting filler wire [56]. The magnitude of the volumetric heat source, qVA, is 
calculated from the following equation [56]: 

=q H
h rVA

d

e e
2 (2.9) 

where Hd is the heat content of the droplets, and he and re are the effective height and radius of the cylindrical cavity, respectively. 
The heat content of the droplets is calculated from the average temperature of the droplet [57]. 

= +H r w C T T H[ ( ) ]d w f P d a
2 (2.10) 

where ρ is the density of the liquid droplets, rw is the wire radius, wf is the wire feed rate, CP is the specific heat, Td is the droplet 
temperature, Ta is the ambient temperature, and ΔH is the latent heat. The dimensions of the cylindrical cavity are estimated by 
equating the total work done in creating the cavity and the kinetic energy of the droplets. Both the work done against the hydrostatic 
pressure and that in increasing the surface area are considered for the estimation of the total work done [58]. 

2.1.4.3. Double ellipsoidal models. The mathematical representations of heat sources are often simplified to make complex 
calculations tractable. For example, models for the calculation of residual stresses and distortion often require days of calculations 
in a fast computer using crude calculations of temperature field based on a simple heat conduction model. Although advanced 
calculations of residual stresses and distortion considering convective heat transfer are emerging [26–28], they are rare exceptions 
rather than the norm for the simulations of AM and welding. 

The double ellipsoidal asymmetric distribution of power density of the heat source [58], proposed in early 1980s to model the 
heat flow in welding, has been used by many researchers in welding and AM. The fusion zone of welds and AM commonly exhibits a 
tear drop shape because of the motion of the heat source and the flow of liquid metal within the molten pool. The computed 
temperature fields need to be consistent with the experimentally determined fusion zone shapes and sizes for various heat inputs. The 
specified power distribution significantly affects the computed temperature distribution and the fusion zone shape and size. The 
measured power density distribution of all commonly used heat sources such as an electric arc or a laser beam is axisymmetric about 
the beam axis when the heat sources impinge on a flat surface and do not conform to the asymmetric double ellipsoidal power 
distribution. Why then is the double ellipsoidal heat source distribution widely used? When a realistic axisymmetric distribution of 
power density is used in heat conduction calculations, the computed results do not agree with the experimental fusion zone shape and 
size. The difficulties arise because the convective heat transfer which is the main mechanism of heat transfer, within the fusion zone is 
ignored in these calculations. To address the mismatch, heat is artificially distributed along the length, depth and width directions of 
the source to partially correct the erroneous pool shape obtained from heat conduction calculations. 

The empirical double ellipsoidal power density distribution does save computational time but does not in any way compensate for 
the failure to consider heat transfer by convection. In summary, the use of empirical heat sources for heat conduction calculations 
results in three types of serious errors. First, a diversity of fusion zone shapes for various process parameters that have been reported 
in the literature cannot be predicted by the heat conduction models. Second, the pronounced role of surface-active elements such as 
sulfur and oxygen in steels cannot be calculated by heat conduction models. Finally, failure to consider mixing of hot and cold fluids 
results in erroneous temperature gradients, cooling rates, solidification parameters and all other variables that are affected by the 
temperature field. 

Fig. 2.3. (a) Conduction mode melting by DED-L of titanium alloy TC11 [73], (b) Keyhole mode melting by PBF-L of SS316L [76].  
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2.2. Modeling heat absorption 

In AM, the laser, electron beam, and electric arc are the three common sources of energy. The mechanism of heat absorption 
depends on the type of feedstock, liquid metal in the molten pool and solid part. In addition, various feedstocks such as powder and 
wire absorb heat differently. Therefore, an understanding of absorption of heat from the three main heat sources are critical for 
successful modeling of AM processes. This section provides a discussion of the modeling of heat absorption of these heat sources for 
different AM process and feedstock combinations. 

2.2.1. Laser heat source 
In powder feeding DED processes, the powder particles absorb heat in two stages. First, heat is absorbed by the powder during 

their flight from the nozzle to the substrate. This in-flight heating of the particles depends on the type, shape, size and speed of the 
powders, beam characteristics, and the shielding gas, and it is incorporated in the modeling of volumetric heat source as described in  
Section 2.1.4. The published literature reports significant loss of beam energy due to attenuation and in-flight pre-heating of powder 
particles in DED-L of various alloys [59,60]. Combining the energy reflected by the in-flight powder particles and the energy loss due 
to heated powder particles not being captured into the molten pool, 15–20% of the supplied laser power was lost [59]. Second, after 
the flight, the heated powder particles on the substrate absorb heat and melt to form the molten pool. This absorbed heat depends on 
the absorptivity of the powder particles and is incorporated in the surface or volumetric heat source for modeling the laser beam  
[59,60]. 

The absorptivity depends on the laser wavelength, nature of the material surface, local temperature of the material, and nature 
and size of the plasma present above the molten pool [59]. The dependence of the absorptivity of different metallic materials on the 
laser wavelength is shown in Fig. 2.4 [61]. It shows that the laser energy absorptivity varies significantly for metals and alloys. For 
example, the energy absorption rate of the Nd:YAG laser with 1060 µm wavelength for aluminum is around 5%, which indicates that 
95% of the energy is lost and not actually used to heat the material [61]. In contrast, the fiber laser absorptivity for steels is 
significantly higher than that for aluminum, copper and precious metals such as silver and gold. However, depending on the surface 
roughness and impurities, the laser absorptivity of aluminum could be as large as ~35%, which is significantly higher than the value 
indicated in Fig. 2.4 [62]. The absorptivity of Ti was reported as 0.39 for laser wavelength of 1 µm and 0.45 for laser wavelength of 
0.45 µm [63]. 

In powder bed processes, the absorption of heat depends on inter-reflection of the laser beam among the powder particles. Both 
direct measurement and numerical modelling were used to assess the real-time laser absorptivity [4,63]. Since the net amount of laser 
energy absorbed increases with each reflection and subsequent absorption, depending on the packing efficiency of the powder bed, 
the absorptivity can be significantly higher than that of a flat surface or just a single powder particle. This effect of inter-reflection of 
laser beam on heat absorption is modeled using ray-tracing simulations [5,51,64–67] where absorptivity is calculated based on the 
incident angle of the laser beam, powder particle size, packing efficiency of the powder bed, and optical properties of the laser beam. 
It has been shown that depending on the packing efficiency the absorptivity of the powder bed can be greater than the absorptivity of 
a flat surface of the same material. For example, the powder bed absorptivity has been shown to be 6 times greater for silver and gold, 
and around twice for stainless steel and titanium than the flat surface [4]. However, for simplicity, in many models [4,68] the effect 
of inter-reflection is considered just by enhancing the absorptivity values in the volumetric heat source for the laser beam as described 
in Section 2.1.4. Note that the real-time monitoring of laser energy absorptivity using approaches such as calorimetric measurements 
is also important, considering the complex shape, surface condition, and refractive index of the alloys that cannot be completely 
incorporated in the numerical models [4,69]. 

For wire based DED processes, the filler wire is irradiated by the laser beam and the wire tip is fed into the molten pool [70–72]. 
However, there is no quantitative study of the laser energy absorptivity by the filler wire considering the characteristics such as the 
wire feeding angle and rate. 

The heat absorption rate changes drastically as soon as the feed-stock melts and forms a molten pool. The absorptivity of the laser 
beam by the molten pool is generally considered as the Fresnel absorptivity. The absorption of heat inside the molten pool has a 

Fig. 2.4. Absorptivity of laser energy for various materials, plotted based on the data available in [61].  
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significant effect on the shape of the molten pool. Fig. 2.5 shows that laser processing can take place in the conduction, keyhole or 
mixed modes depending on the laser power intensity [73,74]. Generally, for DED processes, the power intensity is less because of the 
large spot size of laser beam used. That results in the conduction mode with a low depth to width ratio of the molten pool as shown in  
Fig. 2.3(a). The laser beam is absorbed only once and the remaining energy is reflected from the pool surface. Consequently, the laser 
energy is mainly transported from the surface into the interior of material through heat conduction and melt convection. However, in 
PBF processes, often due to very small laser spot size, vaporization of alloying elements takes place on the pool surface. The resulting 
recoil force severely depresses the liquid metal, forming a deep cavity, or keyhole [75,76], which is full of volatile vaporized alloying 
elements. The mechanism of heat absorption in the keyhole mode involves bouncing of the beam within the keyhole surfaces in 
multiple locations. In each location a portion of the beam is absorbed and the remaining portion is reflected. Because of the deep 
geometry of the keyhole and multiple reflections of the beam, a high value of the overall absorptivity often exceeding 80% is 
achieved [77,78]. The molten pool in the keyhole mode has a very high depth to width ratio as shown in Fig. 2.3(b). However, laser 
based PBF processes in conduction mode are common and widely reported in the literature [68,78]. 

The laser absorptivity in both PBF and DED processes are significantly affected by various factors including the characteristics of 
the energy sources and the materials. Although a few calorimetric measurements of the laser absorptivity values are now available in 
the published literature [4], real-time experimental measurements of these values as a function of the above-referenced factors 
remain critically needed for AM processes. 

2.2.2. Electron beam heat source 
In electron beam AM processes, electrons are generated in a gun accelerated by an electric potential up to approximately 100 kV  

[79]. Electromagnetic lens focuses the electron beam to achieve high energy densities used to melt the metal feedstock. Compared to 
the mechanically driven mirrors used in laser-based systems, electromagnetic lens enables faster scanning speeds, on the order of 
10 m/s [80]. Since the electron beam based AM is performed in vacuum (~10−4–10−5 Torr), vaporization of elements and keyhole 
formation are very common [81]. However, depending on the scanning speed, the conduction mode PBF-EB can also be possible [82]. 

In the PBF-EB process, the packing of a powder layer is followed by an immediate pre-sintering step during which a defocused 
beam is used to scan rapidly over the powder bed to sinter the particles together. This increases mechanical, thermal and electrical 
connections between the powder particles, which is necessary to prevent the electrostatic repulsion of powder particles from the bed 
due to the negative electrical charge buildup in individual particles, a phenomenon commonly referred to as “smoking” [24]. This 
pre-sintering step is unnecessary in DED-EB due to the use of a wire feedstock [83]. 

Once the electrons impact the atomic nuclei of the feedstock material, the kinetic energy of the electrons largely transforms into 
thermal energy over a distance on the order of several micrometers [80]. The energy dissipation of the incident electrons is a function 
of the power, the atomic number of the material, and the incident angle of the beam [80]. Some of the initial energy is lost through 
backscattered electrons, which emits back out of the material into the surroundings. Electron beam welding literature estimates that 
up to 40% of the input power can be lost to those electrons [52] for metals typically found in AM alloys. However, the lost energy due 
to backscattered radiation will be less for cases where a keyhole forms due to metal vaporization, because backscattered electrons 
emitted from the keyhole wall will be largely reabsorbed by the material [53]. 

2.2.3. Arc heat source 
The feedstock materials are melted through the arc energy during arc based DED processes. Depending on the type of the arc, 

there are three major variants of arc-based DED (DED-A) which are DED-GTA, DED-PA, and DED-GMA, respectively [1]. The elec-
trode is non-consumable in DED-GTA and DED-PA, and thus an external filler wire is needed and fed separately as the feedstock 
material. In contrast, the consumable electrode is the filler wire itself in DED-GMA, which can be fed coaxially with the arc through 
the torch [71]. The absorption of heat by the wire feed stock depends on the alloy, arc temperature, surface finish of the wire and 
metal transfer mode. 

Fig. 2.5. Identification of the three modes in laser welding. Adapted from Buvanashekaran et al. [74].  
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An electric arc is established between the electrode and the substrate during DED-A, which serves as the heat source. The arc can 
be divided into three regions, i.e. the anode, the cathode and the arc column [84]. Depending on the different variants of DED-A, the 
electrode and the substrate serve as the anode and the cathode, respectively, or vice versa. The arc column is electrically neutral on 
macroscopic scales and is composed of neutral atoms, electrons and positive ions. Electrons are emitted from the cathode, traveling 
through the arc column, and condensed at the anode. Ions travel along a reversed path, i.e. from the anode to the cathode through the 
arc column [84]. Significant amount of energy is released from the arc due to the agitated activities of the particles. Both the filler 
wire and the substrate or solidified deposit are heated and melted by the arc. 

The characteristics of the arc are determined by major variables including the polarity of the electrode, the arc voltage and 
current, arc length as well as other external factors such as shielding gas composition and wire diameter [85]. Tungsten is commonly 
used as the non-consumable electrode during GTA, and oxides such as thoria can be added to have better electron emissivity, current- 
carrying capacity, and contamination resistance. The absorption rate of the arc energy is usually among 60%~80% for GTA processes  
[86]. The consumable filler wire is melted during GMA, with three common modes of metal transfer, i.e. globular, spray, and short- 
circuiting, depending on the interactions between the arc and the tip of the filler wire [86]. Because of the considerable amount of 
heat transported by the liquid metal from the filler wire to the molten pool, the energy efficiency is typically over 80% during the 
GMA process [86]. The arc heat absorption by the molten pool is similar to that for laser and electron beam based processes. 
Conduction mode melting is generally observed in arc based DED processes using GTA and GMA due to the large size and thus low 
power intensity of the arc source [87]. However, DED-PA can operate in keyhole mode due to the highly concentrated arc energy  
[88]. 

2.3. Heat transfer and fluid flow 

Despite of the large varieties of the heat sources and feedstock materials, the transport processes of heat, mass, and momentum of 
different AM techniques share significant similarities. Solution of the equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy for 
PBF and DED based AM processes is essential to examine the quantitative relations between process parameters and important 
metallurgical variables such as the cooling rates, temperature gradients and fusion zone geometry that affect the microstructure and 
properties of the fusion zone. 

The liquid metal undergoes a considerable recirculating motion driven mainly by the spatial gradient of surface tension and this 
convection is a major mechanism of heat transfer within the fusion zone. Additionally, in wire based DED, fluid flow is affected by the 
momentum of mass transferred from the molten wire typically in the form of droplets. Lorentz forces [86] from electric heat sources 
such as an arc can also drive fluid flow. As a result, solution of the velocity field in the fusion zone is a prerequisite for an accurate 
calculation of heat transfer in AM. 

2.3.1. Governing equations 
The heat transfer and fluid flow analysis in the molten pool and its surroundings commonly follows the conservation equations of 

mass, momentum and energy in transient form in Cartesian coordinate as [1,17]: 
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where ρ is the density, ui and uj are the velocity components along the i and j directions, respectively, xi is the distance along the i 
direction, t is the time, µ is the viscosity, Suj is the source term for the momentum equation that includes the driving forces for fluid 
motion described later in Section 2.3.2, h is the sensible heat, Cp is the specific heat, k is the thermal conductivity, ΔH is the latent 
heat content, and Sh is the source term for the energy transfer that includes the volumetric heat sources. Detailed explanations on Eqs.  
(2.11)–(2.13) are documented in published literature [1,17]. The molten material is considered incompressible and Newtonian, and a 
laminar flow is commonly assumed in the molten pool. 

The variables in Eq. (2.13) depict the total enthalpy that is the sum of the sensible heat (h) and the latent heat content (ΔH). The 
temperature values are calculated from this enthalpy by using the specific heat of the alloy. The last term on the right-hand side of Eq.  
(2.12) is obtained from the Carman-Kozeny equation that accounts for the frictional dissipation of flow velocity in the mushy region  
[17]. The term fL refers to the liquid fraction, KP is a permeability coefficient, and BN is a small numerical constant introduced to 
avoid division by zero when fL = 0. The liquid fraction is assigned following the computed local temperature (T). For instance, fL = 1 
when T ≥ TL, and fL = 0 when T ≤ TS, and, fL varies linearly from 0 to 1 as T increases from TS to TL [89]. This enthalpy-porosity 
formulation has the advantage that it does not require an explicit tracking of the location of liquid/solid interface nor does it require 
imposing any boundary condition at such interface. 

2.3.2. Driving forces for fluid motion 
In the momentum conservation Eq. (2.12), Suj is used to account for the forces that drive the motion of liquid metal in the fusion 
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zone. In general, the most important force for the fluid motion is the Marangoni force which arises because of the spatial variation of 
interfacial tension on the surface of the fusion zone. Additionally, when an electric arc is used as the heat source, momentum from the 
droplet transfer becomes an important driver of the fluid flow. The interaction between the arc current and the magnetic fields 
induced by the current results in the electromagnetic force that also contributes to convection of the liquid metal. The spatial 
variation of temperature and density also results in a gravitational force which can be neglected in most cases because it is much 
weaker than the other forces [20]. 

2.3.2.1. Marangoni force. In most heat transfer fluid flow models, the Marangoni shear stress is imposed on the top surface of the 
molten pool as a boundary condition for the momentum conservation equation (also refer Section 2.3.4): 

=d
dT

dT
d s

µ u
n

· s
(2.14) 

where d
dT

is the temperature coefficient of surface tension (γ), dT
d s

is the temperature gradient along a surface tangential direction s , μ 

is the viscosity, us is the surface velocity along s , and n is the surface normal direction. The right-hand side in Eq. (2.14) is the 
viscous shear stress for a Newtonian fluid. An accompanying boundary condition for such a steady-state or quasi-steady surface 
profile is un = 0, i.e., the velocity normal to the surface is equal to zero. 

Apart from the models where the Marangoni force is applied as a boundary condition on the flat or curved top surface of the 
molten pool, there are models that explicitly track the transient evolution of molten pool surface using methods such as volume of 
fluid (VOF). In such models, the implementation of the above boundary conditions requires special methods. For example, the surface 
force can be converted to a body force and included in the source term (Suj) in the momentum equation Eq. (2.12). One such method 
is the continuum surface force (CSF) model developed by Brackbill et al. [90]. 

Surface tension is temperature-dependent and therefore varies spatially on the surface of the fusion zone. This variation of surface 
tension drives the fluid flow tangential to the pool surface, commonly known as the Marangoni flow. For pure metals, increasing 
temperature leads to a decrease in surface tension, and this trend holds for most alloys [91]. The region of the molten pool directly 
under the heat source will have the highest temperature, typically causing liquid to be pulled to the sides of the pool which has a 
lower temperature and consequently higher surface tension. However, some alloying elements in steels and nickel alloys, particularly 
sulfur, selenium, nitrogen and oxygen, can affect how the surface tension changes with both temperature and the concentration of 
these elements [22]. The manner in which the surface tension varies with temperature can significantly affect the direction of fluid 
flow within the fusion zone and its geometry [41]. 

2.3.2.2. Lorentz or electromagnetic force. Another body force that can be included as a source term in momentum conservation 
equation is the Lorentz (or electromagnetic) force that arises when an electric current is used, such as in the case of PBF-EB, DED-EB 
and DED-A. This force is given as: 

= ×F j Bemf (2.15) 

where Femf is the electromagnetic force, j is the current density vector, and B is the magnetic flux vector. A widely employed method 
to calculate Femf in the welding literature is the analytical expression derived by Kou and Sun by solving Maxwell’s equations in an 
axisymmetric coordinate system with Magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) approximation [92]. It can also be estimated by solving 
Maxwell’s equations numerically [93]. 

2.3.2.3. Droplet and powder impact force. For DED processes such as DED-L and DED-A, where a feedstock material is actively 
deposited into the molten pool, there is a force generated by liquid droplets or powder particles impacting the molten pool. Such 
impact can be modeled considering the transient evolution of the pool surface (such as by the VOF method) if the droplet size, 
temperature and impact velocity can be specified. For GMA-based processes, this can be done by direct calculation of the droplet [94] 
or by approximation of the droplet impact as a force on the molten pool surface [95]. A similar approach of calculating individual 
droplet impact force has been used for modeling the powder based DED-L process [96], by considering the impact force of the 
droplets. However, the impact force of the powder particles is typically ignored [97] due to the smaller size of the metal powder 
compared to the metal droplets formed in DED-GMA. 

2.3.2.4. Buoyancy force. The buoyancy force is commonly treated using the following Boussinesq approximation [98]: 

=F g T T( )b
L L ref (2.16) 

where Fb is the buoyancy force, ρL is the liquid metal density at the reference temperature Tref, g is the gravitational acceleration, βL is 
the linear thermal expansion coefficient, and T is the liquid metal temperature. The effect of buoyancy force on convection is much 
weaker compared to other driving forces (e.g., the surface tension force) [20]. 

2.3.2.5. Recoil force. Because of the high temperature during AM, a significant vaporization of alloying elements takes place. The 
vaporization results in a downward force acting upon the molten pool surface, known as the recoil force [99,100]. This recoil force 
causes a depression near the axis of the heat source, where the power intensity, temperatures, and vapor pressures are the highest. 
Depending on the magnitude of the force, the local deformation of the liquid surface may be significant. When the pressure imposed 
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on the molten pool by the recoil force is sufficiently large, a keyhole forms and alters the interaction between the heat source and the 
deposit or substrate material. Moreover, if the recoil force is greater than the surface tension force, then ejection of material from the 
molten pool can occur and both mass and energy are lost from the pool. The pressure exerted by the recoil force can be calculated 
using the following analytical equation [22,101]: 

=p p exp H T T
R TT

0.54 ( )
R

v v

g v
0

(2.17) 

where p0 is the atmospheric pressure, ΔHv is the enthalpy of metal vapor, T is the surface temperature of the molten pool, Tv is the 
boiling temperature, and Rg is the universal gas constant. The main influential factors for the recoil pressure include the local energy 
density, the thermal conductivity of the material, and the equilibrium vapor pressure of the alloying elements. 

2.3.3. Geometry of the free surface 
For modeling the molten pool fluid flow, the profile of the pool surface is not known a priori and varies with time. The molten pool 

surface must be determined explicitly to apply appropriate boundary conditions. This problem, commonly referred to as fluid dy-
namics with moving boundaries [102], can be solved by two groups of numerical methods. The first group is the interface capturing 
method such as the boundary fitted grid where a set of grids moves with and exactly fits the interface [103]. While it allows an 
accurate application of boundary conditions at the interface, it is difficult to consider the breakup and coalescence of fluids by this 
method, making it impractical to simulate the molten pool in AM (for instance, fusing of multiple particles into the pool). The second 
group is the interface tracking methods used with a set of fixed grids, among which the most widely used one is perhaps the VOF 
method [104]. In this method, the following conservation equation of fluid fraction is solved: 
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where fl
v is the fluid volume fraction ( f0 1l

v ) and not to be confused with the liquid fraction fL defined previously. The term fl
v

defines the volume fraction of a cell occupied by fluid (either liquid or solid). Specifically, =f 0l
v indicates a void cell where no fluid 

is present, =f 1l
v depicts a liquid cell completely occupied by the fluid, and < <f0 1l

v refers to an interface cell containing the 
molten pool interface. The VOF equation is solved concurrently together with the conservation Eqs. (2.11)–(2.13) to obtain the fluid 
volume fraction distribution. Next, the fluid fraction of neighboring cells is used to construct the interface position using algorithms 
such as the piecewise linear interface calculation (PLIC) [105]. The boundary conditions such as surface heat flux and surface tension 
force can then be updated based on the new interface position and orientation. 

A nuance in using VOF is the choice of single fluid versus two fluids. For PBF-L where an inert shielding gas is used, it may be 
tempting to choose two fluids: one for the molten metal and the other for the shielding gas. However, in many implementations of 
VOF, there is only one set of velocities in a grid cell shared by both liquid and gas. In other words, the liquid and gas have the same 
velocities in the grid cell. This implementation is prone to numerical error when there is a large difference in density and viscosity 
between liquid and gas. Hence, for simulating molten pool dynamics in AM, the single fluid option may be more desirable for 
improved numerical robustness. 

The level-set method is another interface tracking approach, using a level-set function to compute the levels of the interface region  
[106]. The zero-level set represents the actual position of the free surface, with other level sets distributed at various distances from 
the interface [107]. The motion of the interface depends on the local forces acting on it. The molten metal flow was considered to 
determine the velocity of the interface during AM, incorporating the influences of driving forces including the Marangoni stress and 
surface tension [108–110]. During DED-L, the additional influence of the powder addition on the motion of the gas metal interface 
was incorporated through solving the coupled force and level-set functions [111]. Note that level-set method does not inherently 
conserve the total volume, and thus constrictions need to be developed in the model to ensure mass conservation [111,112]. 

The surface profile of the fusion zone can also be estimated by minimizing the total energy on the top surface of the molten pool. 
The total energy includes the surface energy due to the change in the pool surface area, the potential energy and the recoil force and 
the work performed by the arc pressure displacing the pool surface. This method assumes a continuous interface along the molten 
pool surface. Therefore, there is a limitation of easily calculating the breakup and the coalescence of the fluid. Detailed procedure for 
the calculation is available in the literature [103], and only important features are presented here. 

The arc pressure (Pa) depends on the total arc force exerted on the top surface of the molten pool [113]. The average droplet 
impact force on the top surface of the molten pool depends on the droplet mass, velocity and transfer frequency [103]. The pressure 
due to the droplet impact (Pd) is essentially the impact force per unit area and is assumed to have Gaussian distribution on the top 
surface of the molten pool [103]. The following two equations are solved to obtain the fusion zone surface profile [103]: 

+ + +
+ +

= + +g P
(1 ) 2 (1 )

(1 )
y xx x y xy x yy

x y
a

2 2

2 2 3/2
(2.19)  

=z dy
r w
U

( ) 0s
w f

w
0

2

(2.20)  

Subscripts x and y in Eq. (2.19) represent partial derivative with respect to x and y, respectively, γ is the surface tension, and λ is 
the Lagrange multiplier. In Eq. (2.20), rw, wf and V are the wire radius, wire feed rate and the welding speed, respectively, and ϕs is 
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the solidified surface profile, z0 is the z location of the specimen top surface. Eq. (2.19) represents the static force balance at the fusion 
zone surface, while Eq. (2.20) defines a constraint condition that the deposited area, AFW, at a solidified cross section of the fusion 
zone is equal to the amount of feedstock per unit length. To obtain the free surface profile, both equations need to be solved. Eq.  
(2.20) is discretized using the finite difference method. It is then solved using the Gauss-Seidel point-by-point method for an assumed 
λ with appropriate boundary conditions. The resulting free surface profile is applied to the constraint equation, and the residual 
(defined as the left-hand side of Eq. (2.19)) is evaluated. The value of λ is determined iteratively using the bisection method until both 
Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) are satisfied. 

2.3.4. Boundary conditions 
The surface heat flux and the heat loss can be implemented as boundary conditions of the energy conservation Eq. (2.13) as: 

=k T
n

q q q qc r v (2.21) 

where k is the thermal conductivity, T
n

is the temperature gradient along the surface normal direction (n ), q is the heat input from 
the heat source, and qc, qr and qv are the heat loss by convection, radiation and vaporization, respectively. The heat loss due to 
radiation is given as [1,22]: 

=q T T( )r a
4 4 (2.22) 

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4), ɛ is the emissivity, Ta is the ambient temperature. The heat loss 
to the surrounding due to shielding gas flow is given as [1,22]: 

=q h T T( )c c a (2.23) 

where hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient. The heat loss due to vaporization is given as [114]: 

=
=

q J Hv
i

n

i i
1 (2.24) 

where n is the number of the alloying elements, Ji is the vaporization flux of element i, ΔHi is the enthalpy of vaporization of the 
element i. The volumetric heat flux, such as that in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.9), are directly added to the source term Sh in Eq. (2.13). 
Volumetric heating due to viscous friction of liquid metal flow and Joule heating due to electric current flow in DED-GMA are 
typically much smaller than the heat input from heat source and are thus ignored. 

The spatial variation in pool surface temperature creates a surface tension gradient that drives the convective flow of molten 
metal inside the pool. The application of Marangoni stress developed due to surface tension gradient as boundary conditions has been 
explained in Section 2.3.2. However, for deposits with curved surface typically observed in DED processes the boundary conditions 
depend on the temperature gradient on the 3D curved surface along the x-, y-, and z-directions (Gx, Gy, Gz, respectively) [31]. The 
Marangoni stress at any point on the curved surface along the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively, is, 

= =µ d u
d z

d
d T

Gx x (2.25)  

= =µ d v
d z

d
d T

Gy y (2.26)  

= =µ d w
d r

d
d T

Gz z (2.27) 

where T is the temperature, γ is the surface tension, μ is the viscosity of the liquid metal, r is the radial distance from the central axis 
of the heat source, and u, v, and w are the velocities of the liquid metal along the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. Appropriate 

Table 2.2 
Thermophysical properties of common shielding gases, Argon [119], Nitrogen [118,119] and air [120]. Here ‘T’ represents temperature in K.      

Properties Argon Nitrogen Air  

Density (kg/m3) at 
ambient 
temperature 

0.974 1.25 1.20 

Specific heat (J/kg 
K) 

519.16 at ambient temperature 1040.00 at ambient temperature 1034.09 − 0.285  
T + 0.782 × 10−3 T2 –  
0.497 × 10−6 T3 

Thermal 
conductivity 
(W/m K) 

+ × + ×T T1.35 10 1.453 10
T

0.1125 3 7 1.5 + × + ×T T1.65 10 5.255 10
T

0.0924 3 7 1.5 − 2.276 + 0.126 T –  
1.481 × 10−4  

T2 + 1.735 × 10−7 T3 

Range of 
temperature ‘T’ 
(K) 

300–4500 300–2200 300–1050 
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values of convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients as well as Marangoni stresses are required for an accurate calculation of 
the temperature field. 

2.4. Thermophysical properties of materials 

Calculations of heat, mass, and momentum transfer during AM processes require thermophysical properties of alloys such as 
thermal conductivity, specific heat, density, latent heat, viscosity and liquidus and solidus temperatures [114]. Properties responsible 
for the heat transport such as thermal conductivity and specific heat vary significantly with temperature. Therefore, an assumption of 
constant values of these properties may result in errors in the calculated results. In AM, the most commonly used alloys are stainless 
and tool steels, titanium alloys, nickel based super alloys and aluminum alloys [1]. Table 2.1 summarizes temperature dependent 
thermophysical properties [1,19,115] of these commonly used alloys in AM. 

Special care is needed for the assignment of the thermophysical properties for each variant of the AM processes [1,17]. For 
example, in the PBF processes, the effective thermophysical properties of the packed powder bed depend on the shielding gas 
entrapped among the powder particles and the packing efficiency of the powder bed [116,117]. Table 2.2 provides the thermo-
physical properties [118–120] of shielding gases commonly used in AM processes. The effective density (ρe) and specific heat (Cpe) of 
the powder bed are written as [19,121]: 

= + (1 )s ge (2.28)  

=
+
+

Cp
Cp Cp(1 )

(1 )
s s g g

s g
e

(2.29) 

where η is the powder packing density of the powder bed, ρs and ρg are the density of the solid and gas, respectively, and Cps and Cpg 

are the specific heat of the solid and the gas, respectively. The effective density of the powder bed is not strongly affected by the 
nature of the gas, since the density of the solid is significantly higher than the density of the gas. Therefore, for a given powder bed, 
the effective density is proportional to the powder packing density. However, the effective thermal conductivity of the powder bed 
depends significantly on the thermal conductivity of the shielding gas. 

Several models have been proposed to represent the effective thermal conductivity of the powder bed (ke). It is often represented 
as a packing density dependent weighted average [122,123] of thermal conductivities of alloy powder and shielding gas: 

= +k k k (1 )s ge (2.30) 

where ks and kg are the thermal conductivity of the solid and the gas, respectively. However, the contact area between two adjacent 
powder particles is very small. Therefore, effective heat conduction from one powder particle to another is almost negligible  
[19,116]. It has been found that the effective thermal conductivity of the powder bed depends largely on the thermal conductivity of 
shielding gas but not on the thermal conductivity of the powder [116]. Therefore, the following simplified formula for the effective 
thermal conductivity [116] has been suggested: 

=k
k

(1 )
g

e 2 (2.31)  

Although this formula is simple, it does not consider the effects of powder particle shape and size and inter-particle distance. 
Rombouts et al. [116] proposed the following correlation that considers these two factors. 

Fig. 2.6. Effective thermal conductivity of powder bed (SS316 powder + Ar gas) calculated using different formulae. Formulae 1, 2 and 3 cor-
respond to the Eqs. (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32), respectively. 
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= + + + +
+

k k N L L
L2

0.5 ln(1 ) ln(1 ) 1
1

1ge
(2.32) 

where kg is the thermal conductivity of the gas, N is the coordination number and L is a product of a constant and powder particle 
diameter. The value of the constant depends on the shielding gas type [116] and for Ar its value is 5.4 × 10−4 m−1. The computed 
values of the thermal conductivity agree well with the experimental data. When the distance between two powder particles is smaller 
than the gas free mean path, inter-particle radiation can affect the effective thermal conductivity of the powder bed [124]. Inter- 
particle radiation depends on temperature of the powder bed, mean free path of the gas, and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and it can 
be calculated using Zehner-Schlunder model [125]. However, for most PBF processes, the values of inter-particle radiation are small  
[124] and can be neglected. 

Fig. 2.6 represents the temperature dependent effective thermal conductivity of powder bed consisting of SS316 powder and Ar 
gas. The effective thermal conductivity is calculated using all three formulae mentioned above. A log scale is used to plot all values of 
thermal conductivity in the same graph. Since thermal conductivities of both the powder particles and Ar gas increase with tem-
perature, the effective thermal conductivity of the powder bed also follows the same trend. The effective thermal conductivity 
calculated using Eq. (2.30) is about 100 times higher than that calculated using Eqs. (2.31) or (2.32). Eq. (2.32) provides the values of 
effective thermal conductivity that agree with the experiments, whereas Eq. (2.30) significantly overestimates its values [116]. 
Therefore, Eq. (2.32) is recommended to use. For a higher packing density, it becomes easier to transfer heat from one particle to 
another due to increased area of contact. Therefore, the effective thermal conductivity of powder bed calculated using Eq. (2.32) 
increases with packing efficiency as shown in Fig. 2.7. These implementations of the effective thermophysical properties are required 
for the molten pool models where individual powder particles are not considered. In contrast, in the powder-scale models where 
interactions among the individual powder particles are modeled, effective thermophysical properties for the powder bed are not 
required. 

Unlike the PBF processes where feedstock materials are supplied as packed powders, in DED, the assignment of properties of the 
feedstock depends on the type of the materials such as wire in DED-GMA and powder in DED-L and DED-EB [1,17,55]. Generally, the 
properties of the wire feedstock are the same as the alloy as provided in Table 2.1. For the cold wire supplied in DED-GMA [55,87], 
the properties of the wire feedstock are assigned at the room temperature [87]. However, in the DED-GMA processes with preheating 
of the wire [126], the properties are updated based on the preheating temperature as expressed in Table 2.1. However, in the powder 
based DED processes, the powder feedstock has a high surface to volume ratio and different heat transfer and heat absorption 
characteristics compared to the solid alloy [1]. 

Assignment of the thermophysical properties to the substrate, deposited track and molten pool are identical for all AM processes. 
At the beginning of the process, the substrate is assigned with the properties at room temperature or at a specified preheat tem-
perature. During the process, the properties of the substrate and already deposited tracks are updated based on the temperature field  
[17,127] as provided in Table 2.1. Inside the molten pool where the temperature is higher than the liquidus temperature of the alloy, 
properties of the liquid alloy are assigned. Inside the solid-liquid two phase region where the temperature is between the solidus and 
liquidus temperatures of the alloy, the thermophysical properties are updated based on both the temperature and the liquid fraction  
[17]. Properties at every grid point are updated when new values of temperatures are obtained by iteration. 

For efficient numerical calculations, explicit functional relations between properties and temperature are desirable, instead of 
tabulated values at discrete temperatures. Examples of such relations are available in recent reviews [1]. Exact values of high 
temperature thermophysical data are not always available and estimations are often made. However, with the increasing availability 
of computational resources and thermodynamic data bases, thermophysical data can be calculated for many commercial alloys based 
on pertinent theories where experimental data are scarce. 

Fig. 2.7. Temperature dependent effective thermal conductivity of powder bed (SS316 powder + Ar gas) calculated using Eq. (2.32) for different 
powder packing efficiency [19]. 
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2.5. Modeling of functionally graded alloys 

Mechanistic models are important for the understanding of microstructures, mechanical properties and residual stresses and 
distortion of functionally graded alloys as they provide a detailed insight about the shape and size of the molten pool, peak tem-
perature, and solidification parameters. Different from multi-material structures with discrete interfaces [128–132], the chemical 
composition, microstructure and properties change gradually in functionally graded materials [28,133], which can be advantageous 
for overcoming challenges associated with the abrupt changes in properties of dissimilar joints. DED is the most commonly used AM 
process to fabricate the graded alloys [133], although PBF [134] and an AM process combining wire and powder [135] have also 
been successfully implemented to produce these graded alloys. Since the microstructure and properties of graded alloys vary spatially 
depending on the local composition, modeling can provide an important tool for their control. In addition, measurements of thermo- 
mechanical responses such as residual stresses and strains are hindered by the limited availability of the strain free lattice spacing and 
other data of these graded alloys [28]. 

There are three main challenges in the modeling of AM of functionally graded alloys. First, temperature dependent thermo- 
physical and mechanical properties data for different compositions of these graded alloys required for the calculations are not readily 
available. Second, the local composition changes continuously with the fabrication process because of the dilution effect due to the 
mixing of different alloy compositions during the remelting of the substrate or the previously deposited layers. Finally, continuously 
varying thermo-physical and mechanical properties due to the addition of new layers with different alloy compositions affect the 
convergence of the numerical models. 

2.5.1. Thermo-physical and mechanical properties of graded alloys 
Thermo-physical and mechanical properties depend on the local composition of functionally graded alloys. There are several 

methods to predict these properties based on how they vary with composition. If the property data are available for multiple 
compositions in a functionally graded material, they can be fitted into a polynomial for use in mechanistic models. If data is not 
available, effective alloy properties (PReff ) at a particular location can be approximated using a rule of mixtures relationship [136], 

Fig. 2.8. Calculated composition profile of Ni in the cross-section of the deposit by DED-L of Ni-Co–Cr alloy powder over the graphite cast iron 
substrate: (a) One layer, and (b) Six layers [97]. (c) Weight fraction of Fe, Co, and Cr along a single track during DED-L of Co–Cr–W alloy powder 
over the 38MnVS medium carbon steel substrate [138]. 
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= +PR PR V PR Veff 1 1 2 2 (2.33) 

where PR1 and PR2 are the terminal alloy properties, and V1 and V2 are the corresponding volume fractions. However, more complex 
relations have also been used in the literature [137] to incorporate the compositional dependence of properties. These relationships 
take the form, 

= +PR P k Ceff pure i i
(2.34) 

where Ppure is the property of the pure solvent, ki is the coefficient for element i determined from regression analyses, and Ci is the 
concentration of element i in a particular region of the functionally graded alloy. In multi-phase microstructures, the relationship in 
Eq. (2.34) can be used for each individual phase and the total effective property can be estimated using the rule of mixtures in Eq.  
(2.33). 

In some instances, the local compositional variation cannot be specified a-priori and numerical modeling is necessary to de-
termine the properties. For example, spatial variations of temperature and composition occur within the molten pool and they affect 
properties. These variations are computed by solving the equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy. For example, the 
prediction of the composition profile of Ni during DED-L for Ni-Co–Cr alloy powder over the substrate of graphite cast iron is shown 
in Fig. 2.8(a) and (b) [97]. Fig. 2.8(c) shows the weight fraction of Fe, Co, and Cr along a single track during DED-L of Co–Cr–W alloy 
powder over the substrate of 38MnVS medium carbon steel [138]. These two cases demonstrate the capability of numerical models to 
quantitatively predict the variation of the alloying element concentrations with the continuous building process [97,138]. 

Thermodynamic programs designed for materials processing applications can also model important alloy properties such as 
equilibrium phases, phase transformations and thermo-physical properties [139]. The CALculation of PHAse Diagrams (CALPHAD) 
method [140] is commonly used to determine phase fractions and compositions for a given alloy concentration and temperature or 
temperature range. The prediction of thermo-physical properties using CALPHAD involves the following steps. First, the equilibrium 
fractions of phases are determined by minimizing the total Gibbs energy using thermodynamic excess functions. The property, PR, for 
a particular phase is expressed as [141], 

= +
>

PR MF PR MF MF MF MF( )
i

i i
i j

i j ij
v

i j
1 (2.35) 

where PRi is the property of the phase in the pure element, ij
v is a binary interaction parameter between elements i and j. MFi and MFj

are the mole fractions of i and j in the phase, respectively. Both PRi and ij
v are temperature-dependent. The total property of the 

graded alloy is then determined from the mass fractions and properties of each phase using the rule of mixtures discussed previously  
[142]. This method has been successfully used to calculate phase equilibria for graded alloys between titanium alloys, nickel base 
alloys and steels [143,144]. Bobbio et al. [144] used this method to calculate phase fractions in a functionally graded alloy between a 
titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) and a nickel alloy (Invar 36). The computed phase diagram was calculated by approximating the system as 
a Ti-Fe-Ni ternary system and is shown in Fig. 2.9(a). The diagram shows that depending on the amount of these main constituting 
elements several primary and secondary phases can form and play a significant role in determining the properties of the graded 
alloys. For example, Fig. 2.9(b) shows that both liquidus and solidus temperatures of the graded alloys change significantly with the 
volume fraction of Invar 36 and the variations across the entire composition gradient are not linear. The figure also shows that the 
temperature difference between the liquidus and solidus temperatures changes for different compositions of the graded alloy. It may 
result in a different dimension of the mushy region, temperature field, cooling rates and solidification parameters for different 
compositions of the graded alloys. The changes in these metallurgical variables based on local alloy compositions can be captured 
using transport phenomena-based models. 

Fig. 2.9. (a) Ternary phase diagram of Fe-Ti-Ni system calculated using CALPHAD method [144]. (b) Variations in liquidus and solidus tem-
peratures with the volume fraction of Invar in the graded alloy between Ti-6Al-4V and Invar [144]. 
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It is noted that similar to their use in functionally graded alloys, elemental powder blends have been used to create “bulk” alloys 
in-situ during PBF-L. Examples include the creation of Mg-xAl-Zn alloys from mixtures of Al and Mg-Zn powders [145], Al-xCu alloys 
from mixtures of Al-4.5Cu and Cu powders [146], an Al-Cu12 alloy from blends of pure elemental Al and Cu powders [147], a Ti- 
35Nb alloy from elemental mixed powder [148], and Ti-Mo-TiC metal matrix composites from a powder mixture of commercial pure 
Ti, 6.5 wt% Mo and 3.5 wt% Mo2C [149]. To date, transport phenomena models for PBF-L of elemental powder blends are limited. It 
is expected that the existing models without the powder packing simulations (see later in Section 2.8.1) can be readily extended to 
PBF-L of element powder blends by using the thermophysical properties of the final alloys. On the other hand, many complexities 
arise for the models with the powder packing simulations due to the need to track powder particles of different materials in both 
powder packing and molten pool calculations. 

2.6. Computational methodologies 

2.6.1. Overview of numerical methods 
Unlike conventional melting and solidification processes of alloys, AM requires the treatment of transport phenomena over a wide 

range of time and length scales. In particular, the length scale can be at the powder-scale (50–100 µm) where the heat absorption and 
melting of a single powder particle is of interest, as well as at the part-scale (~1 cm) where millions of particles are melted and 
solidified forming a continuous track. The diversity is compounded further as melting and solidification of the alloy powders will 
involve a mushy region over which both the solid and liquid will coexist, thereby requiring special treatment of the governing 
equations. 

2.6.1.1. Spatial discretization. The finite difference method (FDM), finite volume method (FVM), and finite element method (FEM) 
are the three traditional numerical methods that are used to solve the governing equations (Eqs. (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.18)) 
along with appropriate boundary conditions. The formulation of these numerical methods is well documented in the literature and 
thus not repeated here. While these traditional methods can consider a wide range of length scales, the computational burden 
increases exponentially for finer spatial resolution and thus an increase in total number of cells or elements. 

FDM is normally formulated with a structured mesh and as a result it is easy to implement into a computer code and the 
calculation is computationally efficient. The reliance on structured mesh, however, limits FDM to computational domains that can be 
represented by rectangular grids. However, the interface tracking methods (e.g., VOF) can be used in FDM to track complex geo-
metries inside the simple rectangular domain. The mesh has to be very fine in order to accurately track the position and orientation of 
the geometry. 

FVM and FEM work with a computational domain comprising unstructured mesh to capture the complex geometry. The common 
element shapes for unstructured mesh include hexahedral and tetrahedral. It is noted when the VOF method is used to track complex 
geometries (such as melting of individual powder particles), there is no advantage of FVM or FEM over FDM since the computational 
domain is a simple rectangular prism (e.g., see Ref. [150] versus Ref. [22]). 

The Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been used to simulate the selective beam melting process [151,152]. In this method, 
two sets of distribution functions were defined at each lattice site: one for mass and momentum transport, and the other for 
movement of the internal energy. Equations of collision and displacement were formulated for the two distribution functions and 
numerically solved in a D2Q9 scheme (2-dimensional, cubic grid; each node point with 8 neighboring nodes). The free surface 
(liquid/gas interface) was tracked using a VOF-type method, and the solid phase was assumed to be immobile (i.e., same treatment as 
the enthalpy-porosity formulation). LBM has shown an ability to treat the transport process in powder-scale in a manner that is found 
easier for parallel computation. Another special group of numerical methods includes the meshless or mesh-free algorithms based on 
discrete element method [153] and smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method [154]. These specialized methods are still 
evolving and not widely used for modeling of transport phenomena in AM [124]. 

For FDM, FVM and FEM, the heat transfer and fluid flow model is commonly solved in structured or unstructured fixed (Eulerian) 
grids. On the other hand, the mechanical stress-displacement model solved by FEM often uses a deformable (Lagrangian) mesh which 
follows the material deformation. The use of fixed grids in solving fluid flow problems by FDM, FVM and FEM is necessitated by the 
large movement of material. For problems involving only heat conduction, fixed grids are appropriate since the material does not 
move in this case. 

2.6.1.2. Time marching. To solve the transient form of governing equations, the time marching approach is used. Specifically, in 
increment 1, the initial conditions at time t = 0, where all the degrees of freedom (DOFs) (e.g., temperature and flow velocities) are 
given, are used to calculate the values of DOFs at the next time t = Δt, where Δt is the time increment size. Due to the high non- 
linearity of governing equations, the numerical algorithm may require multiple iterations to reach a converged solution within the 
current time increment. In increment 2, the values of DOFs at t = Δt are used to calculate the new values at t = 2Δt. Such time 
marching continues until the entire time is marched. 

For time marching, explicit and implicit time integrations are two common schemes [155]. The explicit integration scheme tends 
to be more stable as it requires fewer iterations to converge in a time increment than the implicit scheme. Moreover, the small time 
increments needed for the explicit scheme make them suitable for solving the evolution of free surfaces. On the other hand, implicit 
models are accurate and have been used to model multi-layer DED-L [17]. 
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2.6.2. Accuracy and stability 
There are two levels of accuracy for a numerical model of AM: physical accuracy and numerical accuracy. The physical accuracy, 

a measure of how well the model prediction is consistent with the experimental result, is the one that end users of the model would 
pay the most attention to. Fundamentally, it is affected by how well the model describes the important physical phenomena in AM. 
For instance, a heat conduction only model will likely have a low accuracy in predicting the melt track shape. This is because the 
important physical phenomena for melt shape include fluid flow which is not considered in the heat conduction model. In addition, 
uncertainties in materials properties (such as laser absorptivity) and process parameters (such as beam radius) and assumptions used 
in the model can have a deleterious effect on the physical accuracy. It is noted that the smart calibration of numerical model utilizing 
multivariable optimization algorithms [156] can markedly improve the physical accuracy of the model over a wide range of pro-
cessing parameters and materials. 

The numerical accuracy is crucial to numerical analysts as it measures the soundness of numerical solution to the governing 
equations. The first type of numerical accuracy is the temporal and spatial discretization accuracy. For example, the transient term in 
energy conservation equation is usually discretized as =T

t
T T

t
t t t

, where Δt is the time increment size, and Tt and Tt−Δt are the 

Fig. 2.10. Void distribution measured using X-ray CT in a PBF-L Ti-6Al-4V component [160] using (a) 160 W, (b) 185 W, and (c) 210 W of laser 
power. (d) Measurement of temperature inside the deposit using a thermocouple [161]. (e) Use of laser displacement sensor to measure in-situ 
distortion in AM [165]. (f) Measured ferrite volume fraction (black dots) using synchrotron and calculated temperature (black line) variations with 
time during welding of 304 stainless steel [166]. Inset: Schematic of the experimental set up. 
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temperature at the end of current and previous time increments, respectively. This is the first-order accurate temporal discretization 
for which the truncation error is proportional to Δt. In another example, the central difference approximation of the spatial tem-
perature gradient is given as = +T

x
T T

x2
i i1 1 , where Δx is the mesh grid spacing, and Ti+1 and Ti-1 are the temperature of two adjacent 

cells, respectively. The central difference approximation is said to have the second-order accuracy as the truncation error is pro-
portional to Δx2. The higher order accurate discretization is available. For FDM and FVM, it involves neighboring cells in addition to 
the immediately adjacent cells. For FEM, it is done through the addition of mid-side nodes within an element. 

The actual temporal and spatial discretization accuracy realized in a particular model depends on the time increment size and 
mesh spacing. For a high accuracy, it may be intuitive to use the smallest values of Δt and Δx. However, that may lead to excessive 
CPU time without improving the accuracy significantly. Hence, it may be helpful to start a simulation with relatively coarse mesh 
spacing and large time increment, and perform subsequent runs with reduced mesh spacing and time increment until results in-
dependent of the selected values are obtained. 

Another type of numerical accuracy is related to the residuals that represent the errors during iterative solution of the discretized 
equations. For example, the general form of a discretized 1-D heat conduction equation has the form of = + ++ +a T a T a T b| |i i i i i i1 1 1 1 , 
where the subscript (e.g., i + 1) indicates the cell number, and a and b are coefficients [155]. Due to the highly non-linearity of the 
governing transport equations, the solution of the discretized equation is not exact. A residual, defined as, 

= + ++ +R a T a T b a T| |e i i i i i1 1 1 1 is used to monitor the solution accuracy. Multiple iterations within a time increment are typically 
needed to reduce the residual to an acceptably low value. 

Numerical instability occurs when the solution algorithm fails to decrease the residuals; in such a case, the simulation is said to be 
not converged or diverged. AM models can be especially susceptible to numerical divergence issue due to the highly non-linear 
equations solved. In some cases, the divergence can be caused by ill-posed boundary conditions or material properties that change too 
abruptly. In other cases, it results from the numerical algorithm itself. For example, the free surface simulation using VOF is prone to 
divergence, especially when both liquid and gas are considered due to the sharp change in material properties across the liquid/gas 
interface. If a simulation diverges, decreasing the time increment size and mesh spacing used in the model may help. If available, 
switching the time integration from implicit to explicit scheme may help to improve the convergence. Continued improvements of the 
robustness of numerical algorithms for solving highly non-linear problems common to AM are still urgently needed. 

2.7. Model validations 

Since almost all mechanistic models are approximate and developed based on several assumptions, they should be verified and 
validated to the degree needed for the intended application [157,158]. Mechanistic models of AM are generally validated by 
comparing the model outputs with the corresponding experimental results at different processing conditions [158]. It is important to 
decide which experiments need to be performed to validate a model. For example, if the model calculates the volume fraction of 
porosity in a component (Section 4.2.3), the computed tomography (CT) experiments performed using sophisticated and expensive 
equipment can be replaced by estimations based on the Archimedes method [159]. However, experimental results such as X-ray CT 
based characterizations are needed to validate the distribution of voids in three dimensions [160] as shown in Fig. 2.10(a)–(c). 

In some cases, it may be difficult to obtain the experimental data for model validation. For example, temperatures inside the 
molten pool are difficult to measure accurately, so calculated temperature fields are often validated by measuring temperatures in the 
substrate away from the molten pool [55]. From these types of measurements, it is difficult to accurately validate a model because of 
the difficulties in the measurement of temperatures in a small moving liquid pool. High melting point thermocouples have been 
inserted through the substrate (Fig. 2.10(d)) to measure temperatures inside the pool [161], which provide a more direct method of 
validation for molten pool temperatures. However, the temperature varies throughout the molten pool, so spatial variations in 
temperature, repeatability of measurements and measurement errors are important. 

Infrared (IR) thermography using IR cameras and pyrometers is a well-established technique for surface temperature measure-
ment. Its recent applications to AM include in-situ monitoring of surface temperatures during PBF-EB of Ti-6Al-4V [162] and in-situ 
defect detection during PBF-L of AlSi10Mg when IR thermal signature was combined with a thermal model and ex-situ SEM char-
acterization [163]. However, an accurate temperature measurement of the melt pool region remains challenging. The main challenge 
is the difficulty in converting IR intensities into temperatures due to factors such as the temperature-dependent emissivity and the 
interference of plasma plume. Cameras and pyrometers using two wavelength technique can obtain surface temperatures without 
considering the emissivity although the validity of such temperatures needs more rigorous examinations for different processing 
conditions and materials. Additionally, existing commercial IR cameras typically have a maximum frame rate of ~100 frames per 
second (fps) and specialized ones have ~1000 fps. Even at 1000 fps, there can be a significant amount of motion blur for a fast 
traveling heat source (e.g., laser speed of ~1 m/s in PBF-L). Pyrometers can operate at very high framerates although the mea-
surement is limited to single spatial points. Lastly, unlike thermocouples that could measure interior temperature profiles, IR ther-
mography is limited to temperature measurement on exposed surfaces. 

In addition to temperature fields, heat transfer and fluid flow models calculate the distribution of velocity inside the molten pool. 
However, for a highly transient process like AM, it is very difficult to directly measure velocities of the liquid metal. Calculations of 
transient residual stresses (Section 4.5) and microstructural evolution (Section 4.1) are other cases where an indirect model vali-
dation is necessary. Numerical models are used to investigate the evolution of stresses based on the transient temperature field during 
both the deposition and cooling. However, it is difficult to measure the stresses during fabrication, so residual stresses measured after 
the fabrication are used to validate models [164]. This issue is partially resolved by measuring the in-situ distortion of the substrate  
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[165] during the process, as shown in Fig. 2.10(e). Similar to residual stresses, the final microstructural features predicted by models 
can be validated using microscopy. In situ x-ray diffraction can provide the phase fraction information during processing that can be 
used for the validation of microstructural evolution, though it is difficult to implement in most laboratory settings. In one example of 
this technique, a synchrotron beamline was used to measure the evolution of ferrite volume fraction in 304 stainless steel during 
welding [166] (Fig. 2.10(f)). More recently, applications of high-speed synchrotron X-ray imaging and diffraction have enabled the 
observation of molten pool dynamics and keyhole morphology [75,167] and phase transformation in Ti-6Al-4V [168,169] in PBF-L, 
respectively. 

Validation of different mechanistic models requires experimental datasets containing essential input and output variables for 
different processing conditions and alloys. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the United States has 
developed methods and datasets so that models for laser welding can be validated against standardized datasets [170]. Similar 
datasets are also required for validating models for metal printing, and NIST also has some available datasets through their Additive 
Manufacturing Benchmarks test series [171]. Since the literature data do not always report all essential input and output variables for 
a given process, publicly available and complete datasets are crucial for having standardized AM model validation methods in the 
future. 

2.8. Progresses in transport phenomena models 

This section critically examines the progress made in developing verifiable mechanistic models of AM. Both models of the main 
component physical processes as well as the overall models for each variant of the AM processes are examined. The models for the 
component physical processes focus on finer details of a selected portion of the process, often at shorter length and time scales. In 
contrast, the integrated models of AM processes seek to simulate the overall process in part scale and typically involves larger length 
and time scales. 

2.8.1. Powder bed fusion 
Features of two types of models for the PBF processes are critically examined here. The first type, i.e., powder packing models, is 

for the calculation of the motion and the eventual positions of the particles. The second type, molten pool models, focuses on the 
calculation of heat transfer and liquid metal flow in the substrate, deposit and the powder. Molten pool models can be used with or 
without the powder packing simulations. 

Fig. 2.11. Comparison of different approaches used to calculate powder particle positions on the powder bed. (a) Simplistic cubic arrangement  
[150], (b) Raindrop of particles onto flat substrate surface, and non-flat surface of consolidated material represented by virtual particles [152], (c) 
DEM simulation of rake-particle interactions on powder bed [177], (d) DEM simulation of interactions between WC/IN718 composite powders and 
the blade [176], and (e) DEM simulation of roller-particle interactions [175]. 
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2.8.1.1. Powder packing models. There are three groups of powder packing models as shown in Fig. 2.11. The simplest approach is to 
assign a pre-defined stacking pattern such as cubic arrangement to particles which was used by Qiu et al. [150] for the simulation of 
PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V as shown in Fig. 2.11(a). These models do not consider the stochastic nature of powder packing and can 
significantly overestimate the packing density. 

The next approach is the sequential addition algorithm, also referred to as the raindrop model. It starts with spheres that are 
randomly distributed in an open space. These spheres are then dropped sequentially one by one into a box below, as shown in  
Fig. 2.11(b) [151]. The final stable position of a sphere is determined by it either hitting the floor or having contacts with three pre- 
deposited spheres. This algorithm does not consider the particle-particle mechanical interactions. Examples include the works of 
Zhou et al. that applied this method to simulate 2D multilayer melting by placing virtual particles on the consolidated surface of the 
previous layer as boundary conditions [172]. 

The third approach is a dynamic algorithm that simulates a transient packing process considering mechanical interactions of 
individual particles. In particular, Discrete Element Method (DEM) was used by Kovaleva et al. [173], Mindt et al. [174], Lee et al.  
[22,175], Gu et al. [176] and Yan et al. [177] for spherical metallic powders as shown in Fig. 2.11(c) and (d). The method was also 
used by Parteli [178] and Haeri et al. [179] for AM of cylindrical polymeric powders. DEM models consider the contact forces among 
a large number of discrete particles [180,181]. Considering two elastic spheres, the normal force is calculated as a function of normal 
displacement between the two particles as shown by the following equation [180,181]: 

=
+

F E r r
r r

u2n n1 2

1 2 (2.36) 

where Fn is the normal force of contact, E is the Young’s modulus, r1 and r2 are the radii of two particles in contact, and un is the 
normal displacement. Similarly, the shear (or tangential) force is calculated as [180,181]: 

=
+

F E r r
r r

u2s s1 2

1 2 (2.37) 

where Fs is the shear force of contact, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, and us is the shear displacement. Particle size distribution can be directly 
input into the DEM model. Recent advances in DEM have considered non-spherical particles such as rod-shaped particles approxi-
mated by combining spherical particles of different sizes in the multi-sphere method [178,179]. Being an explicit time integration 
algorithm, a practical challenge in modeling powder dynamics using DEM is the need for extremely small time increment given by  
[180,181]: 

=
+

t r
E0.163 0.877max

m
(2.38) 

where Δtmax is the maximum time increment limit, rm is the minimal radius of particles, and ρ is the density. Eq. (2.38) shows that the 
maximum time increment is proportional to particle size and smaller particles require finer time increments. The techniques used to 
make these calculations tractable are examined below. 

Table 2.3 
Examples of molten pool models and their features for powder bed simulation considering powder packing.       

Process Material Models Features Refs  

PBF-L IN718 Flow-3D  • Mesh size: 4–8 μm  

• Computational domain: 1000 μm × 400 μm × 210 μm  

• Number of cells: 1.25 million  

• Single layer and two tracks  

• Computational time: 24 h 

[22] 

SS316L ALE3D  • Mesh size: 3 μm  

• Time step: 1 ns  

• Computational domain: 1000 μm × 300 μm × 50 μm  

• Single layer, single track  

• Calculation time 100,000 CPU hours 

[21,67] 

Ti–6Al–4V OpenFOAM  • Mesh size: 5 μm  

• Computational domain 1000 μm × 250 μm × 250 μm  

• Total elements: 0.5 million  

• Single layer, single track 

[194] 

IN718 Fluent  • Single layer and multiple tracks  

• Computational domain: 
400 μm × 300 μm × 60 μm 

[191] 

PBF-EB Ti-6Al-4V, TiAl alloy Lattice-Boltzman Method  • 2D model  

• computational domain: 1.25 mm × 1.0 mm; 5.0 mm × 0.75 mm  

• Mesh size 3 μm, 5 μm  

• Time step: 50 ns, 220 ns. 

[99,151] 

Ti-6Al-4V Flow-3D  • Mesh size: 5 μm  

• Number of cells: 5 million  

• Physical time: 4 ms  

• Computation time: 140 h 

[189] 
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Fig. 2.12. Molten pool and powder particles simulated using various powder-scale PBF models: (a) PBF-L by ALE3D [67], (b) PBF-L by OpenFOAM  
[186], (c) PBF-EB by LBM [151], (d) PBF-L by Flow-3D [22], (e) PBF-EB by Flow-3D [189], (f) PBF-L by Fluent [176]. 
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Since the ratio of density to elastic modulus (ρ/E) is very small for metallic powders, the maximum time limit is of the order of 
1 ns for a metallic particle with diameter of 10 µm. To ensure a tractable time-step size, Yan et al. excluded particles with diameter 
below 30 μm [177]. Parteli and Pöschel addressed the time step issue by arbitrarily reducing the Young’s modulus by 100 times  
[178]. Lee et al. employed the mass-scaling method, commonly used by explicit finite element methods, where the density was 
arbitrarily enhanced [22]. They systematically studied the extent of mass-scaling on the calculated packing density. Despite the 
various ways for speed-up, the current DEM models are still limited to simulating powder spreading using miniature rake/roller onto 
miniature powder bed (dimension about 1 mm). Nevertheless, statistically important quantities such as packing density have been 
validated against the existing experimental data [22]. The DEM based powder spreading model has been used for both PBF-L [22] 
and PBF-EB [151]. It is noted that the powder particles are partially sintered prior to electron beam melting in PBF-EB. Such sintering 
step has not been considered by the existing models [151]. 

The aforementioned discussions indicate the progress made in the development of powder packing models. The scale of the 
calculation domain and the computational efficiency vary among different models. The reliability of the computed results depends on 
the assumptions made in developing these models. However, the size of the computational domain and the speed of computations 
often affect the usage of a particular model. 

2.8.1.2. Molten pool models. There are two types of numerical molten pool models, with and without integration with the powder 
packing model as described below.  

(a) Molten pool models with powder packing simulation 

Molten pool models with powder packing simulation are capable of resolving transport phenomena in powder-scale, often re-
ferred as powder-scale models. Currently available powder-scale models include multi-physics code ALE3D [7,67,182], Open source 
Field Operation And Manipulation (OpenFOAM) [150,183–186], the Lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) [187,188], and commercial 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software such as Flow-3D [22,177,189,190] and Fluent [191,192]. Table 2.3 provides a sum-
mary of these powder-scale PBF models. Typical simulation results of the powder-scale models are presented in Fig. 2.12. The 
features of these models are briefly discussed below. 

For multilayer calculations, the solidified surface profile calculated by the molten pool model can be exported out as a stereo-
lithography (STL) file, which is a representation of surface topology using 3D triangular facets or shell elements. The STL file was 
used by Yan et al. for PBF-EB [177]. Another method, used by Körner et al. [151] in their 2D model, is the placement of virtual 
particles generated on the surface of the consolidated material. The surface topology can then be imported to the powder packing 
model to calculate powder spreading over non-flat surface for the next layer. The above sequential coupling continues for multilayer 
calculations. 

ALE3D is a multi-physics massively parallel numerical simulation software tool utilizing arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian techniques  
[21]. The code generates randomly distributed particles for powder-scale modeling of the PBF-L process. ALE3D considers the metal 
particles randomly overlaid on a uniform Cartesian background mesh [21]. A hybrid finite element and finite volume formulation on 
an unstructured grid is used. An example of the simulated molten pool and powder particles is shown in Fig. 2.12(a) [67]. The 
formation of denudation, spattering, pore defects, and the strong dynamic flow of the molten metal were simulated considering the 
recoil pressure and Marangoni convection [21,67,182,193]. 

OpenFOAM is an open source toolbox that is capable of considering both powder packing and molten pool modeling based on 
programming language C++. The physical processes of PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V were simulated considering the surface tension, 
Marangoni flow, recoil pressure, drag force due to solid/liquid transition [150,186,194]. Powder particles were packed on the 
substrate before laser scanning [150,186]. A probability density function with Gaussian fit was used to simulate the size distribution 
of powder particles. Subsequently, a powder dropping model was used to calculate the random positions and arrangements of the 
powder particles in the powder bed [194]. An example of the simulated molten pool and powder particles using OpenFOAM is shown 
in Fig. 2.12(b) [186]. The evolution of the liquid/gas interface of the molten pool was simulated through the coupling of the Navier- 
Stokes equation, energy conservation, continuity equation and volume-of-fluid equation [150,186,194]. 

PBF processes simulated by LBM compute the temporal evolution of the particle distribution functions [151]. LBM considers free 
surface boundary conditions [5]. The local powder melting and re-solidification processes, and the formation of defects such as lack 
of fusion, porosity and balling were explored considering physical mechanisms like wetting or capillary forces as well as the influence 
of the stochastic powder bed [99,151,195]. The LBM models developed for transport phenomena during PBF are mostly 2D. An 
example of the simulated molten pool and powder particles is shown in Fig. 2.12(c) [151]. The LBM model allows for large-scale 
parallel computations and has been used to simulate 3D PBF-EB. However, a simulation of a domain of 
0.98 mm × 0.98 mm × 0.48 mm for about three milliseconds took 20,000 time steps [151]. Thus 3D LBM models are computa-
tionally intensive for the simulation of most real components. 

Commercially available software such as Flow-3D and Fluent have been used to simulate transport phenomena during PBF  
[22,189,191]. Flow-3D was used to calculate the interaction between laser beam and individual powder particles, the evolution of the 
free surface of the molten pool and the solidification parameters during PBF-L of IN718 [22]. An example of the simulated molten 
pool and powder particles using Flow-3D is shown in Fig. 2.12(d) [22]. The powder packing conditions were simulated using an open 
source DEM code considering the dropping of particles, vibration of the container, and spreading of the powder layer. Defects 
including the balling effect, single track non-uniformity and inter-track or inter-layer voids were simulated for PBF-EB of Ti-6Al-4V  
[177,189]. An example of the simulated molten pool and powder particles during PBF-EB using Flow-3D is shown in Fig. 2.12(e)  
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[189]. The generation of the powder layer was simulated using a DEM based model [177,189]. The porosity and surface morphology 
of IN718 made by PBF-L were simulated using Fluent [176,191,196,197]. A simulated result of molten pool and powder particles is 
shown in Fig. 2.12(f) [172]. The figure shows that depending on the local temperature field, the particles can be completely melted or 
sintered in the deposited track. These models can provide complex part attributes such as porosity and surface roughness in addition 
to temperature and velocity fields. 

Powder-scale models consider small length scales and short processing times. Moreover, the time increment used for explicit 
integration has to be correspondingly reduced due to the fine meshes used in the numerical model. In view of the computationally 
intensive nature of the powder scale models, there are opportunities to develop more efficient computational algorithms.  

(b) Molten pool models without powder packing simulation 

These molten pool models enable simulation of build profiles and the transient temperature fields over the entire component 
without explicitly considering the motion and packing behaviors of the powder particles. Initial attempts to realize the underlying 
phenomena in PBF based AM processes were restricted to analytical heat conduction models to examine the melt pool dimensions in 
PBF [198–202]. These models included several simplifications such as temperature independent material properties and provided a 
qualitative understanding of the effects of beam power, scanning speed, and initial porosity of the packed bed (i.e., packing density) 
on the peak temperature and pool dimensions in a single layer PBF process [198–202]. Besides the analytical models, numerical 
models have also been developed to compute the transport of heat, mass, and momentum during PBF. 

Current models without powder packing simulation for PBF include in-house programs such as the heat transfer and fluid flow 
code developed at Penn State University [19], the open source code Truchas developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory  
[203–205], commercially codes such as Fluent [206,207], COMSOL Multiphysics [208–210], MSC Marc [211], Ansys [212,213], and 
Abaqus [214]. Typical results using different computational tools are presented in Fig. 2.13 [205,211,214–216]. The results show 
that reasonable agreement with experimental data can be attained in these simulations although they do not explicitly model powder 
melting. 

The 3D model for PBF process considering multiple layers and hatches developed at Penn State [19,211] solves the equations of 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in a transient form. The temperature dependent thermophysical properties of the 
powder bed are considered. The temperature and velocity fields and solidification parameters are computed for various laser powers, 
scanning speeds, powder layer thicknesses, packing efficiencies and hatch spacings for the deposition of SS316, Ti-6Al-4V, IN718 and 
AlSi10Mg [19]. The model uses non-uniform traveling grids to reduce computational time. Adaptive meshing techniques are easier to 

Fig. 2.13. Temperature and velocity fields and molten pool for multi-track multi-layer PBF simulated using part-scale models: (a) PBF-L by the heat 
transfer and fluid code developed at Penn State University [215], (b) PBF-EB by the Truchas code [205], (c) PBF-L by MSC Marc [211]. 
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apply in these models without losing resolution due to the simplified geometries of the domain and larger mesh sizes which can be 
greater than individual powder particles [19]. This is desirable, because reducing the number of active nodes or control volumes 
decreases the computational cost significantly. 

The Truchas code was used to simulate the physics of heat transfer of a point heat source scan strategy in PBF-EB of IN718  
[204,205]. Truchas considers non-isothermal phase change in the mushy zone during solidification. The effects of various beam 
parameters on the molten pool dynamics were studied. The spatial and temporal variations of temperature gradient and growth rate 
at the liquid-solid interface of the molten pool were calculated. 

COMSOL Multiphysics, MSC Marc, Ansys, and Abaqus are FEM based platforms for the computation of heat conduction processes 
during PBF [208–214]. The convection of liquid metal in the molten pool during PBF is often neglected in these models. Several types 
of elements can be used such as tetrahedral, cuboid, and octahedral to support the simulation of parts with complex geometries  
[208–214]. In contrast, Fluent is a FVM based software often used to calculate the temperature and velocity fields in the PBF parts  
[206,207]. 

Note that the physical behaviors of the powder particles such as the heating, melting, solidification, cooling, and motion processes 
are not explicitly simulated in order to reduce the computational cost. However, the computation processes take hours of time even 
using the molten pool models without powder packing simulations. Thus, reducing the computational costs still remains a significant 
challenge and more computationally efficient models are needed. 

Fig. 2.14. Transport phenomena during powder feeding DED computed through numerical models: (a) and (b) Distributions of the particle mass 
flow and mean-mass temperature on the substrate surface formed by a triple coaxial nozzle system, respectively [223]. (c) Evolution of powder 
concentration distribution along the outlet nozzle [224]. (d) Powder jet temperature profile in a coaxial head with four radially symmetrical powder 
flow nozzles and optics [218]. 
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2.8.2. Directed energy deposition with powder feedstock 
In the powder feeding DED process, the powder particles are introduced into the molten pool through powder injection from the 

feeding nozzles [111]. The models consider the powder feeding process, the interactions between the powder particles and the laser 
beam, the impingement of the powder particles on the molten pool, and the transport phenomena in the molten pool. 

There are two types of models for DED processes with powder feed stock. The first powder feeding model considers the interaction 
of the powder particles with the heat source and the shielding gas during their flight from the nozzle to the fusion zone. The second 
model addresses the heat transfer and fluid flow in the substrate and the deposited tracks with or without consideration of powder 
feeding mechanisms. 

2.8.2.1. Powder feeding models. A major focus of the powder feeding models is the determination of the catchment efficiency during 
DED-L [96] which is the ratio of the amount of materials deposited to the amount of powders delivered in a given time period [217]. 
The catchment efficiency depends on various factors such as the velocities of the powder, flow of shielding gas, diameter and stand- 
off distance of the nozzle, powder size and size of the molten pool [3,96,111,218]. 

The catchment efficiency was calculated using a numerical model based on Fluent considering the trajectories and velocities of 
the feeding particles [96]. Through analytical modeling and high speed imaging, particle self-shielding was found to impose un-
avoidable upper limits on the catchment efficiency for DED-L process [219]. Particles often impact and float on the molten pool 
surface for several hundreds of microseconds before melting into it, which causes rebounding of the subsequent incoming particles by 
these floating particles [219]. The gas flow and the powder particle flow between the powder nozzle and the molten pool surface was 
simulated using a model based on COMSOL considering the powder particle distribution and the attenuation of the laser beam by the 
powder particles. [220]. The sizes and the trajectories of the powder particles are important factors for their heating  
[218,221].Various numerical models have been reported for the simulation of the powder feeding processes through coaxial or multi- 
nozzle deposition heads during DED-L, with several examples shown in Fig. 2.14 [96,218,222–224]. The computed results show that 
the important variables for the heating of the particles include nozzle angle, type and velocity of the shielding gas, powder char-
acteristics and mass flow rate and power distribution profile of the heat source. Heating of the powder particles in the gas phase 
affects the accuracy of the calculations of temperature field in the fusion zone. 

The optimum position of the molten pool relative to the powder streams depends on the spatial distribution of the powder mass 
flux and thus the powder motion trajectories [225,226]. The path of the powder stream is influenced by the powder particle size, 
carrier gas flow, powder feeding rate and nozzle angle [221,227]. Thus, the modeling of the flow behavior of the powder particles 
requires tracking of the individual powder particles travelling through the shielding gas [228]. Numerical models based on Fluent 
have been used for coaxial powder flow during DED-L [228,229]. Fig. 2.14(a) and (b) show the density and temperature distributions 
of the particle on the flat substrate surface with a coaxial feeding nozzle [223]. The standoff distance with the maximum mass 
deposition did not necessarily coincide with the beam focal plane [230]. The computed results show that the maximum powder 
concentration located above the averaged powder focal point [96]. Convergence of the powders from the four nozzles occurred at the 
point where the powder concentration reached a localized maximum near the powder focal point [96]. The powder flux distribution 
varies significantly during the flight of powders from the nozzle to the substrate as shown in Fig. 2.14(c) [224]. 

The simulations of particle transport in the gas stream show that particles may be significantly overheated during flight depending 
on their trajectories, size, and time of retention in the laser-radiation region [223]. The peak temperature of the particles reached 
2500 K, nearly 1000 K above the solidus temperature of the cobalt alloy powder as shown in Fig. 2.14(b) [223]. Fig. 2.14(d) shows 
that in a quadruple nozzle DED-L system, the particles experienced a sharp increase of the temperature to around 1000 K or even 
higher when they passed through the laser irradiation zone [218]. The temperature of the powder particles irradiated by the laser 
beam can exceed the liquidus temperature or even the boiling point of the feedstock materials according to Katinas et al. [231] and 
Kovalev et al. [232]. Therefore, a significant amount of energy is carried by the particles and subsequently transferred to the deposit 
during powder feeding DED processes. The temperature, speed, and trajectory of the powders [233] affect the absorption of heat and 
mass into the molten pool and the shape of the deposit [222]. Powder absorption has been modeled by considering individual powder 
particles [222] and their interaction with the heat source [234], as well as by empirical models [31,235–237]. The computed results 
of the powder feeding models such as the catchment efficiency, the temperature and velocity fields, and the concentration dis-
tribution of the powder particles can be integrated to the molten pool models for the DED processes. 

In summary, the powder feeding models have focused on the heating of the powder particles and their assimilation into the 
molten pool considering the important interactions among the flowing gas, powder and the heat source. These models often consider 
streamline flow of powders and gases to make the calculations tractable. In addition, since the grid size should be smaller than the 
size of the powder particles, most of these models are in 2D to achieve computational efficiency. The effects of metal vapors from the 
fusion zone in altering the characteristics of shielding gas are often neglected in these models. Opportunities exist for the rigorous 
assessment of the impact of these simplifications on the powder heating and development of unified powder models that are accurate 
and tractable. 

2.8.2.2. Molten pool models. There are two types of molten pool models: (1) molten pool models considering powder feeding, and (2) 
molten pool models without powder feeding simulations. The progresses made in these two types of models are critically examined 
here.  

(a) Molten pool models with powder feeding 
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The sequentially coupled simulation consists of two steps: The concentration, temperature and velocity fields of the powder 
particles are computed using the powder feeding model. The results are then used in the molten pool model to compute the geo-
metrical and thermal features of the molten pool. Fig. 2.15 shows several examples of the molten pool and powder particles during 
DED-L simulated using various models considering powder feeding [223,231,238–240]. 

Fig. 2.15(a) shows the molten pool and powder particles simulated using VOF for DED-L [241]. Fig. 2.15(b) and (c) show the 
molten pool and feeding powders for a single track deposition with coaxial nozzle computed by commercial code CFD-ACE+ [239]. 
The energy and mass transferred from the powder to the molten pool, temperature-dependent material properties, and buoyancy and 
Marangoni forces were considered for the molten pool calculations [239]. It was found that the powders were not homogeneously 
distributed on the surface. This indicates that the catchment efficiency of the powders is dependent on the trajectories of individual 
particles. Han et al. showed that the powder injection had a significant effect on molten pool flow pattern and penetration. Laser 
power attenuation due to the presence of the powder cloud affected the molten pool shape and size [242]. 

Fig. 2.15(d) illustrates the results of the bead growth with insignificant substrate fusion computed from a DED-L model con-
sidering the dynamics of the nozzle, the carrier and shielding gases, the heating of the powder particles by the laser, the transpor-
tation and thermal processes of the powders in the bead and substrate. However, the fluid convection in the molten pool was not 
considered [223]. The track geometry and temperature fields of the DED-L process for single track were predicted. The catchment 
efficiency was obtained based on the available local energy and powder feed profiles without a priori knowledge of the deposition  
[231]. 

Wen et al. simulated the transient temperature of individual particles as they were carried by a turbulent gas flow through the 
laser beam while absorbing laser energy [228]. The calculated mass flux was exported to a sequentially coupled model to calculate 
geometries and sizes of the molten pool using the level-set method. They also developed a 3D model to simulate a three-layer single 
track DED-L of a metal matrix composite [243]. A 3D transient model was used to simulate the two-track and three-layer DED-L 
process, with the deposition profile and temperature distribution computed considering the laser-powder interaction, laser-substrate 
interaction, and melting and solidification processes [240]. 

Comprehensive models for multiple tracks and layers approaching part scale simulation are scarce due to their computationally 

Fig. 2.15. Molten pool and powder particles during DED-L simulated using various molten pool models with powder feeding simulation: (a) 
Temperature field with an annular nozzle using VOF [241]. (b) Isometric and (c) lateral views of the molten pool and feeding powders with coaxial 
nozzle computed by commercial code CFD-ACE+ [239]. (d) 3D temperature field on the surface and inside the bead with coaxial nozzle [223]. 
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intensive nature. Thus, models with significantly higher efficiency are needed.  

(b) Molten pool models without powder feeding 

Molten pool models without powder feeding simulation often use analytical equations to describe the powder flow behavior, the 
catchment efficiency, the laser energy attenuation and absorption of the powder particles [236,237,244,245]. Thus, both mass and 
heat flux can be defined as boundary conditions on the surface of fusion zone for heat transfer and fluid flow calculations  
[17,18,31,236,246]. Several typical examples of the temperature and velocity fields calculated using such molten pool models are 
shown in Fig. 2.16 [18,31,220,247–249]. The geometrical and thermal features related to the molten pool are the main focus of these 
models. 

The modeling approaches used to add mass into the molten pool during DED-L can be divided into two main categories: (a) 
calculations with pre-defined track thickness and (b) calculation of deposit geometry and free surface morphology. 

The first approach uses a predefined shape for the bead surface, such that the mesh geometry is known before calculations are 
started. Manvatkar et al. developed a transient heat transfer and fluid flow model for laser DED of SS316 [17,18]. They calculated 
fusion zone geometry from the computed temperature fields. Wei et al. reported the temperature fields in multi-layer deposition of 
IN718. Their models achieved a high level of computational efficiency by considering the material deposition from molten particles 
via pre-placed mesh blocks, as shown in Fig. 2.16(a). Knapp et al. used experimental data to specify the surface geometry and 

Fig. 2.16. Temperature and velocity fields calculated using molten pool models without powder feeding simulation for powder-based DED-L: (a) 
Model reported by Wei et al. [248], (b) Model reported by Manvatkar et al. [18], (c) Model reported by Knapp et al. [31], (d) Model reported by Gan 
et al. [247], (e) Model based on COMSOL Multiphysics reported by Wirth el al. [220], (f) Model reported by Wei et al.[249]. 
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determined fusion zone shape and size from the solution of three dimensional Navier Stokes equation and energy equation. Their 
results shown in Fig. 2.16(c) demonstrate that an excellent computational efficiency can be attained by using experimental data on 
the shape of the free surface [31]. Commercially available software AutoDesk Netfabb® [250] and GeonX Virfac® [251] also calculate 
temperature fields from predefined track dimensions for simulating the DED process. 

The second approach is to calculate the shape and free surface geometry of the molten pool by using VOF [249,252], level-set  
[109,253,254] or surface pressure balancing methods [97]. Lee and Farson developed a transient model based on VOF method to 
predict molten pool shape for multiple layers in laser DED [252]. The mass of feedstock particles was considered as a boundary 
condition of mass flux. The approach of using a constant mass flux is also used in the surface pressure balancing technique, as 
demonstrated in Fig. 2.16(d) for a DED process [247]. Notably, these two approaches do not explicitly consider the interaction of heat 
source and the powders. 

Various additional molten pool models have been developed to compute the transport phenomena during DED without powder 
feeding simulations. For example, Fig. 2.16(e) shows the results of a transient heat transfer and fluid flow calculation using COMSOL  
[220]. A multilayered DED-L process was simulated with the dynamic shape of the free surface explicitly tracked using an ALE 
moving mesh [255]. It was found that the clad height at the two end-points of the multi-layered wall was greater, which was 
attributed to thermal phenomenon due to edge effect and the Marangoni effect due to liquid metal flow. A 3D thermal model using 
VOF method was used to investigate the transport phenomena in multi-track DED-L and to generate the thermal history of the entire 
process, as shown in Fig. 2.16(f) [249]. Thermal, metallurgical and mechanical aspects were computed using finite element method 
and element re-activation such as Abaqus or Ansys software [244]. However, liquid metal flow within the molten pool are often not 
considered in these FEM models. 

For large-scale parts, heat transfer and fluid flow models without the powder feeding simulations are computationally efficient 
and tractable. However, the effects of powder heating during their flight from the nozzle to the fusion zone in these models are 
simplified based on several assumptions. Their impact on the accuracies of the calculated temperature and velocity fields remains to 
be rigorously evaluated. 

2.8.3. Directed energy deposition with wire feeding 
Wire-based DED processes are receiving increasing attention due to their high deposition rate in comparison with the powder 

feeding DED processes. The simulation of wire based DED has much similarity with the modeling of gas-metal-arc welding [256]. In 
both these processes, the heat and mass additions owing to the supply of feed stock wire need to be considered. In addition, for DED- 
GMA, a significant depression of the fusion zone directly under the arc is observed due to arc pressure. Significant progresses have 
been made for the calculation of temperature and velocity fields, fusion zone geometry and the solidification parameters as described 
below. 

Fig. 2.17. Temperature and velocity fields and molten pool for wire-based DED: (a) DED-GMA [55], (b) DED-EB [83], (C) DED-L [257], (d) DED-PA  
[88]. 
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Fig. 2.17 shows the temperature and velocity fields and molten pool for wire-based DED using various heat sources  
[55,83,88,257]. The surface morphology of the molten pool was computed using VOF or energy minimization algorithm in the 
modeling of wire feeding DED. For example, Ou et al. [55] used an energy minimization technique for DED-GMA, as shown in  
Fig. 2.17(a). Gas-metal arc welding models have simulated the transfer of metal droplets from the wire to the molten pool [258,259]. 
Ding et al. simulated DED-A heat transfer using Abaqus from the specified width and height of each layer [260]. They also proposed 
expressions for multi-layer and multi-hatch deposit geometry based on single-bead geometries [261]. The mass and energy transfer 
from the filler wire and the molten pool dynamics during DED-EB were numerically simulated by Hu and Tang et al [83,262]. The 
simulated metal transfer dynamics from the filler wire to the molten pool are shown in Fig. 2.17(b) [83]. The interface between the 
filler wire and the molten pool was simulated using the VOF method. The adaptive mesh refinement method was used to enhance 
computational efficiency. 

Fluent was used to compute the transport phenomena during the wire feeding DED [257,263]. A comprehensive model was 
developed to compute the heat transfer and convective metal flow of the hot-wire DED-L process for single-track deposition of a 
maraging steel [257]. A coupled level-set and VOF method was used to capture the free surface between the gas and metal phases, 
with an example of the molten pool shown in Fig. 2.17(c) [257]. A three-dimensional transient model based on Fluent software was 
developed to compute the temperature and liquid metal flow during multi-layer DED-PA, with an example of the second layer 
deposition shown in Fig. 2.17(d) [88]. A model based on Fluent was developed to compute the arc, molten pool dynamic and droplet 
impingement during DED-GMA. The arc model was used to calculate the electromagnetic force, arc pressure, plasma shear stress and 
heat flux. The data were then transferred to the molten pool model [264]. Other commercial codes such as MSC Marc [265] and 
Abaqus [260,266] were also used to model the wire feeding DED process without considering the liquid metal convection within the 
molten pool. 

Hybrid manufacturing processes by coupling a PBF or DED based additive technique with a conventional subtractive (or ma-
chining) process such as milling are emerging as practical routes to control the dimensional consistency of parts with complex 
geometry [267–270]. The mechanistic models for most of the subtractive/machining processes are well-established since these 
processes have been matured over a long period. In contrast, the AM processes are new and comprehensive mechanistic models for 
AM processes are going through initial development and validation stages, which is the main focus of the present review. Coupled 

Fig. 3.1. (a) Variation of cooling rates during solidification calculated on the top of a SS316 build with respect to linear heat input for DED-GMA  
[55], DED-L [18,31,271,272], and PBF-L [19,208,271]. (b) Comparison of temperature gradient and growth rate on the solidification map [273] for 
DED-GMA [55], DED-L [31,271,272], and PBF-L [19,208]. Variations of (c) cooling rates during solidification [27,161,272,274,275] and (d) 
temperature gradient to solidification growth rate ratio [27,161,272,274,275] with heat input in DED-L of Ti-6Al-4V and IN718. 
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mechanistic models to analyze the sequential additive and subtractive processes, track-by-track and layer-by-layer, are critically 
needed but currently do not appear to be viable. 

In summary, significant progresses have been made in developing both the sub-models for the component physical processes as 
well as comprehensive models for the widely used AM variants. Opportunities exist for developing models on each variant of the PBF 
and DED process based on consideration of the most important physical processes that attain accurate predictions and high efficiency 

Fig. 3.2. Variations [18,19,23,31,55,67,72,208,271–273,276–282] in (a) heat source power and scanning speed, (b) mass deposition rate and layer 
thickness for PBF-L, DED-L and DED-GMA processes for SS316L, (c) The relationship of track width with heat input for DED-GMA [55], DED-L  
[18,31,272], and PBF-L [19,67,208,279] for SS316L. 
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of computations. 

2.9. Research needs 

The preceding discussion shows that significant progresses have been made in developing both the mechanistic sub-models for the 
component physical processes as well as comprehensive models for the widely used AM variants. The sub-models such as the heating 
of the powder are relatively simpler and computationally efficient. In contrast, the complexity of the physical processes in the various 
PBF and DED variants makes the development and testing of the comprehensive phenomenological models challenging. There are 
two main areas of AM modeling where future development efforts are important. First, numerical models of AM are computationally 
intensive for the simulation of multiple layers and hatches for the printing of real components. There is a need to quantitatively 
evaluate the impact of various component physical processes on the simulation results. Such evaluation would allow building more 
efficient models that can provide realistic simulations considering the most important physical processes. Second, the validation work 
of various sub-models has started but more work is needed to include well tested sub-models in large comprehensive transport 
phenomena-based models for all variants of AM processes. 

3. Primary modeling results 

Structure, properties and susceptibility to defect formation in AM components depend on important parameters such as transient 
temperature and velocity fields, molten pool shape and size, cooling rates and solidification parameters [1]. Quantitative assessments 
of these variables are useful to print defect free components with desired properties. In addition to single alloy components, the role 

Fig. 3.3. Comparison between calculated transverse sections of the deposit with the corresponding experimental results for (a) DED-GMA, (b) DED- 
L, and (c) PBF-L. The width and depth of the deposits are provided to clearly indicate the size differences. The figure is for SS316L and is adapted 
from Mukherjee et al. [283]. 
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of the mechanistic models in examining these variables for printing functionally graded alloys is also reviewed in this section. With 
rigorous experimental validation, the mechanistic model serves as a powerful tool for the printing of both single alloy and graded 
alloy components. 

3.1. Temperatures, deposit geometries and solidification parameters 

For a particular alloy, the temperature fields, deposit geometries and solidification parameters vary widely depending on the wide 
range of processing conditions for different metal printing techniques [23]. For example, Fig. 3.1(a) [18,19,23,31,55,208,271,272] 
shows that the cooling rate during solidification is in the order of 106 K/s in PBF-L, which is around 1000 times higher than that in 
DED-L and 10,000 times higher than that in DED-GMA. Such a high cooling rate often leads to fine microstructure in PBF-L com-
ponents. In addition, both the temperature gradient and solidification growth rate that determine the solidification morphology vary 
widely for PBF-L, DED-L, and DED-GMA [19,31,55,208,271–273] as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). Columnar dendrites often form during PBF- 
L for high values of the ratio of temperature gradient over solidification rate. However, for the same printing process, different alloys 
exhibit various magnitudes of these variables due to their differences in thermo-physical properties. For example, Fig. 3.1(c) and (d) 
show that for DED-L cooling rate, temperature gradient and solidification growth rate [27,161,272,274,275] vary significantly de-
pending on the alloy system used. Transport phenomena-based models can provide information about the extent of these variations 

Fig. 3.4. Temperature and velocity fields and molten pool geometry for laser power of 190 W for (a) SS316 (b) Ti-6Al-4V (c) IN718 and of 230 W for 
(d) SS316 (e) Ti-6Al-4V (f) IN718. All data are for 15 mm/s scanning speed of DED-L [272]. 
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for different AM processes and alloys. 

3.1.1. Variations for different processes 
For a particular alloy, metallurgical variables vary primarily due to the differences in process conditions and amount of material 

melted and deposited during different printing processes. The power and the scanning speed of the heat source for DED-GMA, DED-L, 
and PBF-L can vary widely as shown in Fig. 3.2(a) [18,19,23,31,55,67,72,208,271–273,276–281]. The scanning speed in PBF-L is on 
the order of 103 mm/s, which is around 100 times higher than those in DED-L and DED-GMA. The heat source power in DED-GMA is 
on the order of several kW, which is around 10 times higher than those in DED-L and PBF-L. Fast scanning speed and low heat input of 
the heat source in PBF-L is responsible for very high cooling rates as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). Similarly, Fig. 3.2(b)  
[18,19,23,31,55,67,72,208,271–273,276–282] shows that the high deposition rate in DED-GMA facilitates the process to build the 
component using layer thickness that is 2 to 3 times higher than that in DED-L. The PBF-L components are printed with thin layers 
that are 10–50 times thinner than those used in DED-L and DED-GMA. Fig. 3.2(c) [18,19,23,31,55,67,208,271–273,276–279] shows 
the correlation of the width of the deposited track with the linear heat input which is the ratio of power to scanning speed for 

Fig. 3.5. Three-dimensional temperature and velocity distributions in the 1st layer 1st hatch of a 20 mm long PBF-L build of (a) SS316, (b) Ti-6Al- 
4V, (c) IN718, and (d) AlSi10Mg using 1000 mm/s scanning speed. Scanning direction of the laser beam is along the positive x-axis [19]. 
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different approaches. The width of the track produced by PBF-L is on the order of 100 μm, which is close to the diameter of the laser 
spot used. The track widths in DED-L and DED-GMA are larger due to correspondingly higher heat inputs. 

Effects of these aforementioned variations of process conditions for different printing processes are captured by heat transfer and 
fluid flow models where temperature field and deposit geometry are calculated for SS316 for PBF-L, DED-L, and DED-GMA [283].  
Fig. 3.3 [283] compares the calculated shape and size of the transverse section of single track SS316 builds printed using the three 
different processes. The molten pool is bounded by the solidus (1693 K) isotherm. The linear heat input (power/speed) in PBF-L is on 
the order of 0.1 J/mm, Fig. 3.2(a), which results in very small pool with dimensions in micrometers. However, linear heat inputs in 
DED-L and DED-GMA are in the order of 10 J/mm and 100 J/mm, respectively. Therefore, the molten pool width in DED-GMA is the 
largest followed by that in DED-L. Fig. 3.3 shows that the pool dimensions in PBF-L are around 10% and 30% of those for DED-GMA 
and DED-L respectively. Smaller molten pool cools rapidly and therefore, PBF-L components experience fast cooling rate during 
solidification as pointed out in Fig. 3.1(a). In addition, small molten pools have large temperature gradient that increases the 
temperature gradient to solidification growth rate ratio. Therefore, PBF-L exhibits a high temperature gradient to growth rate ratio 
that results in columnar grain as pointed out in Fig. 3.1(b). 

3.1.2. Variations for different alloys 
For a particular AM technique with a specified set of processing conditions, various alloys exhibit remarkably different me-

tallurgical variables due to the differences in their thermophysical and mechanical properties (as shown in Table 2.1). Fig. 3.4 shows 
that the molten pool size exhibited by three common AM alloys, namely SS316, Ti-6Al-4V and IN718, differs in both shape and size 
when deposited using the same processing conditions during DED-L [272]. In these figures, the red and green bands indicate the 
liquid and two phase solid-liquid regions, respectively. The larger pool volume for Ti-6Al-4V is attributed to its lower density and 
thermal diffusivity than those of SS316 and IN718. In addition, higher power results in larger pools (Fig. 3.4(d)–(f)) for each of the 
alloys as compared to that for lower powers (Fig. 3.4(a)–(c)). Similar observations can also be made during PBF-L [19], as shown in  
Fig. 3.5. For a given processing condition, AlSi10Mg exhibits the largest molten pool due to its low density and liquidus temperature. 
The build with IN718 alloy powder exhibits the largest mushy zone due to the maximum difference between the liquidus and solidus 
temperatures. 

The different thermophysical properties of various alloys result in remarkable differences in temperature field, cooling rates and 

Fig. 3.6. (a) Temperature variation with time for a location on the top surface and at the mid length of first layer, first hatch of the PBF-L build of 
four different alloys using 1000 mm/s scanning speed [19]. (b) Effects of the laser power for three alloys during DED-L on the ratio of peak 
temperature (TP) to liquidus temperature (TL). (c) Cooling rate during solidification. (d) Ratio of temperature gradient (G) to solidification growth 
rate (R) [272]. 
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solidification parameters, such as, ratio of temperature gradient (G) to solidification growth rate (R) [23]. For example, Fig. 3.6(a) 
compares the variations in temperature with time for a particular location of PBF-L builds of four alloy powders processed with the 
same laser power and scanning speed [19]. All four alloy builds exhibit the similar thermal cycle that is the unique characteristic of 
the AM process. The results show that the heating rate is very high and the alloy feedstock exceeds the liquidus temperature within a 
few microseconds after the heat source energy is applied. However, the rate at which the built part cools is slower than the rate of 
heating. The rate of cooling primarily depends on the thermal diffusivity of the alloy and the ambient conditions. For all four alloys, 
during the cooling, the thermal cycle exhibits a ‘knee’ like shape due to the liquid-solid phase change during the solidification. For the 
same heat input, the peak temperatures for different alloys differ primarily due to the thermo-physical properties such as density, 
specific heat and thermal conductivity. A specified heat input per unit volume of the feed stock material results in high peak 
temperature for low density alloys. Therefore, the highest peak temperature for the Ti-6Al-4V build is attributed primarily to its 
lowest density among the four alloys. The AlSi10Mg build exhibits the lowest peak temperature because of its highest thermal 
diffusivity among all four alloys which facilitates rapid heat transfer from the molten pool and reduces the peak temperature. 

Similar trends in the peak temperature are also observed during DED-L [272] as shown in Fig. 3.6(b). The ratio of the peak 
temperature, TP, to the liquidus temperature, TL, for the three alloys examined increases with laser power. The reductions in both 
cooling rate during solidification and G/R with laser power are attributed to slower cooling of larger molten pools for high laser 
power [272], as shown in Fig. 3.6(c) and (d), respectively. The lowest density of Ti-6Al-4V also contributes to the formation of a large 
molten pool for this alloy. The slower cooling rate of IN718 than SS316 deposits can be attributed to its larger difference between the 
liquidus and solidus temperatures. The temperature gradient in the DED-L molten pool is the smallest for IN718 deposits followed by 
that in Ti-6Al-4V and SS316 alloy deposits. As a result, the SS316 deposits exhibit the highest G/R followed by that of Ti-6Al-4V and 
IN718 alloy deposits. 

From the aforementioned results it is evident that the important variables such as the cooling rate, solidification growth rate and 
temperature gradient can vary widely depending on the printing process, process parameters and alloys system used. These variables 
largely depend on molten pool geometry and heat and mass transport inside the molten pool. Since, convective flow of liquid metal 
often dominates the heat transfer mechanism inside the molten pool, it is worthwhile to review the effects of molten metal convection 
on these variables. In addition, it is also important to examine when the effects of convection can be neglected. This is important 
because heat conduction calculations that do not consider convection can significantly improve computational speed. 

Fig. 3.7. Convective flow of liquid metal in the molten pool under laser irradiation. (a) and (b) Outward flow from the center to the periphery of the 
molten pool [31,41]. (c) and (d) Inward flow from the periphery to the center of the molten pool [41,284]. Figures (a) and (c) are for DED-L of 
SS316L and IN718 respectively. Figures (b) and (d) are for laser welding of stainless steel. 
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3.2. Effects of molten metal convection 

3.2.1. Fluid flow in DED and PBF processes 
Convective flow of liquid metal inside the molten pool is primarily caused by the combined effects of the Marangoni, electro-

magnetic, buoyancy forces, and momentum from mass transfer as explained in Section 2.3.1. Both the Marangoni and buoyancy 
forces are considered for calculations in all AM processes [1], whereas the electromagnetic and droplet impingement forces are 
generally important only for the DED-GMA and DED-PA processes [55]. Though electromagnetic forces are present in PBF-EB they 
can generally be neglected, because the typical electric current that governs the magnitude of the Lorentz force is very low (~10−2 A) 
compared to DED-GMA (~102 A) [55,80]. In laser and electron beam AM, the buoyancy force is significantly lower than that of 
Marangoni force [55,82] and can often be neglected in the calculations. The mixing of hot and cold liquids due to convective flow 
reduces the temperature gradient inside the molten pool and affects the peak temperature, cooling rate, temperature gradient and the 
solidification growth rate [17]. Therefore, accurate calculations of heat transfer during AM need to consider the effects of the 
convective flow of molten metal in the fusion zone. 

The liquid metal commonly flows from the center outward to the edge on the top surface of the molten pool, as shown in  
Fig. 3.7(a) and (b) [31,41]. However, the flow direction may reverse with the presence of surface-active element such as sulfur or 
oxygen, i.e., from the periphery inward to the center of the molten pool, as shown in Fig. 3.7(c) and (d) [41,284]. The penetration 
depth of the molten pool is significantly larger in the case of inward flow due to the heat transported to the bottom of the fusion zone, 
which results in a greater depth-to-width ratio. Heat conduction calculations that ignore convective flow cannot simulate the role of 
surface-active elements on the changes in the shape and size of the fusion zone, cooling rates and solidification parameters. 

The liquid metal convection is primarily driven by the spatial gradient of surface tension which is a function of the local tem-
perature gradient and the temperature coefficient of surface tension, dγ/dt [20]. Fig. 3.8 shows the variations in surface tension, γ, 
and the temperature coefficient of surface tension, dγ/dt, with temperature and the concentrations of oxygen and sulfur [285]. It can 
be seen from Fig. 3.8(b) that for low oxygen concentration such as 1 ppm, dγ/dt is negative over a wide temperature range. Negative 
values of dγ/dt means higher surface tension at lower temperatures and vice versa. In this case, the liquid metal on the surface of the 
fusion zone flows from the middle to the periphery. In contrast, dγ/dt is positive over the entire range of temperature on the molten 
pool surface at sufficiently high concentrations of the surface-active elements such as the cases shown in Fig. 3.7(c) and (d). The sign 
of dγ/dt may also change from negative to positive at certain temperature and concentration of the surface-active elements, e.g., 

Fig. 3.8. (a) and (b) Surface tension and temperature coefficient for Fe–O system as function of temperature [285]. (c) and (d) Surface tension and 
temperature coefficient for Fe–S system as function of temperature [285]. 
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500 ppm of sulfur as shown in Fig. 3.8(d). Thus, the direction of the liquid velocity may change direction and appear at an inter-
mediate temperature between the solidus and the peak temperatures of the molten pool [285,286]. 

The aforementioned variations in dγ/dt result in different shapes of the molten pool as shown in Fig. 3.9. The fluid flow in the 
molten pool and the resultant changes in fusion zone shape and size during DED-L are significantly affected by the sulfur con-
centration [252]. The shape and size of the molten pool in multilayer DED-L depend on the interaction of surface tension, gravity 
effect associated with interaction time between deposit layers, and fluid convection [252]. The manipulation of the thermocapillary 
gradient of the molten pool can be used to tune the nonuniformity and surface finish of the deposit sidewall during DED. The molten 
pool shown in Fig. 3.9(a) and (b) demonstrate a net movement of the liquid metal from 303 SS with high sulfur to 304L SS with low 
sulfur [287], which originates from the Marangoni convection. The rotational asymmetry of the molten pool shown in Fig. 3.9(c) 
results from the interaction between the velocity field in the molten pool and its linear motion with the scanning of the laser beam  
[287]. The variable shapes of the molten pool shown in Fig. 3.9(d)–(f) are attributed to the heat input parameters and the ther-
mophysical properties of the materials. The wavy boundary shown in Fig. 3.9(f) originates from the interaction of counter-rotating 
liquid metal loops at high Marangoni forces [288]. Fig. 3.9(g)–(k) show the variation of the sulfur concentration profile in the 
longitudinal section [247]. The sulfur content in the molten pool experienced a transition from the maximum at the beginning of the 
track due to the concentration of sulfur in the substrate to the end of the track due to the addition of the sulfur-free powder feedstock. 
Thus, the liquid metal flow correspondingly experienced the inward, mixture, and outward patterns along the deposition path of the 
track. 

The velocity of liquid metal flow is on the order of 1 m/s during AM depending on the value of the temperature coefficient of 

Fig. 3.9. Various molten pool shapes with different flow patterns of the liquid metal. (a)–(c) The center line shift, rotational and translational 
asymmetry of the molten pool during welding of two stainless steels with different sulfur concentrations [287]. (d)–(f) Molten pool geometries of Al 
alloy 5182, NaNO3, and steel, respectively [288]. (g)–(k) Variation of the sulfur concentration and fluid flow pattern in different longitudinal 
sections of a DED-L sample [247]. 
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surface tension, dγ/dt and local temperature gradient [19,22,167,289]. This flow of molten metal influences the pool geometry (as 
explained in Fig. 3.9), heat transfer mechanism inside the pool and thus the metallurgical variables. Therefore, calculations of these 
variables using heat conduction models that ignore the effects of molten metal convection are often unrealistic. For example,  
Fig. 3.10(a) shows that the heat conduction calculation significantly overestimates the transient temperature distribution during 
DED-L [290]. Similarly, the peak temperature in PBF-L estimated by heat conduction model is overestimated by approximately 400 K  
[290], as shown in Fig. 3.10(b). Since molten metal convection mixes hot and cold liquid and reduces the peak temperature, the 
temperature values predicted by heat conduction models are overestimated. In the absence of surface-active elements like sulfur and 
oxygen [19,127], liquid metal flows from the center to the periphery of the molten pool, resulting in a wide and shallow deposit. In 
contrast, heat conduction calculations, where convective flow is neglected, predict narrower and deeper molten pool geometries that 
often do not agree well with the experimental measurements [55,216], as shown in Fig. 3.10(c). Convective flow reduces temperature 
gradients in the liquid metal, allowing the molten pool to cool and solidify faster than the cooling rates predicted by conduction 
calculations. As a consequence, calculated cooling rates during solidification by neglecting the molten metal convection are higher 
and often do not agree with experimental data [17,55], as shown in Fig. 3.10(d) and (e) for DED-GMA and DED-L, respectively. It has 
been shown in the literature [17] that simple mechanical properties such as micro-hardness can be estimated from the calculated 
cooling rate during solidification for SS316. Fig. 3.10(f) shows the variations in micro-hardness values for SS316 components [17] 

Fig. 3.10. Comparisons between conduction only and conduction + convection calculations of (a) Temperature variation with time during DED-L  
[290], (b) Spatial distribution of temperature field in PBF-L [290], (c) Build geometry for DED-GMA [55], (d) Cooling rates during solidification in 
DED-GMA [55], (e) Cooling rates during solidification in DED-L [17], and (f) Micro-hardness of SS316 DED-L component [17]. 
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fabricated by DED-L calculated based on the cooling rates. The micro-hardness values calculated using the cooling rates estimated 
using heat conduction models are also overestimated and do not agree with the experimental measurements [17]. In the heat 
conduction models, often the effects of convective flow are incorporated by artificially increasing the thermal conductivity of liquid 
metal. However, this method is unable to capture the effects of surface-active elements on the shape and size of the molten pool. 

3.2.2. When can molten metal convection be neglected? 
From the aforementioned results it is clear that the calculated metallurgical variables neglecting the effects of molten metal 

convection often do not agree with the experimental observations. However, incorporation of molten metal flow makes the model 
computationally expensive. Arrizubieta et al. [290] noted that computational time can be reduced by ten times by neglecting the 
effect of molten metal convection. Therefore, before any model is developed, it is important to determine whether it is necessary to 
include the effects of molten metal convection. Traditionally, the Peclet number (see Section 5.1.1) indicates the relative importance 
of convective heat transfer over heat transfer by conduction [20], and is used to evaluate the importance of molten metal convection. 
Effects of molten metal convection are considered to be significant if the Peclet number is much greater than unity [1]. More recently, 
scanning speed in AM has been found to be a significant factor that determines the importance of molten metal convection.  
Fig. 3.11(a) shows that the heat conduction model overestimates the deposit geometry for DED-L by 31% at a scanning speed of 
500 mm/min [290]. However, in Fig. 3.11(b), the deposit geometries calculated both considering and neglecting molten metal 
convection are similar at a scanning speed of 1000 mm/min [290]. Similarly, Fig. 3.12 shows that the effects of molten metal 
convection on peak temperature and pool width during PBF-L become less significant at high scanning speeds [19,290]. At higher 
scanning speed, the molten pool solidifies rapidly even before the convective flow can mix the hot and cold liquids. Therefore, 
inclusions of molten metal convection in the modeling for very high speed AM processes often provides limited advantage. Arri-
zubieta et al. [290] proposed an empirical quantity (MP) to quickly evaluate the significance of molten metal convection in DED-L. 
Effects of molten metal convection are significant when the value of MP is greater than unity. 

= +MP C t P
r V

m/(1 )
b
2

2

(3.1) 

where P , rb, V , m and t represent heat source power, beam radius, scanning speed, powder mass flow rate and average time for which 
molten pool remains liquid estimated based on pool length and scanning speed, respectively. C is a constant whose value is in the 
order of 10−4 for the AISI 304 steel used for this investigation. However, it is not known how the value of this constant can be 
calculated for different alloys depending on their thermo-physical properties. 

These methods for evaluating the importance of molten metal convection either depend on empirical relations that are useful only 
for a certain set of process conditions and alloy system or largely depend on the simulation results. Therefore, most of these methods 
cannot be used to judge whether to include the effect of molten metal convection before developing the model. Therefore, currently, 
techniques to evaluate the importance of molten metal convection for all processes and alloy systems are scarce and thus need further 
research. However, conditions for which the effects of molten metal convection are significant, heat conduction models result in 
unrealistic results. 

Fig. 3.11. Comparison of deposit geometries during DED-L calculated both considering and neglecting the effects of molten metal convection at 
scanning speeds of (a) 500 mm/min and (b) 1000 mm/min [290]. 
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3.3. Computed results for AM of functionally graded alloys 

As mentioned earlier, the transient temperature and velocity fields, molten pool shape and size, cooling rates, and solidification 
parameters are essential metallurgical variables for understanding the microstructure and properties of the as-built part. While the 
precise relationships between these variables and the as-built microstructure will be explored in Section 4.1, this section focuses on 
the unique challenges associated with understanding the impact of these variables for functionally graded alloys. 

While a standard part will typically be manufactured using a single set of processing parameters, a functionally graded part will 
require a spatial variation of processing parameters to successfully incorporate the compositional or microstructural gradients. For 
compositionally graded parts, this requires an understanding of the thermo-physical properties of all alloys involved and the me-
tallurgical variables that result from processing. Significantly varying thermo-physical properties throughout the graded region can 
result in build failures if no precautions are taken, such as in a grading between Invar and Ti-6Al-4V that failed due to a low melting 
point composition around 20 vol% Invar [144]. In microstructurally graded parts, the reaction of a single material to changes in 
processing parameters must be well understood in order to spatially vary process variables in an appropriate manner. Sufficient 
sensitivity of the columnar-to-equiaxed transition of IN718 alloy to changes in processing parameters during PBF-EB has been shown 
by the successful spatial control over equiaxed or columnar grain formation [49]. Subsequent modeling efforts enabled calculation of 
the essential metallurgical variables during processing, providing further understanding of the process [82,205,291]. 

The basis of understanding sensitivity of metallurgical features to process parameters for single alloys is the focus of many 
experiments and modeling efforts. For example, the power of the heat source or scanning speed is often varied to observe changes in 
pool size [236] or microstructure [292]. These results create an initial understanding for building compositionally graded alloys, 
however, mixing of different alloys in the molten pool due to remelting of previous tracks and heterogeneous thermo-physical 
properties throughout can cause further complications. Differences in thermal diffusivity and melting range of compositionally 
graded alloys can cause differences in the rate of heat accumulation and molten pool volume within different areas of the part.  
Fig. 3.13 shows the results of this effect through the modeling of temperature and velocity fields in graded joints of Alloy 800H with 
Ti-6Al-4V and 2.25Cr-1Mo steel [28]. A total of 10 layers were deposited, starting with Ti-6Al-4V alloy or 2.25Cr-1Mo and varying 
composition to increase the amount of Alloy 800H by 10 wt% in each layer. Since most of the heat is transferred downwards through 
the substrate, heat transfer from the molten pool is dependent on the thermal diffusivity of previous layers. Due to the lower thermal 
diffusivity of Ti-6Al-4V compared to of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel, more heat build-up in the part occurs and a larger molten pool forms in the 
tenth layer when grading from Ti-6Al-4V, Fig. 3.13(f) than when grading from 2.25Cr-1Mo steel, Fig. 3.13(c). Because the processing 
parameters and composition used for the tenth layer were the same in both simulations, this case highlights the difficulty in ex-
trapolating existing knowledge for the sensitivity of metallurgical variables to processing parameters in single alloys to composi-
tionally graded alloys. However, it also highlights the utility of numerical modeling in understanding and designing processing paths 
for manufacturing graded parts. 

Spatially varying thermo-physical properties in compositionally graded joints also affect cooling rates and solidification para-
meters inside the molten pool [97,138]. Fig. 3.14 shows that both cooling rate and the solidification parameter G/R change during 
the deposition of subsequent layers during simulation of a cast iron to Ni-base alloy graded part [97]. Depending on the differences in 
thermo-physical properties that govern heat transfer between the two alloys, these differences may be exaggerated or diminished. 
Sensitivity of microstructural variation of different alloys can also vary widely. For example, the columnar to equiaxed transition 
(CET) region of the graded alloy between Ti-6Al-4V and a nickel alloy Rene 88 shifts depending on the composition, as shown in  
Fig. 3.15 [293]. The sensitivity of microstructure the solidification parameters is even more important in microstructurally graded 
parts, because it directly determines the ability of microstructural grading in the material. While the CET of IN718 alloy parts made 
by PBF-EB can be controlled [49], not all material and process combinations may demonstrate a similar microstructural response to 
process parameter changes. Mechanistic models can be helpful in addressing these issues. 

Fig. 3.12. Comparison of (a) peak temperature and (b) pool width at different scanning speeds during PBF-L calculated both considering and 
neglecting the effects of molten metal convection. (Calculated results based on the model proposed by Mukherjee et al. [19].) 
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During the fabrication of parts with compositional grading, detrimental phases may sometimes form. Due to the combination of 
two alloys in the gradient region, brittle intermetallic compounds may form that lead to cracking [294,295]. Undesired intermetallic 
phases can be suppressed through careful selection of the compositional gradient based on phase diagrams generated using a 
thermodynamic model [294–296]. For common alloy systems with a small number of alloying elements, the available experimental 
data may be helpful to avoid these problems. However, for uncommon alloys or alloys with a large number of alloying elements, the 
ability of thermodynamic models to accurately predict phases is limited by the available thermodynamic databases and thus requires 
further research. 

3.4. Research needs 

The computed results from transport phenomena-based models presented in this chapter show their utility for the understanding 
of the geometry, composition and structure of the metallic components. The computed results reveal the origins of the diversity of 
heat input, cooling rates and solidification parameters in the widely used variants of AM. Transport phenomena-based models are 
helpful to identify the appropriate combination of printing process, process conditions and alloy system that can produce defect free 
components. There is clearly a compelling need for the greater use of the transport phenomena-based models. Such usage will enable 

Fig. 3.13. Temperature and velocity distributions [28] for 2.25Cr-1Mo steel to 800H joint during the deposition of (a) 1st (b) 5th and (c) 10th layer 
and for Ti-6Al-4V to 800H joint during the deposition of (d) 1st (e) 5th and (f) 10th layer. 
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Fig. 3.14. Variation of solidification parameters with depth from the top-surface of the deposit from a simulation of a graded deposition of Ni-based 
alloy on cast iron. Reproduced from [97]. 

Fig. 3.15. The solidification map of Ti-6Al-4V and its graded alloy with Rene 88 showing the columnar to equiaxed transition at different com-
positions [293]. 
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significant reduction of the wide parameter space for the printing of sound components with significantly reduced expensive trials. 
An important application of numerical models is the printing of components with graded properties. For example, materials with very 
different melting points such as tungsten and copper [297], can have difficulty in printing, resulting in a heterogeneous micro-
structure. Also, the mixing of materials in the molten pools of functionally graded alloys due to convective and diffusional processes 
can be difficult to study experimentally. Numerical simulations can provide a good starting point for the printing of graded materials, 
without a large number of trial-and-error testing. In addition to those research needs discussed in Section 2.9, another main difficulty 
is the greater access of these models. Therefore, open source, rigorously tested numerical models are needed. 

4. Modeling of microstructure, defects and printability 

The properties and performance of components produced by AM depend largely on the microstructure and defects that are 
affected by factors such as the fusion zone geometry, chemical composition and properties, time–temperature history, temperature 
gradient and solidification growth rate for a given alloy. Understanding these factors solely by physical experiments is difficult, and 
mechanistic modeling was shown to be a useful way to determine the role of those variables [23]. This section will critically examine 
the current status and future opportunities of applying mechanistic models to understand and control the microstructure, defects and 
printability of AM components. 

4.1. Microstructure 

The microstructure of AM components has distinctive features due to the layer-by-layer deposition process and relatively high 
cooling rates and temperature gradients compared to traditional manufacturing processes like casting. Without proper understanding 
and control of the AM processing conditions, microstructural differences can lead to different mechanical properties than comparable 
wrought products. These differences can arise through simple Hall-Petch relationships between grain size and strength, or through 
more complex phenomena due to solid-state phase transformations and the resulting microstructures. Therefore, effective control of 
the microstructure relies on quantitative understanding of the process conditions, particularly the time-temperature history. 

Key metallurgical parameters, such as the temperature gradient and solidification rate at the liquid/solid boundary, largely 
determine the solidification structure. However, they are difficult to measure due to the high temperatures and short time scales 
involved in molten pool dynamics. Also, the deposition and melting of the new metal layer heats the previously deposited material, 
which acts as in situ repetitious heat treatment of the build. By overcoming the challenges presented by directly measuring the 
thermal histories and solidification parameters, mechanistic models can serve as powerful tools to obtain these variables. Therefore, 
the prediction and understanding of the microstructure of AM components are important applications of transport phenomena based 
models [254,298–301]. 

The Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kohnogorov (JMAK) models are used to calculate phase transformations during heating and cooling 
based on the kinetics of specific alloys [302]. The computational efficiency is high but with the limitation of not being able to provide 
the morphological information of the phases. Phase field models can compute the phase morphologies during solid-state phase 
transformations [303]. Moreover, phase field simulations can resolve the microstructural features for both grain and sub-grain 
structure during solidification [304]. However, the phase field models are computationally intensive, and thus the applications are 
limited to small temporal and spatial ranges. Cellular automata can simulate the growth of grain and sub-grain structure during 
solidification with medium accuracy and computational efficiency [305]. Monte Carlo simulation, which is a probabilistic approach 
computing changes of grain boundary energies, can simulate the grain growth process with a high computational efficiency [284]. 
Monte Carlo approach can simulate solid-state grain growth and can provide information of the spatiotemporal variations and 
topological distributions of the grain structure [306,307]. 

4.1.1. Solidification morphologies 
The capability of obtaining a target solidification structure, i.e., columnar or equiaxed grains of a particular size, often determines 

the properties and serviceability of a component produced by AM [308]. For typical PBF of metallic materials, elongated columnar 
grains often dominate in the microstructure. For example, PBF-L of Al 7075 resulted in significant degradation of tensile strength due 
to the dominant columnar grain structure and the resulting cracks due to hot tearing [308]. However, in some processing conditions 
equiaxed grains dominated the microstructure and the component showed significantly better tensile properties [308,309]. 

Prediction of solidification structure requires quantitative understanding of the nucleation and growth during the cooling process. 
A relationship has been derived by Gäumann et al. between the temperature gradient G at the solidification front, the solidification 
rate R, the volume fraction of equiaxed grains V , the nucleation undercooling ΔTn, the number of nucleation sites N0, and the 
dendrite tip undercooling ΔT as [310]: 
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The alloy parameters, a and n, correspond with the amount of undercooling needed to achieve columnar to equiaxed transition 
(CET) and the sensitivity of the CET to G and R on the CET, respectively. Under high temperature gradients, the nuclei density N0
dominates whereas the nucleation undercooling ΔTn can be neglected and set to zero. Thus, Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as: 
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Eq. (4.2) indicates that the G, R, and N0 are three major causative factors that determine the CET for any given material. The variables 

Fig. 4.1. Numerically calculated temperature gradient G and solidification rate R overlapped on the solidification map of IN718: (a) PBF-L with 
linear scanning strategy [22], (b) PBF-EB process with spot scanning strategy [204]. 
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G and R can be calculated using mechanistic models of AM. Thus, methods capable of manipulating these three variables can be 
applied to control the solidification microstructure. For example, phase field method was used to predict CET considering the 
competition between grain growth and heterogeneous nucleation, the constitutional supercooling as well as thermal and curvature 
undercoolings in the melt pool [311]. Cellular Automata method was used to compute CET considering the maximum nuclei density 
and critical undercooling. The nuclei density, Nd, was calculated by [312,313]: 
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described the increase rate of nuclei density with undercooling. The nuclei distribution was expressed as a Gaussian 
distribution [313]: 
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where N0 is the maximum nuclei density, ΔTc is the critical undercooling, and ΔTσ is the standard deviation at the critical under-
cooling. Nucleation occurred almost instantaneously and saturated all of the sites at a critical undercooling [312]. It was found that 
an increase of the nuclei density with decrease of critical undercooling encouraged the formation of equiaxed grains [312–314]. 

Formation of equiaxed grains can be promoted by process control and modification of feedstock materials. In the former case, 
process parameters such as heat source power, scanning speed, scanning strategy are manipulated to generate the desired solidifi-
cation conditions, e.g., lower G and higher R for forming equiaxed grains [204,315]. Transport phenomena based mechanistic models 
can estimate the values of G and R for various processing conditions. In the latter case, additional materials are introduced to the 
feedstock to increase the heterogeneous nucleation sites and thus the probability to form equiaxed grains [308,309]. While these two 
approaches are extensively used in welding and casting, their effectiveness in the field of AM needs to be carefully examined. 

4.1.1.1. Columnar to equiaxed transition through process control. Formation of equiaxed grains requires sufficient undercooling in the 
solidification front of the molten metal [310]. The value of the critical undercooling is a factor of several parameters, mainly those 
described in Eq. (4.2) - G, R and N0 at the solidification front. Fig. 4.1(a) shows an example of the numerically computed G and R on 
the solidification map of IN718 by PBF-L [22]. During PBF, R is usually on the order of 1 m/s, which is significantly higher than that 
during DED, and thus appear to be favorable for the formation of equiaxed structure. However, G is typically above 106 K/m during 
the PBF process, and the high temperature gradient is favorable to columnar grain formation. Their combination G/R varies over a 
range and the morphology depends on the specific values of G/R. In this case of PBF-L, the values of G and R produced columnar 
grains [22], however, Fig. 4.1(b) shows that PBF-EB of IN718 alloy creates values of G and R near the CET boundary [204]. 
Depending on the values of G and R at any given time during the solidification, certain microstructures may be favored at different 
locations or times during processing. The variations of G and R can result in initial columnar and final equiaxed solidification 
structure [205]. Because the magnitudes of G and R vary depending on the process and material used in a build, some alloys may 
have similar microstructural morphology over a wide range of processing condition while others may vary drastically. Notably, for 
common alloys including Ti-6Al-4V, SS316L and AlSi10Mg, columnar grains were extensively reported as dominant structure of the 
components built by linearly scanned PBF with a variety of process conditions [316–318]. 

In order to achieve equiaxed grains, the process parameters can be substantially adjusted so that G gets reduced while R is 
enhanced. Fig. 4.1(b) shows an example of PBF-EB process using specially designed spot scanning strategies, which are distinctive 
from regular linear scanning strategies used commonly during PBF-EB or PBF-L. A significantly broader range of values of G and R 
can be observed in the spot melting cases. During the latter solidification stage of the local molten pool, the combination of G and R 
brings the morphology of the solidification structure to the equiaxed region on the solidification map. In other words, columnar 
grains still occupy a considerable proportion of the microstructure even under such conditions [204]. 

There are other approaches promoting CET through control of the printing conditions. For instance, high-intensity ultrasound was 
integrated into the laser powder DED process for Ti-6Al-4V and IN625 to trigger significant acoustic cavitation in the molten pool 
during solidification, which generated a large number of nuclei for the formation of massive equiaxed grains [319]. Nevertheless, the 
applicable conditions for such method may be restricted considering the particular material compositions, printing processes, and 
equipment setups of the AM conditions. 

In other scenarios, the application of mechanistic models during DED can aid to target a structure without stray grains for single 
crystal components [320]. Due to the complex nature of producing and maintaining the single crystal structure, it is practically 
impossible to quantitatively reveal the solidification conditions during DED-L without the assistance of the transport phenomena 
models. Location-dependence of G and R alters solidification conditions even within the same build. For example, in nearly all 
processes a relatively high R and relatively low G occur near the centerline of the molten pool, which favors the formation of 
equiaxed grains [315]. Thus, large modeling efforts have been made to compute the temporal and 3D spatial variation of critical 
solidification parameters such as G and R to predict spatial and transient variations in microstructure. 

Combining a transport phenomena model with a crystal growth model, important features of microstructures including the 
orientation, morphology, and dimension of the local solidification structure can be effectively predicted [320–322]. Gäumann et al. 
developed a model to predict CET for solidification of single crystal alloy CMSX-4 during DED-L. Major influential factors including 
the G, R and nucleation site density have been considered in their model [310]. Liu et al. developed a 3D transient transport 
phenomena model coupled with a crystal growth model to predict the variation of crystal growth and microstructure formation with 
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substrate crystallographic orientation during the DED-L of a nickel-based SX superalloy Rene N5 as shown in Fig. 4.2 [323]. 
In brief, the temporal and spatial variations of G and R can be obtained through mechanistic models. Based on the data of G and R, 

the morphologies of solidification structure can be predicted from the solidification map of the deposit materials [284,306,307,315]. 
However, transition of columnar to equiaxed microstructure by adjusting processing variables can be a challenging task [324]. Some 
combinations of alloys and processing conditions may allow for the desired control over microstructure morphology, such as PBF-EB 
of IN718 alloy, though this may not be the case for all alloys. If hot tearing or other issues related to columnar grain formation are 
faced during the processing of AM alloys, a solidification map combined with G and R values from mechanistic modeling can yield 
insight into the feasibility of forming equiaxed grains through process control. If CET through changing the processing conditions is 
not feasible, then other options must be explored. 

4.1.1.2. Columnar to equiaxed transition through feed stock modification. An effective approach for the formation of equiaxed structure 
is to reduce the critical undercooling by introducing low-energy-barrier heterogeneous nucleating agents under normal PBF process 
conditions [308]. For example, when the surfaces of Al 6061 and Al 7075 powder particles were decorated with lattice-matched 
nanoparticles to promote heterogeneous nucleation, massive equiaxed grains formed during solidification of the molten metal [308]. 
The feasibility of this approach is proved by the distinctive transition from columnar to equiaxed grains [308]. Mixture of columnar 
and equiaxed grains produced by PBF-L of Al-Mg-Sc-Zr [325] and Al-Mg-Zr alloys [326] as shown in Fig. 4.3(a) and (b). A similar 
successful example was PBF-L of AlSi10Mg reinforced with nano-TiB2, in which case the microstructure was dominated by equiaxed 
grains as shown in Fig. 4.3(c) [309]. 

Scalmalloy® (Al-4.6 Mg-0.66Sc-0.42Zr-0.49Mn, wt.%) was developed via modifying the 5xxx aluminum alloy by adding scandium 
and zirconium [325,327,328]. Al3(Sc,Zr), Al-Mg-oxides and mixed particles are generated during solidification, and subsequently act 
as nuclei promoting massive CET [327]. The microstructure of the as-built PBF-L component was featured by a bi-modal grain size 
distribution of fine equiaxed grains coexisting with coarse columnar grains [327]. Croteau et al. developed Al-Mg-Zr alloys, Al- 
3.60Mg-1.18Zr and Al-3.66Mg-1.57Zr (wt.%), which are free of the expensive Sc [326,329,330]. PBF-L component produced using 
these alloys also showed massive CET and bi-modal grain structure [329]. 

Silicon was added to Al 7075 with different content to examine its effect on grain refinement during PBF-L by Sistiaga et al. [331].  
Fig. 4.3(d) and (e) shows the grain structure of 7075 aluminum alloy with addition of silicon of 2.0 wt% and 4.0 wt%, respectively  
[331]. It can be observed that the fraction of equiaxed grains is positively related to the silicon content. Yet fully equiaxed structure 
cannot be achieved even with silicon content as high as 4.0 wt%. A columnar structure or a combination of columnar and equiaxed 
structures is also widely observed in components deposited by DED [73,332,333]. Because the solidification is generally more 
favorable for equiaxed grains in DED than PBF (lower G due to higher energy inputs), the addition of grain refiners may be more 
effective in DED than PBF. However, this is speculative, as detailed studies relating the quantitative values of G, R and nuclei density 
of grain refiners have not been done for AM processes. 

Fig. 4.2. Crystallographic orientation of the epitaxial columnar dendrites. (a) Simulated results, (b) Experimentally observed result [323].  
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4.1.2. Scale of microstructure 
The scale of the microstructure can be defined by the grain size, and the size of sub- grain structure for dendritic solidification, i.e., 

cellular, columnar and equiaxed. These dimensions depend on the local cooling rate (GR) during the AM process. The cooling rate can 
be calculated from either the slope of the temperature versus time curve or the product of G and R. Numerical modeling of the heat 
transfer and fluid flow during AM processing provides the necessary data to calculate GR. 

During dendritic solidification, the primary dendritic arm spacing (PDAS) depends on the solidification parameters of G and R  
[205]. A smaller PDAS appears near the bottom of the layer which has a higher G and lower R than the top of the layer. Heat 
generally accumulates in a build due to the high energy input and a relatively low amount of convective and radiative cooling. Thus, 
lower cooling rates near the end of a layer or a build can occur if adequate cooling of the part is not allowed. Several heat transfer and 
fluid flow models were used to simulate the AM process to quantitatively examine the cooling rates that result from the deposition of 
the multiple layers [17,18]. Additionally, the computed cooling rates can be further used to predict the scale of the microstructure. 
For example, the secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS), λ2, of the solidification structure as a function of the cooling rate during 
multi-layer deposition was correlated in the literature [17,334,335]: 

= A GR( ) n
2 (4.5) 

where λ2 is the SDAS in μm, GR is cooling rate in K/s, and A and n are material specific constants. Notably, some experiments need to 

Fig. 4.3. (a) Mixture of columnar and equiaxed grains produced by PBF-L of an Al-Mg-Sc-Zr alloy [325]. (b) Mixture of columnar and equiaxed 
grains produced by PBF-L of an Al-Mg-Zr alloy [326]. (c) Equiaxed grains in nano-TiB2 decorated AlSi10Mg alloy by PBF-L [309]. (d) Grain structure 
of 7075 aluminum alloy with 2.0 wt% Si added produced using PBF-L [331]. (e) Grain structure of 7075 aluminum alloy with 4.0 wt% Si added 
produced using PBF-L [331]. 
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be conducted to find the constants for this type of empirical relationship. Once a relationship is generated for a particular alloy, the 
results can be used in mechanistic models of all AM processes capable of calculating cooling rates. Solidification models can further 
be used to explicitly reveal the dimensions of microstructural features. For example, Nie et al. [299] correlated the SDAS with cooling 
rates by use of a finite element numerical model combined with a stochastic solidification model. 

When the experimental data for calibrating an empirical relationship between cooling rate and the scale of microstructure is not 
available, the trends of increasing cooling rates leading to finer microstructure can be used to get a qualitative understanding of 
relationships between processing parameters and microstructure. Heat transfer modeling by Song et al. [292] showed lower cooling 
rate near the surface than that in the lower region of the deposit during DED-L of IN718. In the actual builds, coarser grains were 
found near to the surface of the deposited single tracks whereas finer grains were observed near the boundary of the molten pool  
[292]. The qualitative understanding of the spatial variation of grain size is an important step for understanding microstructures. 

4.1.3. Solid-state phase transformations 
Solid-state phase transformations occur in the solidified alloy during the cooling stage for heat treatable alloys, e.g. BCC β phase 

transforms to HCP α phase in Ti-6Al-4V. Furthermore, the low temperature phase transforms back to high temperature phase due to 
heating during the deposition of subsequent layers. Unlike transport phenomena models of AM, microstructure models that calculate 
phase fractions, grain and sub-grain structures are specific to each alloy. For example, the transport phenomena models for AM of Ti- 
6Al-4V and IN718 alloy would solve the same governing equations along with similar boundary conditions while taking into account 
different thermal-physical properties of the two different alloys [19]. In contrast, the microstructure models of Ti-6Al-4V may deal 
with the β grain growth at high temperatures and the transformation of β into different α variants (e.g., basket-weave, or martensite 
α′ [336,337]) as a function of cooling rate. The models of IN718 alloy would consider the precipitation kinetics of γ′ and γ″ [338]. 
There is no common set of governing equations that can be solved to describe phenomenologically, both the β → α transformation in 
Ti-6Al-4V and the precipitation kinetics of γ″ in Alloy 718, making microstructure modeling highly alloy-specific. Here we review 
modeling solid-state phase transformations during AM of various commonly used alloys. 

4.1.3.1. Steels. Modeling of microstructure evolution in steels during AM is just beginning, although there is a rich literature of 
modeling of phase transformations in steels [344–346]. Steels experience a series of phase transformations during the repetitive 
thermal cycles of AM. Possible phase transformations during heating and cooling of low alloy steels are α-ferrite → γ-austenite → δ- 
ferrite → liquid → δ-ferrite → γ-austenite → α-ferrite [339]. The microstructure of steel AM part was observed to present different 
phases along the build height direction due to variable cooling rates. For example, the as-deposited microstructure of 300M steel 
produced by DED-L showed tempered martensite at the bottom and a mixture of martensite and bainite at the top of the deposit  
[340]. Similarly, the amount of martensite was found increasingly higher from the 5th to the 20th layers for DED-GMA of 2Cr13 steel  
[341]. This is because that martensite is metastable and tends to decompose into stable ferrite when being heated. The extent of 
decomposition depends on the strength of the repeated heating and cooling cycles. The lower layers experience more thermal cycles 
than those for the upper layers and thus the decomposed martensite volume fractions are gradually smaller along the build height. 

In order to predict the microstructure evolution in the solid steel deposit, phase transformation models have been developed 
based on thermodynamic and kinetic theories. Essential input data required by the model include the chemical composition, the prior 
austenite grain size, and the cooling curve. The volume fractions of allotriomorphic, Widmanstatten ferrite, acicular ferrite, and 
martensite can be computed as the output of these models [342,343]. During cooling allotriomorphic ferrite forms first by a diffusive 
mechanism and it nucleates heterogeneously at the boundaries of the columnar austenite grains. Widmanstatten ferrite plates form by 
a displacive mechanism at relatively low undercooling. Bainite nucleates and grows in the form of sheaves of small platelets at further 
undercooling. Acicular ferrite subsequently nucleates intragranularly around the inclusions inside the austenite. Martensite forms in a 
diffusionless manner if the cooling rate is higher than a critical cooling rate [343–346]. 

Isothermal time-temperature-transformation (TTT) and continuous-cooling-transformation (CCT) diagrams calculated by phase 
transformation models provide tools to calculate final phase fraction due to transient heating and cooling [344–346]. Work by 
Bhadeshia and colleagues provide a model that enables these types of calculations to be applied to steels. The TTT curves in the model 
were composed of two C curves, with one representing diffusive transformations at higher temperature, and the other representing 
displacive transformations at lower temperature. Russell’s expression was used to calculate the incubation time for both diffusive and 
displacive transformations [347]: 

= × × ×T G exp a
T

a( )i
a

max
a 3

41 2
(4.6) 

where τi is the incubation time for a transformation, T is the temperature, ΔGmax is the maximum driving force for nucleation and a1, 
a2, a3 and a4 are constants. Aided by Scheil additive rule, the TTT diagram can be used to calculate the CCT diagram: 

=dt
T( )

1
t

i0 (4.7) 

where T( )i is the incubation time to a specified stage on a TTT diagram for isothermal reactions, t is the time to that stage for the 
non-isothermal reactions, and dt is the time interval at temperature T. For non-isothermal reactions the required time to reach a 
specified stage of transformation was obtained by accumulating the time fractions to reach this stage isothermally until the sum 
reaches unity. 
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4.1.3.2. Modeling of phase transformations during cooling. Allotriomorphic ferrite begins to form from the prior austenite grain 
boundary by diffusion when the solid metal cools below the A3 temperature. The start temperature is determined from the 
interception temperature of the cooling curve and upper C curve in the CCT diagram. The completion temperature is determined by 
the interception temperature of the cooling curve with the lower C curve [345]. Displacive transformations are kinetically favored 
below this temperature when the growth of allotriomorphic ferrite ceases. The growth rate of allotriomorphic ferrite is controlled by 
carbon diffusion at the interface of allotriomorphic ferrite/austenite. The thickness of the allotriomorphic ferrite layer can be 
calculated by the parabolic thickening relationship [339,345]: 

=q t dt0.5a
T

T
1

0.5
h

1 (4.8) 

where qa is the thickness of the allotriomorphic layer, t is the time, Th and Tl are the start and finish temperatures of the 
transformation, respectively, and α1 is the one-dimensional parabolic thickening rate constant. The volume fraction of 
allotriomorphic ferrite (Vα) can be calculated based on the area that allotriomorphic ferrite occupies in the hexagonal cross 
section of austenite grain [339,345]: 

=
° °

V
q a q

a
[2 tan(30 )(2 2 tan(30 ))]

a
a A a

A
2 (4.9) 

where Va is the volume fraction of allotriomorphic ferrite, q is the thickness of allotriomorphic ferrite, aA is the side length of 
austenite. The transformation of Widmanstatten ferrite from austenite is paraequilibrium displacive. The growth rate depends both 
on carbon diffusion and an invariant-plane strain change. The volume fraction of Widmanstatten ferrite (Vw) can be calculated based 
on the area that Widmanstatten ferrite occupied in the hexagonal cross section of austenite grain after the formation of the 
allotriomorphic ferrite [339,345]: 

=
°

V C G
a q t

a
2 4 tan(30 )

(2 )W L
A a

A
4

2

2 (4.10)  

where C4 is a constant independent of alloy composition, GL is the lengthening rate of Widmanstatten ferrite, aA is the side length 
of austenite, qa is the thickness of the allotriomorphic ferrite layer and t is the time available for the formation of Widmanstatten 
ferrite. The volume fraction of other phases including martensite, Vo, is calculated from the mass conservation equation [339,345]: 

=V V V1o a W (4.11) 

where Va and Vw are volume fractions of allotriomorphic ferrite and Widmanstatten ferrite, respectively. Note that the formation of 
martensite is highly sensitive to the presence of carbon and alloying elements. A high carbon equivalent decreases the critical cooling 
rate, and thus results in a higher susceptibility for martensite transformation. Fig. 4.4 shows an example of the calculated CCT curves 
for a low alloy steel with various cooling curves superimposed [348]. For different cooling rates, grain boundary forms first upon the 
transformation from γ phase, followed by Widmanstatten αW and acicular ferrite αa. Martensite forms if the cooling rate is higher 
than the critical cooling rate. 

4.1.3.3. Modeling of phase transformations during heating. During heating γ-phase forms upon nucleation from the α-matrix. The 
growth of γ-phase is diffusive and can be described using the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation [339]: 

=f t exp RC t( ) 1 [ ( ) ]e
n (4.12) 

where fe(t) is the extent of the transformation at a given time t, n is the JMAK exponent, and RC is a rate constant given as: 

Fig. 4.4. Calculated CCT diagram for a low alloy steel with various cooling curves superimposed. The figure is plotted based on the data available in  
[348]. The cooling rates for curves 1 to 4 are 21.3, 48.4, 83.3 and 66.7 K/s, respectively. Grain boundary αgb forms first upon the transformation 
from γ phase, followed by Widmanstatten αW and acicular ferrite αa. Martensite forms if the cooling rate is higher than the critical cooling rate for 
martensite transformation. 
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=RC RC exp Q
R Tg

0
(4.13) 

where RC0 is a pre-exponential constant, Q is the activation energy of the transformation, including the driving forces for both 
nucleation and growth, Rg is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature in K. 

The JMAK-based expression can be derived based on Eq. (4.12) to be applicable to non-isothermal phase transformations oc-
curring in the ferrite and austenite two phase region. The calculated thermal profiles and the spatially resolved X-ray diffraction 
experimental data can be integrated to determine the JMAK parameters. The resulting kinetic parameters are useful in determining 
the transformation rates under various heating conditions. 

In ferritic-martensitic steels, when martensite is reheated below the steel’s A1 temperature, it can decompose into ferrite and 
cementite phases, a phenomenon called tempering. It reduces hardness but increases toughness and it is thus important for AM of 
highly-hardenable steels. The tempering kinetics and ensuing hardness drop of tempered martensite were described by the JMAK like 
equations for PBF-L of a high-strength low-alloy steel [349] and resistance spot welding of a fully martensitic steel [350]; the latter is 
relevant to AM due to a comparable heating rate. 

4.1.4. Titanium alloys 
4.1.4.1. Modeling of phase transformations during cooling. The roadmap of β phase transformations for Ti-6Al-4V is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
Solid-state phase transformations occur as the deposit cools below the β-transus temperature for dual phase titanium alloys such as 
Ti-6Al-4V [351]. Grain boundary αgb is the first phase to form on the boundaries of prior β grains during cooling at temperatures 
directly below β-transus. Subsequently, Widmanstatten αW nucleates from the prior β grain boundary and grows into the prior β 
grains to form plate-like structure. Upon continuous cooling, the retained β phase may transform to massive αm and martensite α′ 
phases. A small amount of β may retain with the α phases. During heating, massive α and martensitic α′ transforms to laminar α/β. 
All α phases transform to β phase at temperatures above the β-transus temperature. 

Fig. 4.6 schematically shows the formation of grain boundary αgb, Widmanstatten αW, massive α phase αm, and Martensite α′ 
depending on different cooling rates for Ti-6Al-4V. For the case shown here, grain boundary αgb and Widmanstatten αW form if 
cooling rate is lower than 20 K/s, massive αm plates form between 410 K/s and 20 K/s, whereas α′ forms at cooling rate higher than 
410 K/s [352]. 

Widmanstatten αW may orient coherently to form a colony within the β grain, and the size of the colony and individual plates 
decrease with higher cooling rate. Massive transformation in AM Ti-6Al-4V may lead to entirely new massive αm grains. In contrast, 
martensite α′ forms in a pattern that martensite laths confine in the parent β grains without changing the parent β grain structure. 
Martensite is a supersaturated non-equilibrium hexagonal α phase formed by diffusionless transformation of the β phase [353]. The 
critical cooling rate for β → α′ transformation is somewhat uncertain [354], probably due to the deviations in the actual chemical 
compositions of the Ti-6Al-4V alloys used [351]. The presence of increasing β stabilizing elements such as V tends to reduce the 
critical cooling rates and results in more martensite α′ [351]. 

Phase field method was applied for PBF-EB of a Ti-6Al-4V component considering (α + β) microstructure features [336,355]. 
Empirical microstructure models were used for β → α transformation in Ti-6Al-4V by Makiewicz et al. [356] for DED-L and Lindgren 
et al. for PBF [357]. In any case, data about transformation kinetics, such as TTT diagrams are needed to provide inputs for the phase 
transformation models. The TTT diagrams for titanium alloys could be constructed through in situ measurements of the physical 
properties such as the electrical resistivity [358] and the hardness [359] under isothermal heat treatments. Alternatively, the TTT 
diagrams can be computed through thermodynamics and kinetics models such as JMatPro [360]. 

The diffusion-controlled phase transformations of β-phase to α-phase can be predicted using the JMAK equation. The grain 

Fig. 4.5. Roadmap of β phase transformations for Ti-6Al-4V. At temperatures below the β-transus temperature during cooling, β phase may 
transform to grain boundary αgb, Widmanstatten αW, massive α, and martensitic α′ phases. A small amount of β may retain with the α phases. 
During heating, massive αm and martensitic α′ transforms to laminar α/β. All α phases transform to β phase at temperatures above the β-transus 
temperature. 
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boundary αgb is first formed since it has a high transformation rate at the highest temperatures [357,361]: 

=X exp k t X X(1 ( ))gb
N eq0

gb
gb

gb (4.14) 

where Xβ
0 is the initial amount of β-phase available for transformation, and X gb denotes the Widmanstatten α-phase volume fraction. 

X eq
gb can be obtained for equilibrium conditions at given temperatures. The parameters kgb and Ngb can be determined from ex-

perimental TTT-diagrams. The original JMAK model describes a complete transformation of a phase to another. However, the 
transformation may be only partially completed during the thermal cycles of AM. Thus, the original JMAK equation needs to be 
modified. For example, the value of X 0 depends on the phase changes during the previous transformations. The fraction of Wid-
manstatten X eq

W can be extracted from the equilibrium phase diagrams of the alloys. 
The volume fraction of αW is calculated after the formation of αgb through the same expression for that of αgb but with different 

transformation properties [357,361]: 

=X exp k t X X(1 ( ))W
N eq0

W
W

W (4.15) 

where Widmanstatten X eq
W can be obtained experimentally for equilibrium conditions at given temperatures. The parameters kW and 

NW can be determined from TTT-diagrams. Certain amount of β-phase remains after the transformation to αW and αgb, which is 
available for massive αm and martensite α′ formation as shown in Fig. 4.6. 

For displacive or martensitic transformations, the kinetics of nucleation and growth are so fast that they are dependent only on 
temperature and not on time. The prediction of the volume fraction of martensite can be calculated using the Koistinen and 
Marburger equation [357,361]: 

=X exp b M T X(1 ( ( ) ))s
n 0

M (4.16) 

X Mdenotes the volume fraction of both massive and martensitic α-phases, and b and n are materials dependent properties. The 
summation of volume fractions of all variants of the α-phase computed from the model is obtained as: 

= + + +X X X X Xgb W m (4.17)  

4.1.5. Modeling of phase transformations during heating 
It was reported that significant gradient of microstructure was present along the build height of the PBF-L Ti-6Al-4V part, due to 

different thermal conditions for solid-state phase transformations [362]. The bottom region consisted of well-defined lamellar 
(α + β) structure, with finer lamellar (α + β) in the middle region, and α′ martensite in the last several layers [362]. The primary 
reason for such gradient microstructure was the different cyclic thermal treatment history along the build direction. The presence of 
martensite in the upper layers was because of the absence of in situ decomposition owing to the lack of successive depositions[362]. 
Note that significant in situ α′ martensite decomposition can occur only under proper PBF-L processing conditions to produce a series 
of ultrafine lamellar (α + β) microstructures causing high yield strength and ductility. 

Martensite α′ and massive αm are non-equilibrium phases and can transform to more stable laminar α/β structures at tem-
peratures around 623–673 K during isothermal treatments. It was reported that for PBF-L such decomposition occurred in the solid 
deposit at temperatures around 873–1123 K when subsequent layers are being deposited [353,363]. Upon further heating the 
Widmanstatten αW transforms to β-phase. The grain boundary αgb is the last α-phase to transform to the β-phase after the αW has been 
extinguished. The decomposition is diffusion-controlled and thus depends on the local temperature and residence time during the AM 
process. Similar to the phase transformations during cooling, the decomposition of metastable α′ and αm phases can be described 

Fig. 4.6. Schematic CCT diagram for Ti–6Al–4V superimposed with various cooling curves. Grain boundary αgb forms first upon the transformation 
from β phase, followed by Widmanstatten αW, at cooling rate lower than 1.5 K/s. Massive α plates form at cooling rate between 410 K/s and 20 K/s. 
Martensitic α′ forms at cooling rate higher than 410 K/s [186,352]. 
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using the JMAK equation with the additivity rule. 

4.1.6. Nickel base alloys 
4.1.6.1. Modeling of phase transformations during cooling. After solidification, various solid-state transformations take place upon 
continued cooling or subsequent reheating during AM. For example, Amato et al. [364] observed that the as-fabricated 
microstructure of Nickel Alloy 718 produced by PBF-L was composed of fine γ″ strengthening precipitates. For AM processes 
involving high pre-heating (e.g., PBF-EB) or significant heat build-up (e.g., DED-L), a portion or the entire build can experience high 
temperatures (e.g., 1200 K for preheated PBF-EB) over an extended period of time, resulting in a substantial amount of aging or grain 
growth. For instance, Tian et al. [365] observed a non-uniform distribution of hardness along the build height direction of a wall of 
Alloy 718 built by DED-L. Specifically, the hardness of the lower part of the wall was much higher than the upper part due to in-place 
aging and ensuing formation of strengthening precipitates in the lower part. 

Considerable segregation of alloying elements occurs in the as-solidified microstructure for many nickel base alloys such as IN718, 
IN625, and CMSX-4. IN718 is a precipitation strengthened alloy with austenitic γ fcc matrix and precipitates such as γ′ and γ″ phases 
as well as various metallic carbides and nitrides [366]. IN625 is a solid-solution strengthened alloy, and is sensitive to precipitation of 
intermetallic phases such as γ″ phase, δ phase, Laves phase and carbides [367]. CMSX-4 is a single crystal alloy strengthened by the 

Fig. 4.7. CCT diagram created using a commercial software JMatPro for IN718 with cooling curves measured by thermocouples plotted. (a) Dotted 
lines represent the region close to Laves phase and solid lines represent the dendrite core for 0.5 pct transformation during PBF-EB. (b) The dotted 
line represents the 0.5 pct transformation related to the nominal composition of the Alloy [366]. 
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γ′/γ″ precipitation as well as the alloying elements like Cr, W, Ta, and Re [368]. 
During PBF-EB of CMSX-4 alloy, alloying elements like Al, Ti, and Ta as γ′ stabilizers segregate within the interdendritic region, 

whereas γ stabilizers like W, Co, and Re segregate at dendrite cores [368]. Consequently, the local compositions of the microstructure 
differ significantly from their nominal composition values. The precipitation kinetics of the alloy are thus altered due to the large 
variations of the alloying elements distribution [368,369]. For PBF-EB of IN718, higher amount and larger sizes of γ′, γ″ and δ phases 
were found in the interdendritic regions than those in the dendritic cores [366,368]. Laves phase was found in the interdendritic 
region close to the γ′, γ″ and δ phases for DED-L of IN718 [370]. The density of the precipitates was found decreasing with greater 
distance from the Laves phase [366]. 

In order to reveal the mechanisms for the formation of the diverse precipitates, CCT diagrams can be generated using phase 
transformation programs such as JMatPro for compositions near the Laves phase and those in the dendrite core [366]. Fig. 4.7 shows 
that the precipitation kinetics were location dependent during PBF-EB of IN718 [366]. Note that the local chemical compositions of 

Fig. 4.8. Simulated precipitation kinetics of IN625 at 870 °C using a commercial software TC-PRISMA for (a) Nominal composition of the raw 
feedstock powder Ni-20.70Cr-9.00Mo-4.00Nb-0.72Fe-0.05C. (b) A typical composition in the segregated region of IN625 during PBF-L with Ni- 
20.20Nb-11.00Mo-8.70Nb-0.05C where Nb concentration exceeds the specified upper limit in IN625 [367]. 
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the solidifying structure differ significantly from the nominal composition of IN718 because of the micro-segregation of alloying 
elements during solidification. Fig. 4.7(a) shows that γ′, γ″, and δ phases precipitated more than an order of magnitude faster in the 
region near the Laves phase compared with that at the dendrite core [366]. The precipitation time of γ′, γ″, and δ phases for the 
nominal composition of IN718 lies in between that for the interdendritic region and the dendrite core, comparing the CCT curves with 
the same cooling curve in Fig. 4.7(a) and (b) [366]. In brief, strikingly different precipitation kinetics of the constituent phases of 
nickel base alloys can be generated during the AM cooling process due to the highly non-equilibrium solidification conditions. 

4.1.7. Modeling of phase transformations during heating 
As described above, nickel base superalloy AM builds retain considerable segregation of alloying elements in the as-solidified 

microstructure. Such non-uniform compositions significantly affect the precipitation behaviors of the constituent phases during 
heating. For example, Fig. 4.8 compares the precipitation behaviors of γ″, δ, and MC phases in IN625 with nominal and segregated 
chemical compositions at 870 °C [367]. Fig. 4.8(a) shows that δ phase started to form at the peak volume fraction of γ″ after over 
100 h. However, Fig. 4.8(b) shows the peak volume fraction of γ″ phase and the formation of the δ phase occurred at a time scale of 
1 min for the case with large amount of segregated alloying elements. Note that the transformed δ phase along the grain boundaries 
from the strengthening γ″ phase can significantly reduce the fracture toughness and ductility of nickel base alloy [367]. Thus, caution 
should be paid to the largely deviated local compositions that are outside the bounds of the allowable range of the initial alloys. 

A great challenge in modeling solid-state transformations during AM involves repeated transformations (e.g., precipitation and 
dissolution) due to a large number of heating and cooling cycles. The multiple thermal cycles generated during the layerwise AM 
deposition process serve as in situ heat treatments. The precipitation rates of the phases depend on the strength of the thermal cycles 
characterized by the local temperature magnitude and residence time [368]. For instance, significant size gradient of the γ′ pre-
cipitates was observed along the build height for PBF-EB of CMSX-4. The precipitates at the bottom were coarser than those in regions 
near the top of the build. The coarsening rate of γ′ was described using a first-order approach for diffusion-controlled particle growth  
[368,371]: 

=d d At
2 2

t
3

0
3

(4.18) 

where d0 and dt denote the average diameter of the γ′ particles at time = 0 and time = t, respectively, and A is a temperature- 
dependent constant which can be obtained through the evaluation of experimental results [368]. 

4.1.8. Grain growth 
For the modeling of grain growth, the methods established in materials processing literature, such as Monte Carlo simulations  

[372,373] and cellular automata [374], are directly applicable to AM. While demonstrated previously for a limited number of 
situations in AM [349,356,357] and welding [342], these models can be integrated with heat transfer calculations to simulate grain 
structure. For low heat input AM processes such as PBF-L, the typical as-built microstructure is very fine, and there are generally no 
significant recrystallization and coarsening during printing. This is attributed to the short period spent by the material at high 
temperatures due to rapid heating and cooling rates. Moreover, in nickel alloys, precipitates (e.g., Laves and delta phases in Alloy 
718), formed in the inter-dendritic regions due to micro-segregation, can pin the grain boundaries [375]. On the other hand, for AM 
processes involving high pre-heating or heat build-up and in the absence of grain boundary pinning precipitates, grain growth (e.g., β 
in Ti-6Al-4V) during the build process can be substantial. Additionally, recrystallization and grain growth take place during post- 
fabrication heat treatment, and it is important to understand the kinetics of grain growth as a coarser grain structure improves the 
high-temperature creep property. Finally, a series of repeated phase transformations may occur over a large number of heating and 
cooling cycles during AM (for example in Ti-6Al-4V: α → β during heating, β grain growth and β → α during cooling, α → β during 
reheating, and so on). Modeling of grain growth in alloys processed with a moving heat source can provide important information 
about the evolution of grain structure [349,356,357]. 

In summary, modeling of microstructures of alloys commonly used in AM such as Ti-6Al-4V, IN718 and 300M steel are just 
beginning. The non-uniform spatial variation and convoluted temporal evolution of these phases were not revealed satisfactorily due 
to large technical and scientific difficulties and needs more work. The prediction of solid-state phase transformations during the 
layerwise AM process using verifiable mechanistic models is a promising approach and a challenging task which has not been 
undertaken adequately. For example, the prediction of the decomposition of martensite α′ phase during PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V requires 
the integration of a phase transformation model and an AM process model which can provide reliable thermal cycles. Similarly, 
thermal cycles for the 3D build are required in the phase transformation model to compute the minor phase precipitation for nickel 
base alloys. However, such comprehensive integrated AM process and phase transformation models are needed. 

4.2. Defects 

Recent developments in mechanistic modeling allow for the prediction of various defects and provide a deeper understanding of 
why certain defects form. These modeling efforts can help to avoid the common defects in AM and eventually serve as a design tool. 
The main types of defects in AM are lack of fusion porosity, loss of alloying elements due to vaporization, cracking and the devel-
opment of deformation and residual stresses within the part. This section will discuss the mechanistic modeling efforts made to 
predict these main types of defects. While it is also reasonable to consider microstructural inhomogeneity as a defect due to its effect 
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on mechanical properties, details of modeling efforts for microstructural predictions are found in the previous section. 

4.2.1. Vaporization of alloying elements 
During AM, significant vaporization of alloying elements can occur in the molten pool due to high temperatures. This is especially 

the case when an electron beam is used as a heat source, because the combination of low chamber pressure and high temperatures 
promotes rapid vaporization of alloying elements. All elements do not vaporize at the same rate because of the difference in vapor 
pressures of elements, and such selective vaporization of alloying elements often results in a significant change in the composition of 
the alloy [25,99,376]. Composition change has been considered to be an important factor for evaluating printability of alloys [25]. 

Heat transfer and fluid flow calculations are required to estimate alloying element loss from pools of molten metal, because the 
temperature distribution of the molten surface is needed to calculate the rate of vaporization. Methods for calculating selective 
variation of alloying elements are already well-established in the fusion welding literature [20], and they can be applied in laser- 
based AM processing. Therefore, a critical assessment of the modeling of vaporization in laser welding is presented before examining 
the application of this knowledge to AM. 

The loss of volatile alloying elements is known to occur during the processing of both steels and non-ferrous alloys. Laser welding 
of high manganese stainless steels is known to result in the depletion of manganese and chromium in the weld metal [377–381], and 
aluminum alloys are known to lose magnesium and zinc [382]. These losses often result in the degradation of mechanical properties 
due to changes in microstructure, as well as the deterioration of the corrosion resistance. Some aluminum alloys often experience an 
increase in hot cracking susceptibility. Fig. 4.9 shows the concentration profiles of manganese in the base plate and welding track 
during laser welding of three varieties of stainless steel [383]. Significant depletion of manganese in the weld metal is clearly 
observed in each case. Similarly, depletion of magnesium [382] in the weld zone in bead-on-plate autogenous conduction mode laser 
welding of thin aluminum alloy 5182 plates (4.2 wt% Mg, 0.2%Si, 0.35% Mn, 0.07% Zn, 0.15%Cu, 0.1% Ti and balance Al) can be 
observed in Fig. 4.10. These results indicate that relatively low boiling point elements, such as Al, Mg and Zn, selectively vaporize out 
of the molten pool more readily than other elements. The reason for this can be explained by a basic analysis of the factors that 
determine composition change. 

A mass balance is a good starting point to understand the role of various factors that contribute to the alloying element loss and 
the resulting composition change. The decrease in the concentration of an element i, such as manganese or magnesium, can be 
expressed as follows [20]: 

=C R dA V% 100 ( )/( )i i s m (4.19) 

where C% i is the decrease in the concentration of alloying elements, Ri is the local vaporization rate of i per unit surface area, dAs is 
the local surface area, ρ is the density of the weld metal, and Vm is the volume of the weld metal melted per unit time. The term 

Fig. 4.9. Concentration profile of manganese in the weld zone and the base metal in a laser weld of stainless steel [383]. Laser power: 560 W, 
welding speed: 3.5 × 10−3 m/s, shielding gas flow rate: 10−4 m3/s. 
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R dA( )i s is the total rate of vaporization of element i per unit time from the top surface of the molten pool. Eq. (4.19) shows that the 
change in the concentration of an element depends on both the vaporization rate of the element and the volume of the molten pool. 
Since the vaporization rate depends on the top surface area and the elemental loss is distributed over the entire volume of the molten 
pool, the surface to volume ratio of the molten pool plays an important role in influencing the composition change, often being the 
more dominant factor than the pool size [20]. For the conditions of the experiments presented in Fig. 4.9, small molten pools were 
formed, and significant composition changes were observed in each case. For this reason, an increase in the power of the heat source 
does not always result in a more pronounced composition change. While this fact may appear counterintuitive at first, the higher 
power results in larger molten pools with a lower surface area to volume ratio. Consequently, in some cases a less pronounced 
composition change may be observed than at lower powers, despite higher vaporization flux at higher powers. In short, the com-
position change is most pronounced when the volume of the liquid pool is small and the surface area to volume ratio of the molten 
pool is high [20]. 

There are varying levels of complexity that can be used to calculate the vaporization flux, depending on the accuracy desired. 
However, most models are based on the fact that there is some relationship between the vapor pressure of an element above the 
molten pool and the vaporization rate of that element. A simple approach to calculate the vaporization flux of an element i in the 
alloy, Ji, involves applying a modified form of Langmuir equation [25]: 

=J P
M T2i

i

i (4.20) 

Fig. 4.10. . Typical magnesium concentration profile across the weld pool width [382]. The data were taken on three weld pool cross sections of the 
same welding condition: laser power 3.0 kW, welding speed 105.8 mm/s, and beam defocusing 1.5 mm. 

Fig. 4.11. Velocity distribution functions of vapor molecules at various locations, after references [382,385,386].  
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where Pi is the partial pressure of element i over the alloy, Mi is the molecular weight, T is the local temperature. The Pi can be found 
from the product of activity of element i and the equilibrium vapor pressure of i at temperature T. The term is a positive fraction that 
represents an adjustment factor to account for the condensation of vaporized atoms on the surface. This variable is needed because 
the original Langmuir equation was derived for evaporation in vacuum where the condensation of the vaporized species could be 
safely ignored. Eq. (4.20) significantly overestimates the vaporization rate at ambient pressure when ξ is taken as 1 [384]. However, 
the equation is useful for the calculation of relative rates of vaporization of various alloying elements from a liquid surface where the 
value of ξ is considered to be a constant for all alloying elements. Temperatures of the molten pool can be calculated using a three- 
dimensional heat transfer and fluid flow model and using these values the equilibrium vapor pressures of all alloying elements at each 
location on the surface can be estimated. 

A more accurate model for the calculation of vaporization rate that considers the effects of the ambient pressure was proposed by 
Anisimov and Rakhmatulina [385] and Knight [386]. Their model solves the equations of conservation of mass, momentum and 
energy in a thin layer adjacent to the liquid-vapor interface known as the Knudsen layer. Notably, they consider the possibility that 
some atoms that leave the molten pool as vapor will not escape into the atmosphere, and instead will condense on the molten pool 
surface. To account for this condensation, the model considers the velocity distribution functions of the metal vapor molecules close 
to the molten pool [385,386] shown in Fig. 4.11. At the liquid pool surface, the velocity distribution, f1, is half-Maxwellian because 
the vapor molecules can only move away from the pool surface, i.e. the velocity is positive. A portion of the vaporized material, f2, 
condenses on the liquid surface. The Knudsen layer which is a distance of several mean free paths length after which the velocity 
distribution, f3, becomes fully Maxwellian and the velocity can vary between −∞ to +∞ as shown in Fig. 4.11. It can be shown that 
the temperature Tv, density v, pressure pv and the mean velocity uv of the vapor at the edge of the Knudsen layer can be related to 
temperature TL, density L, and pressure pL, of the vapor at the liquid surface by treating the Knudsen layer as a gas dynamic 
discontinuity. The derived relations across the Knudsen layer are given by: 
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where =m u R T M/ 2 /v v v v , Rv is the ratio of the universal gas constant (Rg) to the average molecular weight of the vapor (Mv), v is 
the ratio of specific heats of the vapor which is treated as a monatomic gas, and β is the condensation factor. The equilibrium vapor 
pressure at the pool surface is obtained from the sum of the equilibrium vapor pressures of all alloying elements at the local tem-
perature and Mv is the average molecular weight of the vapor. In order to compute the four unknowns in Eqs. (4.21)–(4.23), namely, 
Tv, v, β, and m, another independent equation is necessary. This relation is obtained by applying the Rankine-Hugoniot relation [386] 
to relate the pressure at the edge of the Knudsen layer to the ambient pressure. 
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where p1 and p2 are the pressures in front of and behind the wavefront, respectively, and = R T / R Tv v v g g g and M is the Mach 
number which is related to m by the relation: 

=m M
2
v

(4.25)  

The Mach number M and the density ρv, obtained by solving Eqs. (4.21)–(4.24), can be used to calculate the vaporization flux due 
to convection from the liquid pool surface corresponding to a local surface temperature TL from: 

=J MSP v (4.26) 

where S is the speed of sound in vapor at temperature Tv. The vaporization flux of an alloying element i, Ji, is given by the product of 
the total vapor flux and the mole fraction of i in the gas. 
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where ai is the activity of element i and pi
0 is the partial pressure of element i over the pure liquid. Since the concentration of metal 

vapor at the molten pool surface differs from those of the gas atmosphere, an additional driving force exists for the diffusional flux of 
alloying elements. The flux of each element due to concentration gradients can be expressed as, 
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(4.28) 
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where Kg i, is the mass transfer coefficient of element i, and Ci
b is the concentration of element i in the bulk gas. The total evaporative 

flux can be calculated by adding Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28). 
Similar to Eq. (4.20), the temperature distribution on the molten pool surface is a prerequisite for the approach given by Eq.  

(4.21) through Eq. (4.28). Equilibrium vapor pressures at the temperatures of interest, typically up to 2500 K or higher, are also 
needed and can usually be obtained from literature data [387]. Mukherjee and DebRoy [283] used Knight’s model to compute the 
change in the composition of alloying elements from SS316 in AM. The results are shown in Fig. 4.12 for a typical condition of 
deposition. Significant loss of manganese is clearly observed followed by less pronounced loss of chromium. Klassen et al. [101,201] 
applied this approach within a two-dimensional free-surface LBM. The temperature fields in the molten pool of Ti-6Al-4V was 
combined with the evaporation calculations, and the recoil pressure from evaporating material acted on the free-surface of the molten 
pool during EB-PBF. Vaporization of aluminum was shown to be strongly influenced by the electron beam current. 

Many other experimental results of vaporization in AM have been published that display the trends predicted by vaporization 
models. Juechter et al. [376] confirm the considerable loss of Al for the PBF-EB of Ti-6Al-4V builds. Experimentally measured 
concentration of aluminum [376] for various speeds and powers is shown in Fig. 4.13. In all cases, the concentration of aluminum in 
the build was significantly lower than that in the powder. As shown in the figure, both the energy of the beam and the scanning speed 
were varied and, for a given linear energy density, higher scanning speed produced higher aluminum composition change. Because a 
faster scanning normally results in a shallower, longer molten pool with a larger surface area, the more pronounced composition 
change is consistent with the fact that a higher surface area to volume ratio will produce more vaporization. 

Fig. 4.14 shows the average aluminum concentration [25,99,376] in builds of Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb. The experimental results and the 
simulations show the important effects of power and power density on the depletion of aluminum for a constant scanning speed. The 
builds were made using PBF-EB and the simulations were based on LBM that considered stochastic powder particle distribution. The 
considerable decrease in the aluminum concentration of up to about 1.4 wt% Al agrees with the results reported by several other Ti-Al 
alloys [388–392] considering the difference in the deposition conditions. For example, Biamino et al. [389] found a depletion of 
about 0.7 wt% Al for PBF-EB at a beam energy of 60 keV, scanning speed of 1000 mm/s and 0.1 mm spot diameter. Taminger [390] 
found that during PBF-EB of Ti-6Al-4V, the measured chemical composition along the build height showed a depletion in the Al 
concentration and an increase in the Ti concentration. Apart from the composition change, vaporization of alloying elements has also 
been attributed to other defects during AM. For example, PBF-EB of a high niobium-containing titanium aluminide alloy, 
Ti–45Al–7Nb–0.3 W at high scanning speed, resulted in the formation of banded structures which is a defect caused by the vapor-
ization of aluminum [391]. 

Selective vaporization of magnesium has been reported during DED-EB of aluminum alloys [393,394]. Examination of the 
composition of the deposited material showed much lower Mg content compared with the wire feedstock. The magnesium con-
centration in the wire was 0.52 wt%, while the bottom of the deposit had 0.19 wt% Mg and the top had 0.11 wt% Mg. This loss is 
important since a critical amount of magnesium is necessary for the nucleation of precipitates that are responsible for strengthening 
in the aluminum alloy [395]. Dai and Gu [396] computed the velocity fields of the vaporized material above the molten pool and 
found that the velocity distribution was significantly affected by the type of surrounding gas, argon, helium or nitrogen. The sur-
rounding gas affected the diffusion of the metal vapor. In addition, it influenced the surface morphology of the build. Some alloys 
such as Mg-4.2Zn-0.5Zr contain multiple volatile alloying elements such as Mg and Zn. Due to the difference between the vapor-
ization rates of Mg and Zn, the final composition of the parts differed from the feedstock alloy [397]. A higher Mg to Zn ratio and a 
lower total content of Mg and Zn were obtained in the parts and losses of elements affect chemical composition, microstructure and 
properties of the parts [397]. 

With only a few exceptions, most models of AM do not consider vaporization and the resulting composition change of alloys. 
There is no significant barrier to the implementation of vaporization models, because the existing theory from laser welding literature 
provides computational methods that can be implemented into numerical calculations of AM. Though the trends predicted by these 
models are qualitatively observed in AM experiments, validation of these models for a quantitative prediction of composition change 
still needs to be undertaken. Furthermore, rapid vaporization of alloying elements from the molten pool exerts a recoil force on the 
liquid surface, which in extreme cases may lead to further defects, such as spattering. 

Fig. 4.12. Composition change in wt% of the most volatile elements due to vaporization for SS316 during DED-L [283].  
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4.2.2. Spattering 
There are two types of spatters common in AM. They include the ejection of liquid metal droplets from the molten pool [398,399] 

and the ejection of the powder particles near the molten pool [167,398]. Fig. 4.15 shows two types of spatters during PBF [398–400] 
and their origins are critically examined using transport phenomena-based models. 

4.2.2.1. Ejection of liquid metal droplets. At very high temperatures, the vapor from the liquid pool exerts a large recoil force on the 
liquid pool surface which creates a driving force for liquid droplets to be torn off and ejected from the molten pool. Modeling of the 
ejection of molten metal droplets requires calculations of recoil and surface tension forces. For example, calculated results by Basu 
and DebRoy [401] showed that when the vapor recoil force exceeds the surface tension force of the liquid metal at the periphery of 
the molten pool, liquid expulsion takes place. The vapor recoil force FR and the surface tension force at the periphery of the liquid 
pool, FS , can be expressed by: 

=F PdAR s (4.29)  

Fig. 4.13. Experimentally measured concentration of aluminum [376] for the deposition of Ti-6Al-4V by PBF-EB.  

Fig. 4.14. Average concentration of aluminum [99] in builds of Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb samples produced by PBF-EB as a function of power density (Ea) 
showing higher power density results in more pronounced aluminum loss. 
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=F lS M (4.30) 

where dAs is a local area on the surface of the liquid pool, ΔP is the difference between the local equilibrium vapor pressure and the 
atmosphere pressure, l is the length of the boundary of the liquid pool top surface and M is the surface tension at the melting point. 
When the power density of the heat source is high, the recoil force may overpower the surface tension force which tries to contain the 
liquid metal within the pool [77,78] As a result, tiny metal droplets are expelled from the liquid pool. Chun and Rose [402] showed 
that as much as 90% of the material was lost from the molten pool as liquid when an aluminum specimen was treated with a laser 
pulse for more than 200 ms at a power density of 107 W/cm2. No significant expulsion occurred at lower power densities. 

When irradiated with a single pulse, expulsion was observed only for long pulse durations for lead, titanium, and stainless steel. 
For multiple pulses, short pulses led to liquid metal expulsion only at high frequencies when the irradiated region could not cool 
sufficiently between pulses. The combinations of laser power and spot diameter [403] that led to expulsion of SS 304 droplets for 
pulse durations of 4.0 ms is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 4.16(c). The points on a given curve have the same laser power density, 
i.e., laser power per unit area. The results show that the liquid metal expulsion can be prevented when the spot diameter is increased 
while keeping the power constant. In contrast, when the spot diameter is decreased, the laser power density increases and eventually 
expulsion occurs when the laser power density exceeds about 7.0 kW/mm2 (or 0.7 MW/cm2). The solid line shows the equality of 
recoil and surface tension forces. The computed spot diameter and laser power combination necessary to initiate liquid metal ex-
pulsion agreed well with experiments, indicating the accuracy of the mechanism of liquid metal expulsion. The size of the ejected 
droplets ranged from tens of micrometers to several hundred micrometers [403]. The increase in the power density resulted in larger 
droplets and greater size range of particles. 

Fig. 4.15. Different types of spatters during PBF. (a) Ejection of liquid metal from the molten pool [400]. (b) Ejection of partially melted powder 
particles approaching the laser plume, and scattering of the moving solid powder particles beyond the molten pool [398]. (c)-(e) and (f)-(i) are for 
the comparison between experiment and simulation of the ejection of liquid metal from the molten pool for a bare SS316L plate [399]. 
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Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) indicate several fundamental aspects of spatter formation, i.e. generating strong vapor pressure from local 
boiling, acceleration and redirection of the local liquid metal, accumulation of vertical momentum, and eventually droplet ejection. 
Process parameters and material characteristics determine the boiling conditions and the local geometry of the fusion zone which in 
turn determine whether spatter occurs [404]. The energy input greatly influences spattering and higher energy leads to stronger 
spattering intensity [405]. The liquid metal expulsion was predicted by balancing the recoil pressure force with the surface tension 
force at the periphery of the liquid pool under various laser processing conditions [403]. 

Fig. 4.16(a) and (b) compares the recoil pressure and surface tension force at the periphery of the molten pool [403]. Smaller laser 
spot diameter results in higher energy density, which further causes higher recoil pressure. Ejection of a small portion of the liquid 
metal from the edge of the molten pool occurs when the recoil pressure exceeds the local surface tension force. Fig. 4.16(c) shows the 
trends of vapor and spatter generation for various power densities obtained from different laser powers and laser spot sizes [403]. No 
significant vaporization occurs under the conditions of low power and large laser spot diameter. In contrast, heavy expulsion occurs 
under conditions of high power and small laser spot diameter. Moreover, the increase in the power density resulted in larger droplets 
and greater size range of particles. The depression of the weld center under the recoil pressure could be used as an indicator of liquid 
metal expulsion which is shown in Fig. 4.16(d) [403]. 

Wang et al. [405] suggested that the recoil pressure, flow of liquid metal owing to Marangoni effect and the heat effect in the 
molten pool, all contributed to the spatter formation during PBF-L of CoCr. The morphologies of the spatter were affected by these 
three types of contributing factors. Spattered particles had an average size of approximately 162 µm compared with the original 
powder size of 32 µm. The particles were embedded into the surface and interior of the fabricated parts. Simonelli et al. [406] studied 
the spattering behavior during PBF-L of SS316L, Al-Si10-Mg and Ti-6Al-4V alloys. They found that the spatter was spherical in all 
cases and the size was significantly larger than the starting pre-alloyed powders. Oxides of several μm thickness formed on the 
surfaces of 316L and Al-Si10-Mg spatters. However, no oxide was formed on Ti-6Al-4V spatters. Note that the solubility of oxygen in 
Ti alloys is significantly higher than that in Fe and Al alloys. Thus, the Ti-6Al-Vspatters are contaminated with oxygen as well 
although oxide is not generated. It has been suggested [407] that sensing of spatters by a high-speed machine vision could be used as 
a part of a multi-sensor data collection for the detection of defects in builds. 

Quantitative understanding of the spatter formation requires temperature field on the surface of the liquid pool, which requires 
heat and fluid flow calculations. Fig. 4.15(c)–(i) shows the experimental observation and numerical simulation results of the droplet 
ejected from the edge of the molten pool. The expulsion force is mainly the recoil pressure induced by the laser-material interaction. 

Fig. 4.16. Recoil pressure and surface tension force at the periphery of the molten pool as a function of time at laser power of 1967 W for spot 
diameter of the laser beam (a) 0.835 mm and (b) 0.533 mm [403]. (c) Liquid metal expulsion analysis data under different laser power densities for 
laser spot welding of SS 304 for 3.0 ms pulse duration [403]. (d) Variation of maximum depression to depth of the molten pool (l/d) with the laser 
power density [403]. 
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At very high powers the peak temperature of the molten metal may reach the boiling temperature. Significant vaporization occurs, 
and thus strong recoil pressure is exerted on the surface of the molten pool. The resistant force exerted on the liquid metal is mainly 
surface tension. 

4.2.2.2. Ejection of powder particles. During AM a vapor jet may be generated by the intense evaporation from the molten pool. A low- 
pressure zone is created near the vapor jet, which induces an inward gas flow due to the Bernoulli effect during common PBF 
conditions [182]. The induced gas flow can be sufficiently strong so that some powder particles are driven out as hot or cold ejections 
depending on the intersections of their trajectories with the laser beam [167]. The localized laser melting, generation of an intensive 
vapor jet, flow of the shielding gas, and the entrainment of the particles in the gas flow take place sequentially [408]. The orders of 
time duration are reported as microseconds for melting, tens of microseconds for vapor jet/plume formation, hundreds of 
microseconds for argon gas flow formation [408]. 

Utilizing the technique of high speed Schlieren imaging, the effect of refractive index gradients, associated with the laser plume 
and the heated atmosphere above the molten pool during PBF-L was visualized as shown in Fig. 4.17(a) [398]. The convection fronts 
originated from the surface of the molten pool propagates in the atmosphere above the deposit. Both heat and momentum are 
transferred from the vapor jet to the atmosphere, evidenced by the refractive index gradients observed around ejected particles. The 
dominant factors determining the movement of the entrained particles include the pressure and velocity of the induced gas flow, the 
local positions and traveling directions of the powder particles, and surrounding geometric restrictions on the powder particles. 

Fig. 4.17(b) shows the numerically calculated velocity surface plot of a fast laser plume, with arrows showing the slower at-
mospheric gas flow that it induces [398]. The velocity is highest closer to the bed due to the maximum momentum being located near 
the surface of the molten pool. The velocity decelerates exponentially in the vertical direction and the variation of the velocity with 
height suggests that a swirl is imparted in the particles [398]. Upwards momentum carried by the plume is imparted to the sur-
roundings, while a radial flow field is generated in the atmosphere induced via momentum conservation. Fig. 4.17(c) shows the 
numerically simulated results of the radial velocity component of the flow induced in the Ar atmosphere [398]. The radial flow of the 
gas near the laser beam is mainly inwards as indicated by the negative values. However, a short region of flow reversal exists further 
away from the center of the laser beam, approximately between the edge of the laser spot and the edge of the molten pool. The 

Fig. 4.17. (a) Composite schlieren image of the heated gas rising due to convection at the times indicated for laser power 100 W and scan speed 
0.5 m/s towards the viewing direction. Radial momentum is imparted to the atmosphere by eddies trailing the convection fronts [398]. (b) 
Calculated velocity surface plot of fast laser plume, with arrows showing the slower atmospheric gas flow that it induces [398]. (c) Radial velocity 
component of the flow induced in the Ar atmosphere by the laser plume at different z-heights above the powder bed [398]. 
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significant variations in the radial velocities indicate complex trajectories of the entrained powder particles in the induced gas flow. 
The reversal of the radial velocities shown in Fig. 4.17(c) indicates that a deceleration is experienced by entrained particles ap-
proaching the molten pool, promoting upwards ejection. Additionally, particles caught in the wake with no prior momentum are 
ejected upwards and outwards [398]. Drag force on the particles due to the shear flow slows down with decreasing gas density and at 
some pressure reverses the particle motion. At this pressure the width of the denudation zone is the minimum [182]. 

Fig. 4.18 shows schematically three trajectories of the entrained powder particles by the induced gas flow from the laser beam 
during PBF-L [399]. There are mainly three outcomes of the entrained powder particles depending on the interaction among the laser 
beam, deposited track and powder particles, i.e., (1) moving to the molten pool and being consolidated with the deposit, (2) flying to 
the vapor jet without being actually irradiated by the laser beam, and eventually scattered to the surroundings as cold particles, (3) 
approaching to the laser beam and getting irradiated non-uniformly, thus being ejected as hot particles [182]. It was reported that 
60% of the total spatter generated was from hot ejections, 25% from cold ejections, and 15% from recoil pressure induced ejections in 
the power range of 200 to 300 W and scanning speeds of 1.5 to 2.0 m/s [399]. Powder spattering around the laser beam is mainly 
driven by the vapor pressure, while particles in the region behind and ahead of the laser beam are entrained by the argon gas flow. 
Particles driven by vapor pressure travel significantly faster than particles carried with the gas flow, and the acceleration and driving 
force of vapor driven particles are about one order of magnitude larger than argon gas flow-driven particles [408]. 

The ejection of partially melted powder particles which experience inhomogeneous irradiation of the laser beam is an important 
form of spatter during PBF-L. The powder particles are heated non-uniformly when they approach the laser beam. The laser beam 
energy can heat up a local position of the particle to the boiling temperature during a short time interval of several microseconds  
[182], which is significantly shorter than the thermal conduction time across a powder particle that is typically tens of microseconds  
[399]. Thus, only a portion of the particle may reach the boiling state which generates a strong temperature gradient in the particle. 
Therefore, a highly localized recoil force is created on the side of the particle, ejecting the particle as energetic spatters [399]. 

Collisions among multiple ejected hot powder particles may occur with transfer of momentum and energy. Upon colliding, weakly 
bonded agglomerates composed of sintered particles or strongly bonded clusters composed of fused particles may be generated  
[167,405]. This coalescence process and the resulting large particles reincorporated into the build can potentially lead to defects such 
as porosity and lack of fusion in subsequent depositing process. 

4.2.3. Porosity 
Formation of pores is one of the most commonly observed defects in the AM components. The origin of pores includes: (1) lack of 

fusion between neighboring tracks, (2) collapse of unstable keyhole, and (3) gas induced pores such as the residual pores in the 
feedstock powder materials resulting from the production process. The applications of mechanistic models for the understanding of 
porosity formation mechanisms are critically examine below. 

4.2.3.1. Lack of fusion. Lack of fusion may result due to insufficient overlap between neighboring tracks of deposits. Inappropriately 
high scanning speed, low power of the heat source, large layer thickness or hatch spacing may result in this type of defects. Fig. 4.19 
shows two examples of lack of fusion generated from excessively large hatch spacing and layer thicknesses [150,409]. The figure also 
shows that lack of fusion defects may have elongated and irregular shapes and sharp edges. Fig. 4.20 shows the variations of inter- 
track porosities during PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V using hatch spacings of 80 µm and 100 µm [186]. Significant inter-track voids would be 
generated if excessively large hatch spacing is used, causing insufficient heating and melting of the powder feedstocks in the overlap 
region of adjacent tracks. Since the width and penetration depth of the molten pool often fluctuate due to process instability, 
considerable overlap between neighboring tracks and layers are necessary to ensure sufficient fusional bonding among the deposited 
tracks. In addition, inadequate supply of the feedstock materials due to faulty powder packing or localized powder ejection due to 
metal vaporization and gas flow may cause lack of fusion [182,398]. 

Models of varying levels of complexity have been applied to predict lack of fusion defects. For example, lack of fusion index which 
is the ratio of molten pool depth to the layer thickness was proposed to evaluate the susceptibility to lack of fusion defect [1,25]. The 

Fig. 4.18. Schematic depicting particle entrainment of the powder bed by an induced argon gas flow for a stationary laser beam [399].  
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volume percentage of lack of fusion porosity for Ti-6Al-4V, IN718, SS316, and carbon steel was correlated with the non-dimensional 
heat input [272]. Considerable overlap between adjacent molten pools was recommended to attain good deposit. 

The dependence of lack of fusion defect on molten pool size is explained in Fig. 4.21. These results are obtained from a com-
putationally efficient multi-layer and multi-hatch PBF model for heat, mass, and momentum transfer. The results [19,272] indicate 
that appropriate hatch spacing and layer thickness depend on feed stock material due to differences in the size of the fusion zone 
resulting from different thermophysical properties of alloys. 

Pool dimensions calculated from numerical heat transfer and fluid flow models are useful to compute parameters that help to 
understand the lack of fusion defects. For example, Mukherjee and DebRoy [215] show that a lack of fusion index, LF , can be related 
to materials properties, process parameters and pool shape by: 
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where is the density, Cp is the specific heat, H is the latent heat of fusion of the material, and p is the absorptivity of the material. 
With regards to processing parameters, P is the input power, V is the scanning speed, rb is the beam radius, dL is the layer thickness, 
is the hatch spacing, T is the difference between the peak temperature and the solidus temperature of the alloy, Fo is the di-
mensionless Fourier number, dP is the molten pool depth, and wP is the molten pool width. Fig. 4.22 shows this parameter plotted 
against experimental data for a range of processing parameters, as well as the associated empirical relationship [215]. If accurate pool 
depth and width can be simulated from a mechanistic model, this simplified relationship provides a reliable way to predict the extent 
of lack of fusion voids based on mechanistic modeling. 

Powder-based transport phenomena models can directly compute the shape and size of pores without the use of any empirical 
relations [186,187]. These simulations [67,151,152,175,195] and high-speed video of the process [76,408] both show the unstable 
nature of the interaction of a molten pool with the surrounding powders, vapor jets, and the gas flow. Xia et al. [191] used a 3-D 
powder-scale model to show that lack of fusion defects between two hatches may result from incomplete melting of powders, as 
shown in Fig. 4.20. Even with smart algorithms to reduce computational time, simulations are typically limited to only a few passes 
within a single layer [67,175,191,196,410]. However, multiple simulations are necessary to obtain reliable results because com-
putational volumes need to be small since three-dimensional powder-scale models are computationally intensive. The need to si-
mulate multiple hatches and layers required for an accurate estimation of lack of fusion porosity limits their applications. 

For DED processes, lack of fusion porosity typically occurs due to unexpected variations in the geometry of the deposited bead. 
These defects in wire feeding processes also originate from temporal variations of deposit geometry. The process involves transport of 
metal droplets from the wire, through the arc, and into the molten pool. The mode of metal transfer between the wire and the 

Fig. 4.19. Lack of fusion defects (a) Observed in SEM image, and (b) 3D reconstructed synchrotron radiation micro-CT images [409]. (c)-(f) 
Dependence of area fraction of porosity on powder layer thickness [150], PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V, 400 W laser power and 2400 mm/s scanning speed. 
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substrate can vary significantly depending on the selected wire feed rate and arc current, as well as effects due to the vaporization of 
elements from the molten pool [411]. For GMA welding, models for the droplet size, shape, temperature, and velocity have been 
studied [258,412–414]. Deflection of the droplets from the wire axis due to Lorentz force depends on the arc current [415,416] and 
any fluctuation of the arc current or the travel speed can affect the stability of the process. More work in AM is needed since temporal 
variations of arc current, wire feed rate or gas flow rate can result in spatial variations of track geometry resulting in porosity. 
Mechanistic modeling to examine the sensitivity of current and wire feed rate on track geometry would be a useful contribution to 
understand this difficulty. 

4.2.3.2. Keyhole induced pores. Since AM is practiced at high speeds and powers, in many cases the lasers or electron beams form a 
keyhole that results in a high depth to width ratio of the fusion zone [75]. Previous experimental and modeling studies in keyhole 
mode welding has established that instability of the keyhole can result in the formation of large pores [417,418]. In addition, because 
of the high depth of the fusion zone, a portion of the underlying layer is often melted during AM. An interaction of the fusion zone 
with a preexisting pore in the underlying layer may result in the propagation of the void up above its original home. 

In order to model the keyhole induced porosity, it is instructive to understand the experimental evidence of the formation of 
similar porosity in keyhole mode AM. For example, Fig. 4.23 shows the porosity formation at different energy densities [419]. At low 
energy density lack of fusion voids form due to incomplete melting as shown in Fig. 4.23(a). However, Fig. 4.23(c) shows that at a 
relatively high energy density where the keyhole is formed, keyhole induced porosity is observed. This phenomenon is also evident 
from Fig. 4.24(a) and (b) where variations in porosity volume fraction are represented as functions of scanning speed and laser 
power, respectively [419]. Fig. 4.24(c) and (d) also show that depending on the energy density different pore morphology and 
volume fractions are observed [187,420]. 

Powder scale models and models with free surface tracking such as VOF are commonly used to simulate the keyhole induced 

Fig. 4.20. Calculated variations of inter-track porosities during PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V using different hatch spacings. (a) and (c) hatch spacing of 
80 µm, (b) and (d) hatch spacing of 100 µm [186]. 
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porosity formation in AM. For example, the collapse of the keyhole wall and the resultant formation of a pore calculated using VOF 
method [421]. The void near the bottom of the molten pool is more likely to be trapped due to the collapsing keyhole [421]. The gas 
bubbles experience floating processes driven by the buoyancy force and the flow of the liquid metal during the subsequent solidi-
fication process. Some of the bubbles escape the molten pool depending on their trajectories and the solidification rate of the molten 
pool, and some are trapped in the solidified deposit. Fig. 4.25(c) and (d) show the simulated process of a large ellipsoidal pore and 
two other small spherical pores getting trapped beneath the surface due to rapid solidification resulting from fast laser scanning [67]. 

Results from the powder scale models in Fig. 4.25(a) and (b) show that the keyhole depth often significantly exceeds the thickness 
of the depositing layer [184,421]. Thus, the keyhole may reach some the existing pores in the previously deposited layers and 
potentially release them during the deposition of the subsequent layers. Moreover, the morphology, size, and location of the present 

Fig. 4.21. Transverse sectional view of the molten pools for 5 layers 5 hatches build of (a) SS316, and (b) Ti-6Al-4V build using 1000 mm/s 
scanning speed and 80 μm hatch spacing. (c) Variation of lack of fusion ratio with hatch spacing for 5 layers 5 hatches build of four alloys using 
1000 mm/s scanning speed. (d) Variation of volume percent of porosity with non-dimensional heat input [19]. 

Fig. 4.22. Experimental data plotted against the simulated lack of fusion susceptibility index [215].  
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pores evolve and additional pores are generated during the deposition of subsequent layers [184,421]. 
Numerical heat and mass transfer models can be applied to simulate the evolution of the keyhole and molten pool depression  

[4,22] and provide useful starting point to examine on the effect of AM variables on the stability of keyhole and thus avoid keyhole 
induced porosity. 

4.2.3.3. Gas induced pores. Different from the elongated lack of fusion void or the large spheroidal keyhole pores, the gas induced 
pores observed in the additive manufactured components are much smaller and spherical in shape. Fig. 4.26(a) shows an example of 
the many tiny pores in the deposit produced by PBF-L [422,423]. The origin of these pores includes residual pores in the feedstock 
powder materials [424], gases dissolved in liquid melt and released on solidification, and pores that previously contained entrapped 
metal vapors [419]. Fig. 4.26(b) and (c) shows the entrapped pores in the feedstock powder materials [422,423]. These small pores 
were generated during the powder atomization process. During AM, the small gas bubbles expand and coalesce into larger ones  
[420]. 

Models developed for the solidification of aluminium alloys showed that the formation of hydrogen diffusion induced pores was 
affected by the finite-rate diffusion of hydrogen in the melt, and the growth could be reduced by increasing cooling rate [425,426]. 
However, currently no comprehensive model for the evolution of gas induced pores during AM is available. Since the mechanistic 
models can simulate the molten pool dimensions, solidification rate, and cooling rate they can be useful for the understanding the 
coalescence and escape behavior of the gas induced pores. 

Pores may be generated from the entrapment of gas during the deposition process due to the formation of other defects such as 
detrimental landing of spatters on the deposit. The accidental single layer defects form as gaps between adjacent laser melt tracks or 
track discontinuousness caused by inherent fluid instability under various disturbances [409]. If voids are formed due to the coverage 
of the spatter over small gaps, the voids then may serve as seeds for the propagation of large pores through multiple layers [427]. The 
pores may grow from the seeds and propagate through several or dozens of layer thicknesses. Fig. 4.27 shows the evolution of 
channel-like fault over 14 layers with beam parameters of 90 W and 800 mm/s obtained from a PBF model using Lattice Boltzmann 

Fig. 4.23. Porosity as a function of energy density for PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V: (a)–(c) Characterized by light optical microscopy, (d)–(f) Characterized by 
synchrotron tomography [419]. 
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method [195]. Due to the narrow gap between the solid part, the molten pool metal may not be able to fully wet the void even with 
considerable remelting of the previous deposit. Upon continuous deposition, the void propagates with the build until it is covered at 
certain stage. Thus, an irregular local void may trigger the evolution of multi-layer binding faults ranging over several layers [187]. 
Moreover, the defect may appear as the combination of several different types of defects, e.g. partially melted or unmelted particles 
trapped within the lack of fusion voids. 

4.2.4. Cracking 
Cracking is one of the most detrimental defects hindering the application of many promising engineering materials for AM. 

Typically, metals and alloys with poor weldability display similar cracking susceptibilities during AM [308]. Thus, the fusion welding 
literature can provide a valuable starting point for understanding the cracking of AM components. The main types of cracking in the 
AM components include: (1) solidification cracking, (2) liquation cracking, and (3) ductility dip cracking [424,428]. The mechanisms 
of formation of these cracks are important for their prevention. 

4.2.4.1. Solidification cracking. Solidification cracking, also known as hot cracking, has been observed in aluminum alloy, titanium 
alloy, steels, and nickel based alloys components processed by various AM methods [429–435], as shown in Fig. 4.28. Because the 
contraction rate of the solidifying metal is significantly higher than that of the surrounding solid metal, tensile stresses are exerted on 
the solidifying metal [86]. Solidification cracking occurs when the tensile stresses exceed the room temperature yield strength. 
Solidification cracking depends on the relationship of solid phase fraction with temperature and the morphology of the solidification 
structure. Dependence of solid phase fraction on temperature is examined using thermodynamic modeling whereas mechanistic 
models reveal the effects of solidification morphology on solid phase fraction. 

Thermodynamic models based on the equilibrium phase diagram of an alloy provide a useful tool to calculate the correlation 
between temperature and solid fraction during solidification [436]. Fig. 4.29(a) shows the variation of temperature with solid 
fraction of AlSi10Mg and Al7075 which was calculated using the software package Thermo-Calc [308]. Compared with AlSi10Mg, 
Al7075 has a larger solidification range between the liquidus and solidus temperatures, which indicates higher susceptibility to 
solidification cracking. For a given temperature gradient, the alloy with a larger solidification range is more likely to form the long, 
liquid-filled channels shown in Fig. 4.29(c) [436]. During the last part of solidification, solid and liquid phases coexist with the liquid 
phase filling the areas between the dendrites [437]. Therefore, a larger solidification range causes long and thin liquid films residing 

Fig. 4.24. Variation of porosity as functions (a) of scanning speed for PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V [419], (b) laser power for PBF-L of Ti-6Al-4V [419], (c) 
energy density for PBF-EB of Ti-6Al-4V [420], and (d) scanning speed and energy density for PBF-EB of Ti-6Al-4V [187]. 
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Fig. 4.25. (a) and (b) Longitudinal view of the molten pool during deposition of the second layer with pored generated from the first layer [184]. 
(c)-(d) Formation of pores upon the termination of the keyhole [67]. 

Fig. 4.26. (a) Metallurgical pores observed in the deposit [423]. Residual pores in the feedstock materials: (b) AlSi10Mg for PBF-L [423].  
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at the gaps between the columnar dendrites, which results in weak bonding between dendrites. This weak-bonding liquid film cannot 
resist stresses generated during solidification and cooling, and therefore creates a potential failure point that is susceptible to hot 
cracking. The same theory applies in other alloys, as seen for aluminum alloys A206 and A356 shown in Fig. 4.29(b) [436]. Ther-
modynamic modeling can help to compare the solidification cracking susceptibility of various alloys. 

Mechanistic models are used to simulate sub-grain scale solidification phenomena that explain the effects of solidification 
structure on solidification cracking. Rappaz et al. developed a theoretical model of dendrite arm and grain coalescence for the last 
stage solidification of alloys [438]. The undercooling, Tn needed for dendrite bridging or coalescence approaching planar liquid/ 
solid interfaces is given by: 

= =T
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where b is the difference between the grain boundary energy gb, and twice the solid/liquid interfacial energy SL, tSL is the thickness 

Fig. 4.27. Evolution of channel-like fault over 14 layers with beam parameters of 90 W and 800 mm/s. For each layer the first image shows the 
solidified deposit, the second shows the freshly added powders, and the third shows the temperature distributions during heating [195]. 
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Fig. 4.28. Solidification cracking observed in the AM components: (a) Al 6061 processed by PBF-L [429], (b) Ti-6Al-4V processed by PBF-L [430], 
(c) AISI 4340 steel processed by DED-L [431], (d) A high-silicon steel (6.9%wt.Si) processed by PBF-L [432], (e) A nickel based alloy Hastelloy X 
processed by PBF-L [433], (f) A non-weldable nickel based alloy processed by PBF-EB [434]. 

Fig. 4.29. (a) Solidification curves for aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg and Al7075, adapted from [308], (b) Correlation between temperature and solid 
fraction for aluminum alloy A206 and A356 [436], (c) Comparison of the spatial range of solidifying regions of aluminum alloys with different 
compositions [436]. 
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of the isolated solid–liquid interface and Sf is the fusion entropy. According to Eq. (4.32), Tn is < 0 when gb is less than 2 SL, 
indicating an unstable liquid film. Coalescence of the two interfaces occurs as soon as they get close enough, typically at a distance on 
the order of tSL. Thus, an attractive condition forms where the dendrite arms often belong to the same grain. The situation is referred 
to as neutral when ΔΓb is equal to 0 and coalescence occurs at zero undercooling, whereas the liquid/solid interfaces are repulsive in 
the other situation with ΔΓb greater than 0. In such a scenario, the liquid film between adjacent dendrite arms will remain stable to a 
lower temperature until the undercooling exceeds Tn, which indicates a higher cracking susceptibility. This theoretical model has 
been applied to explain hot cracking in additive manufacturing [434]. While useful, this model requires knowledge of sub-grain 
features of the microstructure that are not readily attainable by most mechanistic models. 

Other sub-grain features that influence hot cracking susceptibility are the grain boundary misorientation and the segregation of 
alloying elements [434,439]. As shown in Fig. 4.28(f), only high angle grain boundaries (HAGB, > 15°) were affected by cracking, 
while low angle grain boundaries (LAGB, 5°-15°) remained intact. Due to the increased misorientation of dendrites at the HAGB, the 
occurrence of dendrite bridging decreases and consequently the hot cracking susceptibility increases [440]. Grain boundary angles 
can be predicted from microstructural simulations of the AM process. Segregation of alloying elements during solidification can lead 
to formation of intermetallic phases that act as stress concentrators. Mechanistic modeling has shown how these intermetallic phases 
form as a function of solidification parameters in Nb-containing nickel-base superalloys [299,441]. Fig. 4.30 shows that for a fixed 
temperature gradient, lower cooling rates produce chains of Laves phase particles in the interdendritic region that are susceptible to 
hot cracking, while higher cooling rates create fewer, more distributed Laves phase regions. Mechanistic model of AM process was 
used to calculate temperature gradient and cooling rates in this investigation. 

Overall, thermodynamic and sub-grain scale mechanistic modeling are useful in evaluating hot cracking susceptibility. While 
equilibrium thermodynamics can provide qualitative comparisons of various alloys’ susceptibility, evaluation of hot cracking sus-
ceptibility of an alloy for different processing parameters are still needed. 

4.2.4.2. Liquation cracking. Thermodynamic and kinetic modeling are used to predict the presence of the unwanted phases that may 

Fig. 4.30. Variation of morphology of Laves phase particles with cooling rate under fixed temperature gradient of 105 K/m: (a) 500 K/s, (b) 1000 K/ 
s, (c) 2000 K/s and (d) 4000 K/s [299]. 
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cause liquation cracking. For example, thermodynamic modeling of IN 740 indicated that segregation of B, Nb, and Si during 
solidification resulted in the increase of low melting equilibrium phases such as MC and MB2 and nonequilibrium phases such as 
Laves phase [442]. The solidus temperature of the system was depressed resulting in an increase of the solidification range from 
169.7 K to 293.5 K, causing high susceptibility of liquation cracking of the partially melted zone [442]. The solute segregation of IN 
738LC alloy during DED-L was analyzed using the Giovanola–Kurz and Scheil models [443]. A significant enrichment of γ-γ′ eutectic- 
forming elements was found in the residual liquid at the final stage of solidification with solid fraction of about 0.87 in the molten 
pool, which was the main cause of semicontinuous γ-γ′ eutectic phase along the grain boundary [443]. The susceptibility of liquation 
cracking depends also on the grain boundary misorientation, due to the better stability of the liquation films at high angle grain 
boundaries and the higher local stress concentration during the terminal stage of solidification [444,445]. 

Liquation cracking is prevalent during AM of aluminum alloys, nickel-based alloys, and austenitic stainless steels. If liquid films 
form at grain boundaries, they fail to accommodate the thermally and/or mechanically induced strain experienced during the cooling 
process [445]. In other words, the partially melted zone is weakened by grain boundary liquation, and it cracks when the solidifying 
metal contracts and drives out the low melting point liquid phases. Fig. 4.31 shows the liquation cracks in IN718 processed by DED-L  
[444,445]. Liquation cracking in AM is observed initiating from the weak site near the fusion line in the pre-deposited layers and 
propagating along the interdendritic region in the partially melted zone with subsequently deposited tracks and layers [444]. 

Influential factors in liquation cracking include the chemical compositions of the alloys, the temperature range of solidification, 
the solidification shrinkage, the thermal contraction during cooling and the presence of intermetallic compounds and precipitates  
[86,445]. For example, liquation cracking in IN718 processed by DED-L depends on the presence of Laves/γ eutectic particles [444]. 
As shown in Fig. 4.30, Laves phase exists as long chains of coarse particles at lower cooling rate and finer discrete forms at higher 
cooling rate. Such transition occurs because the secondary dendrite arm spacing is reduced under higher cooling rate and the 
solidification structure changes from columnar to equiaxed with higher solidification rate and thus lower G/R values [299]. Note that 
the size of the low melting point phases such as Laves phase is significantly reduced due to the high cooling rate during PBF. 
Therefore, liquation cracking is much less likely to be generated during PBF. 

Kou and coworkers developed a criterion for predicting the susceptibility of liquation cracking for aluminum alloys during fusion 
welding [446–449]. According to their criterion, the heat affected zone surrounding the weld metal can become a partially melted 
zone that is susceptible to liquation cracking if the solid fraction of the solidifying liquid is greater than that of the partially melted 
zone [446–449]. The correlation of the solid fraction with temperature of the metal can be calculated using commercial software with 
Scheil model and corresponding databases, such as CompuTherm and ThermoCalc [447]. Fig. 4.32 shows an example comparing the 
crack susceptibilities of wrought Al alloy 2014 with composition alterations by adding a filler metal 4145 Al [436]. It implies that the 
temperature and solid fraction correlation and thus the cracking susceptibility depend on the chemical compositions of the alloys. 

Though thermodynamic databases can provide the information to generate the Scheil solidification data, the high cooling rates of 
AM can affect the kinds of phases present and their amounts. Modeling and/or experimental results need to define the exact soli-
dification conditions, specifically cooling rates, that occur if liquation cracking is to be predicted. Therefore, predicting liquation 
cracking in AM alloys requires both thermodynamic modeling and thermo-physical data. 

4.2.4.3. Ductility dip cracking. Many face-centered cubic (FCC) alloys, e.g., nickel based alloys and stainless steels, experience a solid 
state cracking at elevated temperatures known as ductility dip cracking (DDC) [450]. Different from solidification cracking and 
liquation cracking where liquid films are present during the formation process of the cracks, DDC occurs without any liquid metal 
involved [451]. DDC occurs in the temperature range from one-half the absolute melting temperature up to the recrystallization or 
solidus temperature, accompanied with a ductility loss of the local structure [452]. 

Modeling of DDC is just beginning. One approach is to simulate the varestraint test through computational thermomechanical 
route. For example, Chen et al. developed a FEM polycrystalline model to simulate DDC initiation and propagation, and found that 
DDC tends to initiate and propagate on grain boundaries with 30–60° misorientation [453,454]. 

Fig. 4.33 shows a sample of nickel based alloy CM247LC, processed by PBF-L, with cracks distributed in the as-fabricated 

Fig. 4.31. (a) Macrograph showing the initiation and propagation details of liquation cracking of IN718 processed by DED-L [444], (b) Micrograph 
showing liquation cracking of IN718 processed by DED-L [445], (c) EBSD map with the liquation cracking observed in the as-deposited IN718 by 
DED-L [444]. 
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components [428]. CM247LC is known to be susceptible to cracking in the as-fabricated state and DDC is one of the key mechanisms 
by which these cracks are formed [428]. DDC occurs if the imposed strain exhausts the available ductility within this temperature 
range during the high temperature processing of these alloys [450]. Liquation cracking and DDC can occur in the same component 
and may be distinguished by fractographic examination. Liquation cracking are often recognized by the evidence of liquid films along 
the fracture path while DDC show no evidence of liquation [455]. 

DDC is an intergranular form of cracking [451]. Several hypotheses have been proposed for the mechanisms for DDC including 
grain boundary sliding, intergranular impurity element embrittlement (P, S, and H), and intergranular second phase precipitation  
[451]. Thus, the grain boundary pinning precipitates, the grain boundary deformation factor, and the local stress near the grain 
boundary are influential factors [452]. Susceptibility of DDC was also found to positively correlate with grain size and the dimension 
of the components [452]. The addition of alloying elements can promote the precipitation of particles which further results in 

Fig. 4.32. Comparison of crack susceptibilities of wrought Al alloy 2014 with filler metal 4145 Al based on the correlations between fraction solid 
and temperature [436]. 

Fig. 4.33. A nickel based alloy CM247LC processed by PBF-L: (a) MicroCT data showing the cracks in red and voids in yellow, (b) SEM micrograph 
showing the heavy and less cracked regions due to a repeated scanning pattern [428]. 
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tortuous grain boundaries. The presence of grain boundary pinning precipitates can effectively lock the sliding of the boundaries. For 
example, the addition of C, Nb and Ti caused the eutectic formation of medium size (NbTi)C carbides during the welding of a nickel- 
base alloy [456]. Grain boundary sliding becomes much more difficult when strain is applied to these interlocked grains due to the 
various deformed geometries [456]. 

Both the macroscopic thermal and solidification stresses induced during intensive heating and cooling processes and the local 
stresses generated near the grain boundaries contribute to the formation of DDC. It was reported that the grain boundary pre-
cipitation of partially coherent M23C6 carbides induced considerable localized interfacial stresses [452,457]. Grain boundary sliding 
may be exacerbated by the highly localized stresses [457]. In contrast, alloys that form incoherent precipitates such as Ti(C,N), NbC 
and M7C3 do not exhibit such DDC susceptibility [457]. Thus, DDC can be mitigated through reducing the formation of partially 
coherent precipitates, decreasing the misfit between the matrix and these precipitates, and controlling the macroscopic stresses  
[452]. Chemical composition may have an adverse effect on DDC resistance, associated with resultant segregation of impurities to the 
grain boundaries. It was reported that S impaired DDC resistance and the observation of S rich films was one of the factors responsible 
for the low DDC resistance. Moreover, hydrogen migration to the grain boundaries and the intergranular precipitate/matrix inter-
faces also affects the DDC susceptibility [456]. 

Thermodynamic modeling of precipitates can provide one of the causative factors for DDC. However, currently there is no unified 
mechanistic model for DDC because of the possible involvement of many variables and lack of adequate mechanistic knowledge. 

In summary, cracking is a common detrimental phenomenon related to the complex processes of heating, melting, solidification, 
and cooling during metal printing. As discussed in this section, cracking largely depends on the chemical compositions of the 
feedstock material, the microstructure, and the local stress conditions. Mechanistic models, which can provide an understanding of 
susceptibility to crack formation are emerging, considering some of the above factors. However, phenomenological models simu-
lating the spatiotemporal variations of cracks in diverse conditions are still unavailable. Thus, it would be useful to develop com-
prehensive high-fidelity models to effectively eliminate or mitigate cracking in order to produce AM components with targeted 
properties. 

4.2.5. Surface roughness 
Surface roughness of the AM components is a major concern because it may affect the dimensions and geometric tolerances of the 

products. The causative factors include: (1) spatters landing on the deposit [150], (2) cavities and voids formed near the surface  
[191], (3) stair case effect due to uneven transitions between neighboring tracks and layers [409], (4) instabilities of the molten pool  
[189], and (5) partially melted powder particles attached to the surface and edges of the molten pool [67]. 

Fig. 4.34. Surface roughness due to various factors: (a) Spatters landing on the deposit surface [150], (b) Cavities and voids near the surface [191], 
(c) Unsmooth transitions between neighboring tracks [409], (d) Fluctuation of the molten pool [189], (e) Partially melted powder particles attached 
to the edges of the molten pool [67]. 
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Fig. 4.34 explains the effects of the five causative factors on surface roughness. It is evident that the surface roughness is affected 
by spatters and pores as shown in Fig. 4.34(a) and (b). Denudation of metal powder particles during AM in the zone surrounding the 
solidified track results in irregularities in the part surface [182]. Formation mechanism of spatters and pores and applications of 
transport phenomena-based models to predict them have been discussed earlier in this paper. 

Improper hatch spacing, layer thickness and build angle often result in sharp peaks and valleys between neighboring deposited 
tracks as shown in Fig. 4.34(c) [458]. Horizontal surfaces often exhibit undulations caused by large spacing between two successive 
tracks [459]. The vertical and inclined surfaces suffer from the stair case effect [1,459]. The average surface roughness (Ra) depends 
on the layer thickness (dL) and the build angle (θ) and can be represented by the following equation [460]: 

=R d sin tan1000 90
4

(90 )a L (4.33) 

where Ra is the arithmetic mean of the surface roughness of a region with a particular build angle. The stair case effect in the DED- 
GMA component are high due to the deposition of thick layers with high deposition rate [71]. 

Dynamic instabilities such as balling and humping of the molten pool occur under inappropriate conditions [1,461]. Balling 
appears due to the inadequate melting of the feedstock. As shown in Fig. 4.34(d), the melted particles prefer to cluster to minimize 
the surface area and surface energy rather than spread on the unmelted substrate [189]. Bertoli et al. reported that very high 
volumetric energy density (VOD) lead to a degradation of track shape [462] whereas insufficient melting occurs at low VOD. When 
the scanning speed is excessively high, balling effect of the molten pool occurs due to the Rayleigh-Plateau effect [189,463]. When 
the ratio between the length and the width of the molten pool is high, the pool becomes unstable and small humps form along the 
track. Humping of the deposit occurs when the scanning speed exceeds a critical value which can be explained by the Kelvin- 
Helmholtz hydrodynamic instability of the molten pool [1,464,465]. Formation of humping in AM is similar to that in welding. 
Therefore, the calculation methodology for humping in welding [466] can be applied to AM. 

Fig. 4.34(e) shows the partially melted powder particles at the edge of the molten pool which are attached as satellites. Note that 
this is due to the nature of the powder feedstock based AM and cannot be completely avoided. The roughness caused by these 
satellites is in the order of the diameters of the particles. Thus, smaller powder particles tend to reduce the average roughness at the 
edges of the deposit. Powder scale models described earlier in this paper are often used to simulate the partially melted powder 
particles adjacent to the deposited track and thus can be used to estimate the surface roughness. 

4.2.6. Simultaneous occurrence of multiple defects 
The formation and evolution of various defects described above may be interdependent. For example, the intense vaporization 

may occur simultaneously with severe spattering. The random landing of a large number of ejected liquid metal and solid powder 
particles leads to higher probabilities for the formation of voids. Lack of fusion void can propagate through multiple tracks and layers 
with the origin from earlier deposited tracks [409]. The spattering and the resultant attachment of materials to the deposit affect the 
surface roughness as well [405]. Moreover, the surface roughness deteriorates with more severe lack of fusion of neighboring layers 
and tracks [409]. Cracks may be initiated from other defects, e.g., solidification cracking is more easily generated near local voids due 
to the weaker bonding between neighboring grains [467]. Vaporization of alloying elements alters the chemical compositions of the 
alloys and thus may affect the cracking sensitivity. 

Formation mechanisms of these defects are very complicated and often cannot be captured even with the advanced experiments. 
In contrast, numerical modeling can provide conditions for these defects to form simultaneously. However, the issue of physical 
processes occurring on small length and time scales hinders modeling efforts as well, because simulating larger, realistic parts 

Table 4.1 
Selected FEM thermomechanical models for various AM processes highlighting the important computational features.       

Process Material Method Computational features Ref.  

DED-L H13 steel ABAQUS  • Around 6 h for 2 × 2 × 3 mm solution domain  

• 55,455 elements and 60,033 nodes  

• Rectangular block with multiple layers and hatches 

[572] 

PBF-L Ni-Ti shape memory alloy ANSYS  • Brick elements with size of 0.025 × 0.025 × 0.0125 mm  

• Rectangular block with multiple layers and hatches 
[197] 

Ti-6Al-4V COMSOL  • Total calculation time: 460 h for 2 s of actual manufacturing simulation  

• Impeller with complex geometry 
[476] 

PBF-EB IN718 ABAQUS  • Rectangular coupons with multiple layers and hatches  

• Coupon dimensions are 80 × 18 × 20 mm 
[573] 

Ti-6Al-4V ABAQUS  • Blocks with support structures and overhang  

• Element size: 0.1 × 0.035 mm  

• Calculation time: 20 h 

[574] 

DED-GMA Low carbon steel ANSYS  • Rectangular block with single layer, multiple hatches  

• 90,000 8-node brick elements 
[575] 

Structural steel S355JR-AR ABAQUS  • Single pass multi-layer deposit  

• 8-node brick elements with size 2 × 0.833 × 0.667 mm  

• Total deposition length: 500 mm  

• Total calculation time: 75 h 25 min 

[260] 
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requires prohibitive computational resources. Developing modeling tools that can predict the many kinds of defects that occur in AM 
on the part scale remains a challenge. Overcoming the difficulties of bridging multiple length and time scales will require the 
development of simplified models to predict the formation of various defects based on simple heat transfer and fluid flow predictions. 
Combining simplified models with verified heat transfer and fluid flow simulations could allow the computation of the evolution of 
various defects and provide quantitative understanding of defects for a range of processing parameters and materials. 

4.3. Calculations of residual stresses and distortion 

In all AM processes, the cyclic heating and prolonged build time lead to complex stresses and strains within the solidified part. 
They originate from thermal expansion and contraction [468,469] while the part is constrained by the build plate. Consequently, 
their magnitude depends on the part geometry, deposition strategy, material properties, and process parameters [26–28]. If the strain 
is large, part deformation may lead to rejection. Furthermore, residual stresses may lead to delamination between layers or cracking 
in areas of high stress [1]. Heat transfer and fluid flow modeling can provide the changes of temperature field with time needed for 
finite element analysis of the stress-strain fields within the material. Additionally, simulation of the maximum temperature variation 
within a part allows for analysis of the susceptibility of a material to deform under various processing conditions. 

Fig. 4.35. Residual stresses in the Y-direction for a variety of different scanning patterns during PBF-L processing of IN718 alloy. Reproduced from  
[470]. 
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4.3.1. Residual stresses and distortion for single alloy components 
Prediction of build failures due to deformation and residual stresses has been demonstrated using methods of varying complexity. 

A selection of thermomechanical models for various AM processes are shown in Table 4.1. Coupled thermo-mechanical models are 
common, linking transient temperature fields to thermal strains. These models require temperature dependent mechanical properties 
of alloys that are difficult to obtain and are often estimated using commercial software packages. For PBF-L and PBF-EB, rapid 
scanning of a small beam makes a myriad of complex scanning strategies and part geometries feasible, leading to differences in the 
heating and cooling of the material both spatially and temporally. Fig. 4.35 shows how different scanning strategies lead to different 
residual stress states for the same material and processing parameters [211,470]. Similar models have been developed for DED-L 
processes [27,111,260,471–475], an example of which is shown in Fig. 4.36. Notably, most of the models show that the edges of the 
material where the part joins the base plate are subject to the highest residual stresses. If these stresses surpass the yield strength of 
the material, it is possible that delamination or cracking would cause a build failure during AM process. Fig. 4.37 shows that the 
highest accumulation of residual stresses occurs near the top of the deposit for DED-GMA due to the cooling of bulk deposition [260]. 
However, these stresses are partially alleviated when the component and the substrate are released from the clamps resulting in high 
compressive stresses in the substrate [260]. In addition, releasing of the clamps also may cause longitudinal buckling and in extreme 
cases, part rejection. 

Table 4.1 shows that FEM has been successfully implemented for AM of very complex geometries such as impeller, triangular 
prisms, parts with overhang and compressor blade. However, for large components, FEM is computationally expensive and requires 

Fig. 4.36. Residual stress during the (a) 2nd, (b) 4th, (c) 6th, (d) 8th, and (e) 10th layers during the DED-L processing of an IN718 thin-wall part. 
Simulation is for 300 W laser power at 11 mm/s scanning speed. Reproduced from [27]. 
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large computational memory. For example, residual stresses and distortion calculations for actual process of 2 s can take up to 460 h  
[476]. The required calculation time may vary depending on the efficiency and capability of the computing facility. However, there 
are several ways to reduce computational burden in FEM of large scale systems [87,477]. Jayanath et al. [477] proposed a dynamic 
grid system where the grids are updated with the progress of the building process. After the completion of each layer the fine grid 
region moves up and is applied for the depositing layer. Already deposited layers are discretized with coarser grids. This process 
reduces the total number of nodes and elements for large components. It is reported that the total calculation time was reduced from 
45 h to 27 h by using this technique for a cylindrical geometry fabricated using 32 layers. Ding et al. [87] separates the elastically and 
plastically deformed zone in their thermo-mechanical calculations. In AM, the plastically deformed zone is very small in size but the 
simulation of this region requires a large amount of computational resources because of the non-linear relation between stress and 
strain. Confining the plastic deformation calculation in a small region where material yields because of very high temperature, the 
total calculation time for a 500 mm long four layers deposit is reduced from 75 h to 42 min [87]. Therefore, the selection of a useful 
numerical model depends not only on the part geometry and types of the calculation, but also computational facilities and availability 
of the smart algorithms to enhance computational efficiency. 

High computational time and memory requirements in the calculations of residual stresses and distortion in AM parts allows for 
development of semi-analytical models for predicting the susceptibility to these defects for a given alloy and process condition 
combination. Mukherjee et al. presented a formula for a thermal strain parameter, , which relates to the maximum thermal strain 
expected within the part [27]: 

=
T

EI
t

Fo
HL 3/2

(4.34)  

The material and geometry are considered by the elastic modulus E , the moment of inertia of the baseplate I , the coefficient of 
thermal expansion of the alloy L, and the alloy’s density . Process-dependent parameters that are extracted from heat transfer and 

Fig. 4.37. Residual stress 4 layers structural steel deposit fabricated using DED-GMA (a) as-fabricated and (b) after releasing the clamps. 
Reproduced from [260]. 

Fig. 4.38. Variation of strain parameter with processing conditions and alloy selection for a directed energy deposition process [27].  
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fluid flow simulations are considered by the peak temperature rise above the solidus temperature T , the heat input per unit length H , 
the characteristic time t , and the resultant dimensionless Fourier number (Fo) from the process. This approach provides a means to 
compare multiple alloys and processing conditions for their susceptibility to thermal deformation with only a heat transfer and fluid 
flow model, as shown in Fig. 4.38. The magnitude of thermal strain increases with heat input if everything else is held constant, 
which is important to consider when selecting process parameters. If a proper reference point for acceptable thermal strain is 
established, values of the thermal strain parameter may be compared to the reference for a prediction of the severity of thermal 
strain. An analytical model that calculates the spatial distribution of residual stresses along the height of a part during PBF-L was 
developed [478], and the trends of residual stress distributions for different materials it predicted were validated by experiments. 
However, if quantitative values of plastic deformation or the location of possible failures need to be determined, then thermo- 
mechanical simulations are more appropriate than simplified models. 

Besides thermal strain, there are several other contributors to the final residual stresses in an AM part. In many materials, at least 
one solid-state phase transformation occurs during the cooling of the part from solidus to room temperature. The volumetric change 
of the crystal structure during a phase transformation leads to the development of “transformation plasticity,” or the deformation due 
to the expansion or contraction of the material. For the welding of steels, modeling has shown transformation plasticity to have a 
significant effect on the final residual stresses [479]. Nonetheless, the effect of solid-state phase transformations varies between 
alloys, which has not been explored in great depth within the AM literature. One of the few examples of thermo-mechanical models 
that consider this form of residual stress is the model for DED-L developed by Bailey et al. for AISI H13 tool steel [471]. Because the 
modeling foundations exist for investigating the effects of phase transformations on the final residual stresses, there is potential for 
exploring the impact of this phenomenon on additive manufacturing for various materials. 

Another factor contributing to the final residual stresses is the stress relaxation that can occur due to layer-by-layer mass de-
position and heating. As materials are heated above a certain temperature, annealing can occur that relieves some of the existing 
stresses. Consideration of stress relaxation was shown to be necessary for simulations to match experimental measurements of 
distortion [480]. However, the time-dependent effects were ignored in those simulations, using instead an instantaneous transition 
temperature where the material went from stressed to fully stress-free. This simplification is computationally efficient, though re-
quires fitting to experimental data and often not practical. For this reason, further work on creating physics-based models that do not 
rely on experiments is desirable. 

4.3.2. Residual stresses and distortion in functionally graded alloys 
The variations in thermo-physical and mechanical properties present two challenges for controlling residual stresses and dis-

tortion in functionally graded alloys. Residual stresses evolve during the cooling of a component because the alloy contracts as it cools 
but is restrained by neighboring material or mechanical clamps attached to the build plate. In a single alloy the extent and rate of 
contraction is largely governed by the spatial variation cooling rates and temperature gradients during the cooling process. In a 
functionally graded part, differences in thermal expansion coefficients can lead to the development of unique residual stresses and 
distortion patterns. Variations in thermo-physical properties can also lead to different cooling rates and temperature gradients during 
cooling, further influencing the development of residual stresses. Finally, the yield strength varies spatially in many graded com-
ponents, so two regions with the same magnitude of residual stresses can have different susceptibilities to delamination, buckling and 
warping. 

The dependence of residual stresses on the difference in the thermo-physical properties of the two terminal alloys is shown in  

Fig. 4.39. Longitudinal residual stress distribution for (a) 2.25Cr-1Mo steel to 800H, and (b) Ti-6Al-4V to 800H graded components. Scanning 
direction is along the positive x-axis [28]. 
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Fig. 4.39 [28]. The figure shows the simulated longitudinal residual stress distribution of graded parts made with a gradient to Alloy 
800H from substrates of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel (Fig. 4.39 a) and Ti-6Al-4V (Fig. 4.39 b). Both the parts are fabricated by depositing 10 
layers on the substrate of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel and Ti-6Al-4V, respectively. The amount of Alloy 800H increases by 10 wt% in each layer. 
Longitudinal stress is the component of the residual stresses along the scanning direction. The positive and the negative values of the 
stresses correspond to the tensile and the compressive stresses, respectively. For both graded components, the maximum value of the 
longitudinal stress is near the top of the deposit. However, in Ti-6Al-4V to Alloy 800H joint, high tensile residual stresses accumulates 
near the substrate-deposit interface. This is attributed to significantly higher room temperature yield strength of Ti-6Al-4V substrate 
than that of Alloy 800H. The accumulation of tensile residual stresses are absent in the 2.25Cr-1Mo steel to Alloy 800H joint because 
the room temperature yield strength of the steel is comparable to that of Alloy 800H. [28]. 

Furthermore, Fig. 4.40 explains the benefits of fabricating compositionally graded alloys over dissimilar joints in order to 
minimize the sharp change in residual stresses and distortion. Fig. 4.40(a)–(c) and Fig. 4.40(d)–(f) represent longitudinal and 

Fig. 4.40. (a) Longitudinal residual stress, through-thickness (b) stress and (c) strain for 2.25Cr-1Mo steel to 800H joint, (d) Longitudinal residual 
stress, through-thickness (e) stress and (f) strain Ti-6Al-4V to 800H joints [28]. 
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through-thickness components of residual stresses and strains for 2.25Cr-1Mo to Alloy 800H joint and Ti-6Al-4V to Alloy 800H joint, 
respectively [28]. Longitudinal and through-thickness components are along the scanning and building directions, respectively. Since 
the mechanical properties of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel and Alloy 800H are similar, no sharp changes in residual stresses and strain at the 
dissimilar joint interface are observed. Therefore, compositional grading between these two alloys provides marginal benefit over the 
dissimilar joint [28]. However, mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V are significantly different from those of Alloy 800H. Therefore, 
sharp changes in residual stresses and strain in the dissimilar joints between these two alloys can be minimized by fabricating graded 
joints between them [28], as shown in Fig. 4.40(d)–(f). 

The previous example illustrates the importance of understanding the differences in thermo-physical properties of the two ma-
terials and the utility of modeling to understand where potentially detrimental stresses would develop. Numerical modeling can be 
used to design a graded part that minimizes residual stresses at the interface of a dissimilar friction weld between 304L steel and IN 
625 [481]. Using numerical modeling efforts to calculate transient temperature fields and the resultant residual stresses and dis-
tortion could allow for a larger number of graded joint geometries to be evaluated than that could be feasible with experiments. 

4.4. Calculation of printability of metallic materials 

Printability is the ability to convert feedstock materials to defect free, structurally sound reliable components. This concept is 
similar to weldability where the process-material combination is evaluated for its susceptibility to common defects. The determi-
nation of weldability involves preparation of welds and their subsequent characterization and evaluation to determine fitness for 
service. Although such an experimental approach has been successful in welding, a similar method by conducting a matrix of 
experiments is not viable to determine printability. First, printing metals is a much slower process than welding because many thin 
layers have to be deposited to make a three-dimensional component. It sometimes takes a day or more to print a component. In 
addition, both the equipment and the feed stock are expensive. These are compelling reasons why it is impractical to evaluate 
printability by experiments alone. A practical alternative is to use well-tested mechanistic models for the evaluation of printing 
process-alloy combination to determine printability. Since the mechanistic models can determine the susceptibilities of formation of 
various types of defects for a given alloy-process parameter combination, the parameter space for conducting experiments may be 
significantly reduced, thus saving both time and expense. 

Fig. 4.41. (a) Comparison between longitudinal residual stress developed in Ti-6Al-4V and IN718 components printed using DED-L under the same 
processing conditions [27]. (b) Values of maximum thermal strain ε (an indicator of thermal distortion) in DED-L of a single-track three-layer 
deposition of SS316, Ti-6Al-4V and IN 625 powder materials [25]. (c) Correlation between LF (pool depth to layer thickness ratio) and linear heat 
input for six different alloys during DED-L [25]. 
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4.4.1. Calculation of printability of different alloys 
Printability of alloys is defined as the relative susceptibilities to common printing defects such as residual stresses, distortion, 

composition change and lack of fusion defect. These defects depend on transient temperature field and fusion zone geometry that can 
be calculated using mechanistic models [25]. Therefore, mechanistic models can provide a ranking of alloys for a specific AM process 
with respect to their susceptibility to forming common printing defects. For example, Fig. 4.41(a) shows that the Ti-6Al-4V com-
ponent printed using DED-L is more susceptible to residual stresses than IN718 due to higher yield strength of Ti-6Al-4V. In addition,  
Fig. 4.41(b) shows that the Ti-6Al-4V component printed using DED-L is the most susceptible to thermal distortion compared to 
stainless steel and Inconel components. Ti-6Al-4V exhibits a larger molten pool due to its low density. Larger pools shrink more 
during solidification and makes the Ti-6Al-4V component more susceptible to distortion. 

AM alloys contain volatile elements that can vaporize during the process causing changes in chemical composition. Mechanistic 
models are capable of predicting composition change for different AM alloys as described earlier in this review. For example, under 
identical DED-L processing conditions, calculations by Mukherjee et al. [25] showed that Ti-6Al-4V is the most susceptible to 
composition change among the common engineering alloys. Similarly, aluminum alloys are also highly susceptible to vaporization 
during AM due to the high equilibrium vapor pressures at relatively low temperatures. Aluminum alloys 5xxx and 7xxx containing 
volatile elements such as Mg and Zn are also susceptible to selective vaporization of alloying elements which can result in chemical 
composition change. 

Mechanistic models are also used to predict lack of fusion defect as explained earlier in this review. For example, Mukherjee et al. 
used the ratio (LF) of molten pool depth to layer thickness to examine the susceptibility of different alloys to lack of fusion defect. The 
molten pool depth was calculated using a mechanistic model. Fig. 4.41(c) shows that Ti-6Al-4V components printed using DED-L 
exhibit the deepest molten pool among the common AM alloys and are thus the least susceptible to lack of fusion defects. 

In addition, mechanistic models can also assess defects specific to individual alloys to evaluate their printability. For example, Nie 
et al. [299] used a FEM model and stochastic analysis to show how processing parameters could be adjusted to reduce Laves phase 
and increase crack resistance for the DED-L of IN718. An inspection of the Ellingham diagram indicates that compared to other alloys, 
aluminum alloys exhibit a higher susceptibility to form oxide particles or films that can be detrimental to mechanical properties and 
increase the susceptibility to defects. For example, Tang et al. [482] found that presence of oxide particles were associated with the 
lack of fusion defects during the PBF-L of AlSi10Mg. In addition, calculation of printability of carbon steels can be performed based on 
carbon equivalent (CE) which considers the role of each alloying elements in crack formation. 

Table 4.2 
A summary of reported formation of defects such as cracks, gas porosity, lack of fusion (LOF), and vaporization of alloying elements in aluminum 
alloys of diverse chemical compositions fabricated by different AM processes [308,327,331,393,482-493].             

Alloy Cu Fe Mg Mn Si Zn Others Process Defects Ref  

2xxx Series 
AA2024 4.24 – 1.97 0.56 – – – PBF-L Cracks, gas porosity, LOF [492] 
AA2024 + Zr 4.24 – 1.97 0.56 – – 2.0Zr PBF-L Gas porosity, LOF [491] 
Al2139 4.7 0.06 0.52 0.36 0.01 0 0.38Ag-0.051Ti DED-EB Mg loss [393] 
AlCuMgSi 3.56 – 1.45 0.62 1.12 – – PBF-L Cracks, gas porosity, LOF [489]  

4xxx Series 
Al4047 0.03 0.18  < 0.01  < 0.01 11.28  < 0.01 – DED-L Gas porosity [493] 
A357  < 0.01 0.15 0.7 – 7.37  < 0.01 0.01O-0.01Ti PBF-L Gas porosity, keyhole porosity [487] 
AlSi10Mg – 0.14 0.291 0.004 9.92 0.01 0.01(Pb + Sn + Ti) PBF-L Oxide film cracks, gas porosity [488] 
A356 0.01 0.16 0.29 – 7.12 0.03 – PBF-L Gas porosity [484] 
AlSi10Mg – 0.15 0.38 – 10.6 – – PBF-L Oxide inclusions, LOF, gas porosity [482]  

5xxx Series 
Scalmalloy – 0.07 4.6 0.49 – – 0.66Sc-0.42Zr PBF-L Minor porosity [327] 
Al-Mg – – 6.2 – – – 0.36Sc-0.09Zr PBF-L Mg loss [486] 
Addaloy® – – 3.6 – – – 1.18Zr PBF-L Gas porosity [326]  

6xxx Series 
Al6061 0.23 0.25 0.83 0.04 0.62 0.04 0.08Cr-0.02Ti PBF-L Cracking [308] 
Al6061 + Zr       – PBF-L None 
Al5Si1CuMg 1.19 0.09 0.46 – 5.32 – – DED-L Small porosity [485]  

7xxx Series 
Al7075 1.54 0.17 2.25 0.02 0.13 5.4 0.19Cr PBF-L Cracking [308] 
Al7075 + Zr       – PBF-L Loss of Mg and Zn 
Al7075 1.64 0.19 2.48 0.053 0.73 6.52 0.26Cr-0.01Ti PBF-L Cracking, Gas porosity [331] 
Al7075 + 1Si 1.64 0.19 2.48 0.05 1.73 6.52 0.26Cr-0.01Ti PBF-L Cracking, Gas porosity 
Al7075 + 2Si 1.64 0.19 2.48 0.05 2.73 6.52 0.26Cr-0.01Ti PBF-L Cracking, Gas porosity 
Al7075 + 3Si 1.64 0.19 2.48 0.05 3.73 6.52 0.26Cr-0.01Ti PBF-L Gas porosity 
Al7075 + 4Si 1.64 0.19 2.48 0.05 4.73 6.52 0.26Cr-0.01Ti PBF-L Gas porosity 
AlZnMgCu 1.41 – 2.72 – – 11.9 – PBF-L Loss of Mg and Zn, [490] 
Al7075 1.3 0.12 2.2 – 0.07 5.2 0.2Cr-0.08O PBF-L Cracking, Porosity, Zn loss [483] 
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where each element is expressed in wt%. Carbon steels with high values of CE are more susceptible to cracking compared to steels 
with lower values. 

4.4.2. Calculation of printability for different processes 
Susceptibilities to the printing defects of a particular alloy vary significantly depending on the printing process used. For example,  

Table 4.2 summarizes the reported [308,327,331,393,482–493] defect formation for aluminum alloys fabricated by different AM 
processes. Therefore, an alloy is not equally printable by all printing processes. Mechanistic models of different printing processes 
useful to evaluate the formation of various defects for a particular alloy. For example, Szost et al. [494] found that titanium alloy 
parts accumulate higher residual stresses when printed by the DED-GMA process compared with the DED-L process. Fig. 4.42 shows 
that the computed longitudinal stress in the DED-GMA component is the highest among three processes because the component is 
printed using the thickest layers. In contrast, because of the small molten pool and thin layers in PBF-L, the component printed using 
this process accumulates the least residual stresses. 

The effects of composition change are more pronounced during PBF processes compared to DED [20] since the small beam sizes of 
the heat source and rapid scanning speeds in PBF result in larger surface area to volume ratio, as shown in Fig. 4.43(a). Martin et al.  

Fig. 4.42. Longitudinal residual stress distributions in a SS316 deposit printed using (a) DED-GMA. (b) DED-L and (c) PBF-L. The scanning direction 
is along the positive x-axis. Half of the solution domain is shown because of the symmetry with respect to XZ plane [283]. 
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[308] reported a 1.35 wt% loss of Zn and a 0.72 wt% loss of Mg compared to the initial chemical composition of the powder feedstock 
during the PBF-L of Al7075 modified with Zr. Similarly, Li et al. [486] reported a 1.1 wt% loss of Mg of a modified Al-Mg alloy during 
PBF-L. 

The ratio of molten pool depth to layer thickness is used to evaluate the susceptibility to lack of fusion defect of SS316 com-
ponents fabricated using DED-GMA, DED-L and PBF-L components as shown in Fig. 4.43(b). The pool depth required to calculate the 
ratio is estimated using a mechanistic model. For all three processes, pool depth increases with the heat input and ensures proper 
fusional bonding among neighboring tracks. However, deep penetration of the molten pool in the DED-GMA due to the impingement 
of molten droplets makes this process the least susceptible to this defect among the three processes. 

In summary, the printability of an alloy-process combination depends on the sensitivity of the alloy to changes in the processing 
conditions. Certain alloys can be printed over a large range of processing parameters without forming defects. Other alloys require 
careful selection of process parameters in order to produce acceptable components. Mechanistic models can predict many common 
defects, such as lack of fusion or vaporization of alloying elements, and serve as a useful tool for reducing the number of experiments 
needed to determine appropriate process parameters for the printing of an alloy. 

4.5. Research needs 

The printability of an alloy-process combination depends on the sensitivity of the microstructure and properties to changes in the 
processing conditions. Certain alloys can be printed over a large range of processing parameters without forming defects. Other alloys 
require careful selection of process parameters in order to produce acceptable components. Mechanistic models can predict the 
microstructures of components, as well as many common defects, such as lack of fusion or and vaporization of alloying elements. 
Therefore, they serve as a useful tool for reducing the number of experiments needed to determine appropriate process parameters for 
the printing of an alloy. However, much work is still needed in order to integrate mechanistic models for the various aspects of 
printability. There are also many opportunities for researching the fundamentals of microstructural development and defect 

Fig. 4.43. (a) Change in manganese composition and the ratio of the top surface area to volume of the fusion zone for a single track SS316 
component printed using three printing techniques. Composition change refers to reduction in its concentration[283]. (b) Variations in pool depth to 
layer thickness ratio (an indicator of lack of fusion defect) of SS316 builds printed using three techniques. The normalized heat input refers to the 
ratio of heat input to the maximum heat input for the printing process [283]. 
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formation in AM. In addition, a printability database needs to be constructed for different possible combinations of alloy and printing 
processes. 

5. Models for rapid qualification of products 

The diversity of cooling rates, solidification growth rates, liquid pool shape and size and many other variables affect the mi-
crostructure and properties of the components [23]. The optimization of structure and properties and mitigation of defects are now 
undertaken by trial and error testing of many process variables. This empirical qualification technique works for welding and other 
manufacturing processes where the equipment and feedstocks are inexpensive. However, the high price of feedstock material and 
printing equipment makes this brute force method of qualifying parts by experiments alone intractable. To address these difficulties, 
the trial and error testing needs to be replaced by an advanced tool that takes advantage of our growing knowledge base of 3D 
printing and reduces the parameter space that needs to be investigated to qualify parts. Here we explain how verifiable mechanistic 
models will reduce the number of trial and error tests to obtain desired product attributes and reduce the time required for part 
qualification to make the printed components cost effective. 

As has been discussed in details in previous sections, mechanistic models [19,31,272] can estimate the metallurgical attributes 
such as the transient temperature field, solidification morphology, grain structure, phases present, and susceptibilities to defect 
formation [272] based on well-established theories of engineering, science, and metallurgy. These models rely on the interaction 
between moving heat sources such as a laser beam, electron beam and electric arc with metallic materials that have been studied to 
understand fusion welding [495] and more recently 3D printing [18,248,272]. Starting with the calculations of transient temperature 
fields, calculations of simple features of microstructures [248], defects and properties [18] have been demonstrated. 

5.1. Scale models 

As indicated before, significant progress has been made in understanding the process and the products by using comprehensive 
numerical mechanistic models of heat transfer, fluid flow and microstructural features. These models are accurate but often com-
putationally intensive and therefore often cannot be used in real time. In contrast, scale models provide the effects of selected groups 
of parameters to reveal important trends, often qualitatively. They are widely used since they can compute important variables for 
multi-track components and insightful. 

5.1.1. Dimensionless numbers 
In a multi-variable process like AM, groups of variables often simultaneously affect the heat transfer and fluid flow behavior and 

the structure and properties of the components. Therefore, combinations of variables in dimensionless forms are often used to 
understand the evolution of structure and properties of the components made by AM [1,272,496]. These groups of variables reduce 
the number of parameters that need to be investigated in a multi-variable and complex system such as AM. In addition, these 
dimensionless numbers are formed with important physical meanings that cannot be expressed by any single variable. Furthermore, 
important insights can be missed when one variable is varied at a time, because such results rarely provide any indication of the 
interdependence of multiple variables that affect physical processes. Because of these unique advantages, dimensionless numbers are 
often used to evaluate the feasibility of a set of AM techniques, process conditions and alloy system to print a sound part. Utilization 
of these numbers can reduce the parameter window for testing and thus accelerates the product qualification process. 

Table 5.1 defines the most commonly used dimensionless numbers in AM and their physical significance. In AM, dimensionless 
numbers are used for two main purposes. First, they are used to compare common AM processes applied to a particular alloy to 
provide better understanding of the processes. Second, they are also used to understand the behavior of different alloys and their 
susceptibilities to various AM defects under the same processing conditions. These purposes of dimensionless numbers are explained 
below. 

5.1.1.1. Comparison of AM processes using dimensionless numbers. Fig. 5.1(a)–(d) show the roles of four important dimensionless 
numbers for the fabrication of SS316 components using DED-L, PBF-L and DED-GMA processes. Data related to these plots are taken 
from the literature [17,19,31,55,67,208]. The linear heat input (power/travel speed) is the highest for DED-GMA because of very 
high arc current and voltage associated with it. The lowest linear heat input for PBF-L is attributed to its rapid scanning speed. Rapid 

Table 5.1 
Important non-dimensional numbers and their significance [1,272,496].     

Non-dimensional number Mathematical formulation Significance  

Marangoni number (Ma) =Ma d
dT

wP
µ D

T Signifies the strength of convective flow of the molten metal inside the pool driven by surface tension 
gradient 

Peclet number (Pe) =Pe U l
D

Indicates the relative importance of the convective heat transfer over the heat transfer by conduction. 

Fourier number (Fo) =Fo
D

V l
Represents the ratio of heat dissipation rate to heat storage rate 

Strain parameter (ε*) = HLT
EI

t
Fo

3/2 Embodies all important process parameters and alloy properties which affect the thermal strain and 
distortion 
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scanning in PBF-L elongates the molten pool that accumulates more heat per unit time. Faster scanning also reduces the heat 
dissipation rate along the width and depth directions. Both of these attributes are reflected by the lowest value of the Fourier number 
for PBF-L. High heat input in DED-GMA results in large molten pool that allows vigorous convective flow of liquid metal indicated by 
the highest Marangoni number for that process. However, for all three processes typical Peclet numbers are significantly higher than 
one. It signifies that the convective heat transfer is the dominant mechanism of heat flow in the molten pool in all the three processes. 
DED-GMA exhibits the largest volume of molten pool that shrinks considerably during solidification. Therefore, thermal distortion is 
most pronounced during DED-GMA among the three processes considered. 

5.1.1.2. Comparison among AM alloys using dimensionless numbers. Fig. 5.2(a)–(d) compare the pool dimensions, cooling rates and 
susceptibility to thermal distortion of the three commonly used alloys during DED-L process. Higher Marangoni number indicates 
more efficient convective heat transfer that results in larger length and width of the liquid metal pool. Both the length and the aspect 
ratio (length/depth) of the molten pool are enhanced because of higher Marangoni number as shown in Fig. 5.2(a) and (b), 
respectively. Because of its lowest density, Ti-6Al-4V exhibits the largest volume of molten pool as observed in the figures. In 
addition, high temperature gradient in the pool results in vigorous convective flow of molten metal for Ti-6Al-4V. Therefore, Ti-6Al- 
4V exhibits the highest Marangoni number among the three alloys. Cooling rates during solidification can be directly correlated with 
Fourier number as shown in Fig. 5.2(c). Faster rate of heat dissipation enhances cooling rate and Fourier number. Among the three 
alloys, Ti-6Al-4V has the highest thermal diffusivity that results in the fastest rate of heat dissipation. Therefore, the Fourier number 
for Ti-6Al-4V is the highest, as shown in Fig. 5.2(c). For a particular Fourier number, IN718 exhibits the fastest cooling rate during 
solidification attributed to its lowest latent heat of fusion. Fig. 5.2(d) shows the effects of Fourier number on the thermal strain 
parameter which is a quantitative representation of the thermal distortion during deposition. It is evident that maintaining a high 
Fourier number by lowering heat input is always an effective way to minimize thermal distortion during AM. Among the three alloys, 
Ti-6Al-4V exhibits the largest volume of molten pool that shrinks more during solidification and makes the builds susceptible to 
distortion. 

Fig. 5.1. Peclet number (Pe), Marangoni number (Ma), Fourier number (Fo), and strain parameter for DED-L, PBF-L and DED-GMA processes of 
SS316. Values of non-dimensional numbers are either provided or calculated based on the given parameters. The values are taken from Ou et al.  
[23], Manvatkar et al. [17], Mukherjee et al. [19], Knapp et al. [31], Khairallah et al. [67] and Bertoli et al. [208]. 
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5.1.2. Reduced-order models 
Comprehensive mechanistic models are rigorous and accurate but computationally intensive. Therefore, these models are often 

not appropriate for real time applications to simulate large components printed using multiple layers and hatches. Reduced order 
models simplify the complex multi-dimensional calculations by starting with a simple one-dimensional algorithm of heat flow and 
other physical processes and extrapolating the algorithm to fit a complex geometry using various simplifications. For example, a 3D 
heat conduction problem is reduced to a 1D problem where the Fourier’s law of heat conduction is discretized [497]. The calculated 
results in 1D is expanded to obtain an approximate temperature field in 3D by considering the movement of the heat source and 
deposition pattern [497]. Since these models can capture the transient variation of the temperature field for a particular location, 
they can be used to calculate the fusion zone geometry, cooling rate, temperature gradient and other important variables [415,416]. 
These models have already been applied for large computational domains with complex geometry [498–500]. 

Accuracy of these models depends on the number of variables to be calculated, convergence criteria and the algorithm used [497]. 
Therefore, reduced order models achieve efficiency of calculations economically by accepting a lower accuracy [497,498]. For 
example, Peng et al. [501] reported that their reduced order model predicted the temperature history during powder bed fusion with 
more than two orders of magnitude faster computational speed than the existing finite element models while sacrificing less than 15% 
accuracy. Since AM deals with complex and intricate geometry, reduced order models are beneficial for real-time parameter iden-
tification and control of AM process [502]. These models are often used to predict transient temperature field, residual stresses and 
distortion in AM [503]. Element sizes may be taken larger than the heat source to accommodate larger geometry [497]. However, 
these models are unable to consider complicated physics such as convective flow of liquid metal inside the molten pool. In addition, 
temperature dependent thermophysical properties of alloys are not commonly used [497]. Since these models exclude several un-
derlying physical phenomena, rigorous experimental validation is a prerequisite for their application. These models often need to be 
rebuilt for different sets of parameters [497] and their applicability is limited to a narrow window of parameter space. Therefore, 
these models can only be used for approximate calculations of a few variables and do not provide insights about the process and 
product that can be achieved using comprehensive mechanistic models. 

Fig. 5.2. Effects of Marangoni number on (a) pool length and (b) pool aspect ratio (length/depth). Effects of Fourier number on (c) cooling rate 
during solidification and (d) thermal strain during deposition [272]. All results are for DED-L process. 
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5.2. Bidirectional models 

Most of the mechanistic models of PBF and DED take process parameters as input and calculate fusion zone geometry, tem-
perature fields, cooling rates, temperature gradients and other important parameters as output. However, their utility for shop floor 
applications has so far been limited. Apart from the accessibility and inherent complexity of these models, they are also structured as 
forward models. In other words, they restrict process variables and materials properties as input and pre-determined attributes of the 
process and the product as output. For example, it is possible to specify the power, speed and the thermophysical properties of the 
alloy being deposited and other variables as input parameters to calculate fusion zone dimensions and cooling rates at monitoring 
locations. However, very often the real need is to know what values of laser power, speed and other variables will result in a given 
cooling rate or a given fusion zone geometry. The available forward models are incapable of determining these sets of process 
variables without multiple trial and error runs. In other words, the models cannot switch between the input and output variables  
[495]. Furthermore, there are often several combinations of speed, power and other process variables that can generate a given target 
attribute [504]. The available forward models are incapable to determining multiple sets of process variable that can result in a given 
target attribute such as the fusion zone geometry. In other words, what is needed and not available are mechanistic models that can 
compute a target attribute such as fusion zone geometry or the cooling rate as an input based on phenomenological consideration 
multiple sets of process variable to achieve the specified attribute. The utility of the mechanistic models can be greatly enhanced by 
the construction of bi-directions models that are capable of providing a choice of alternate process variable sets to attain desired 
product and process attributes. 

One way to transform the available well-tested forward models to bi-directional models is by combining the available models with 
an optimization algorithm. The algorithm seeks to search one or more set of process variables that minimizes the difference between 
the user specified desired attribute and the model predicted attribute. This methodology has been used successfully in welding. 
However, since the process requires many forward runs of the comprehensive mechanistic model, the method is computationally 
intensive. A recourse is to develop, validate and test a neural network (NN) trained with the results of a phenomenological forward 
model that provide an instantaneous output for any set of process variables [495]. The resulting NN embodies the power of a large 
well-tested mechanistic model that can be executed instantly. 

The construction of bi-directional models of AM are just beginning. However, in the allied field of fusion welding, examples of the 
success of these models are well documented [505–508]. The recent work on AM and welding are documented in Table 5.2 that 
includes different forward models and the accompanying optimization or search algorithms. They have been applied and tested for 
calculating multiple sets of welding variables that can result in target weld attributes such as weld geometry, cooling rate, peak 
temperature and other variables. Different optimization algorithms such as Levenberg-Marquardt [509–512], differential evolution  
[508,513], conjugate gradient [514] and genetic algorithm [504,506,507] were used. For arc and laser welding, the calculated 
welding parameters include heat input, arc radius and energy distribution coefficient and effective thermal conductivity and viscosity 
of the molten material [509–512]. A similar approach was also applied to friction stir welding that predicted the sets of welding 
variables to achieve the desired temperature and material flow, tool torque and force [508,513]. The correctness of the suggested 
welding conditions for a target weld pool shape and size was checked extensively by conducting experiments to test the appro-
priateness of the predicted values. 

Both PBF and DED based AM process use similar heat sources and feedstock or filler alloys and thus, the volume of uncertain 
modeling parameters are of similar nature. The inverse models for AM [263,515,516] are scarce. The well-tested bi-directional 
models consisting of a forward model and a suitable optimization algorithm can be useful to identify suitable combinations of AM 
process variables to achieve a target attribute of AM parts and greatly expand the usefulness of the models for practical applications. 

5.3. Big data in AM 

Big data is the set of voluminous and complex data that cannot be processed using traditional data-processing techniques [517] 
and cannot be stored in commonly used storage devices [518–520]. The total volume of big data is in the order of petabytes (106 

gigabytes). Currently, there is a total storage of 3500 petabytes of data in the North America alone [521]. However, according to the 
Reuters, the global volume of big data is expected to reach 35 zettabytes (1012 gigabytes) by 2020 if the data are appropriately 
preserved [521]. Although the source of big data includes the government agencies, media, health care, information technology, 
science and education sectors, manufacturing sector generates more data than any other sectors which is around 2 exabytes (109 

gigabytes) per year now [521–523]. AM being a rapidly developing manufacturing process largely contributes to the generation of 
this voluminous data [524]. 

There are four main sources of big data in AM, such as, (1) in-situ monitored variables such as temperature, distortion and bead 
shape, (2) post-process characterization data, such as, microstructural features, residual stresses, composition and surface roughness, 
properties and service performance, (3) theoretical results calculated using numerical models of AM and (4) published articles, 
proceedings, technical reports and patents. While fabricating a typical single layer single hatch build consisting of about 2.3 trillion 
voxels, in-situ monitoring and post processing generate about 0.5 TB of data [524]. Most of these data are unstructured and require 
careful acquisition methods. However, data generated by numerical models of AM and published literature are structured data. On 
22nd April 2020, there are total 29,478 articles, proceedings and books on AM or 3D printing in Web of Science. They occupy several 
hundred gigabytes of storage. 

In the traditional manufacturing processes, such as, casting, welding and forming, standardization is done by fabrication, char-
acterization and testing. However, for a time consuming and expensive process like AM a more efficient method is desirable to reduce 
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the time between design and qualification of parts. Therefore, methodical acquisition, storage, analysis and interpretation of the big 
data generated in AM industries and research organizations with the help of the advanced tools of the digital age can contribute to 
time-efficient standardization and qualification of the AM processes and products [29,525,526]. 

5.3.1. Management of big data in AM 
Fig. 5.3 summarizes different steps of management of the big data generated by the AM models. Handling of these big data is 

typically done in several stages as explained below: 
Source: Transport phenomena models generate different process related data such as temperature and velocity distributions, build 

geometry, cooling rates and solidification parameters. There are other auxiliary models that generate data on microstructure, 
properties and defect formation. All of these data contribute to the big data of AM. Control models used to analyze the sensing data 
captured during the process also generate a large volume of data. 

Collection: Collection of big data is typically done in two steps. First, the data is recorded using a suitable recording device. Next, 
the unnecessary data are cleaned from the data sample. Uncertainty in AM data is the first challenge during the data collection 
process. The second challenge is to automatically generate the right metadata that describes what data is recorded and how it is 
recorded and measured. Properly assigned metadata [520,527] helps users to easily access the data. 

Storage: Traditional data storage systems such as hard drive in PC are capable of storing data in the order of terabytes (103 

gigabytes). Therefore, this devices are not suitable for storing big data of AM. Typically, the storage devices used for big data are in 
the order of petabytes (106 gigabytes) to exabytes (103 petabytes). Commonly used storage devices are cluster storage [527], cloud 
storage [527], redundant array of independent disks (RAID) system [521,527], Hadoop [522] and Google file system [527]. To store 
big data, all national labs in the United States have assembled High Performance Storage System (HPSS) with parallel storage 
connectivity that can facilitate a storage in the order of several exabytes [528]. Storage of the data from the numerical models can be 
done more efficiently by generating the data in binary format instead of ASCII format. 

Access: All big data generated and collected are assigned metadata [520,527] that includes all the necessary information about 
the data that helps user to easily access them. Different internet based search engines are also used for accessing different data. For 
example, search engines like Google Scholar, Web of Science, Scopus and Baidu Scholar are used to find published AM literature. In 
recent days, Internet of Things (IoT) and cyber manufacturing system are used for easy access of big data [529]. The Internet of 
Things is an information technology based network of AM machines, sensors, controllers, computers, storage devices and other items 
that allows interaction and access of these facilities to reach common research goals [529]. Cyber manufacturing system facilitate 
information technology based management of AM data to provide accessibility and configurability of the data for maintaining 
productivity [530–533]. 

Fig. 5.3. Schematic representation of the contributions of transport phenomena models and digital twins in the management and use of big data in 
additive manufacturing. 
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Analysis and interpretation: For analyzing the big data in AM, high performance computing (HPC) clusters [522] and cloud 
computing [533] are used. HPC clusters with multiple core CPUs and GPUs have been utilized to accelerate solid modeling, slicing, 
control system support generation, heat and mass transfer calculations [522]. Big Data Analytics [534] is used in design and de-
velopment of cyber-manufacturing systems where proper data handling and processing are done using artificial intelligence and 
predictive analytics. Although there are well-established algorithms [535] to handle big voluminous data, analysis and interpretation 
of such data remains a major challenge. 

5.3.2. Challenges and path forward 
Since, AM is a multi-variable process, theoretical investigations of effects of different process variables on important metallurgical 

variables and defect formation generate heterogeneous data. It is challenging to analyze such a heterogeneous data to provide better 
understanding of the process. Voluminous real time data needs big storage and high performance computing facilities to analyze and 
interpret. Therefore, the timeliness of these data depends on the storage capability and computational efficiency of the facility [520]. 
Many theoretical models are not open for public use. The data generated by different private organizations and national labs are often 
not disclosed because of safety, security, intellectual rights and market competition. That hinders the accessibility of important 
information that can otherwise be very insightful. Published literature are mostly not open access and are owned by the publishers. 
Universities and other research organizations need to buy them from the publishers. That largely deprives the user to access all 
available published documents. 

Fig. 5.3 explains that the interpreted and classified big data are useful to train reverse models [536] based on search algorithms 
such as neural network and genetic algorithm to restrict the limit of the process variables. That will reduce the heterogeneity and 
inconsistency of the AM data set. These proper process conditions are beneficial for quick standardization of the AM process. Scaling, 
dimensional analysis and back-of-the-envelope calculations [496] can be useful to extract important insights from the big data set in a 
time efficient manner. When distributed AM resources are collected, shared, and applied in a cloud platform, this will be a promising 
globalized and time-efficient environment for customized production [524]. Coherently connected big data in AM will allow to select 
the appropriate printable alloys, the right AM process and process variables, improve the quality of the AM components, reduce 
qualification time and cost [29]. However, how to intelligently and effectively manage the wide variety of AM data with dynamic 
evaluation, intelligent matching, planning, and scheduling in a cloud platform requires in-depth study. 

5.4. Machine learning in AM 

The transport phenomena-based models in AM, although powerful and deterministic, often fail to consider all the complexities of 
physical phenomena in AM. As a result, mechanistic models are not widely used in the design of parts. AM is still a developing field 
and the detailed mechanisms to explain various part attributes are yet to be discovered. In contrast, machine learning can discover 
hidden relations among variables within a set of available data and use it to make useful predictions without any phenomenological 
understanding. There are several important problems in AM where a database of results can be used to train machine learning 
algorithms to help analyze results and serve as predictive tools. Several reviews [537–539] are available on the theory, applications, 
and algorithms used in machine learning. 

Fig. 5.4. A diagram showing the data needed to apply machine learning algorithms in AM. Flow of information is indicated by arrows. Mechanistic 
models and machine learning are in the red, highlighted panels. 
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5.4.1. Benefits of machine learning in AM 
Fig. 5.4 summarizes the ways that machine learning can be used as a tool for AM. Datasets for most current machine learning 

approaches used in the AM community stem from numerical simulations, experimental measurements, or a combination of both. 
Machine learning often requires some prior knowledge of the influential factors (e.g., process parameters) that affect a property (e.g., 
pool geometry), and the goal is to establish a quantitative relationship that can accurately predict a property for any set of input data. 
For example, both experiments and simulations in AM have shown that higher laser powers increase molten pool volume and fast 
scanning speeds yield long and narrow deposits, yet the quantitative descriptions of these phenomena are often unknown for a given 
set of parameters. It was indicated in an earlier section that insufficient overlap of fusion zones between tracks contributes to lack of 
fusion defects. Because these defects can also originate from other mechanisms that are poorly understood, mechanistic models can 
only quantitatively predict some lack of fusion defects. Likewise, there is an absence of unified phenomenological predictions for 
surface roughness and geometric accuracy of AM parts, because both are caused by many complex processes that are incompletely 
understood. Lack of fusion defects, surface roughness, and geometrical accuracy are all examples of problems where a database of 
results can be used to train machine learning algorithms to serve as predictive tools. In addition, the availability of the open-source, 
well-tested, easy to use commercial codes for machine learning also provides an opportunity for rapid prediction of part attributes. 

5.4.2. Machine learning examples in AM 
The two main categories of machine learning algorithms, supervised and unsupervised, are used in AM. In supervised learning, 

causative factors are mathematically mapped to a material response or property. To implement supervised machine learning algo-
rithms, a training dataset with both input data and the corresponding output data determines the hidden relationship through the use 
of an appropriate algorithm. Once trained, the algorithm can predict the outputs for specified input data. Supervised machine 
learning has been used in AM for part design, controlling powder spreading, defect formation, process monitoring, and process- 
structure relations. In general, supervised machine learning is applied for the problems where experimental characterization or 
measurements are difficult or mechanistic models need development. The commonly used supervised machine learning algorithms 
for AM include neural networks [540–542], decision tree [543], Bayesian Networks [544], K-nearest neighbor [543] and support 
vector machines [499]. There are several examples of neural networks being trained to predict various aspects of the AM build 
quality. Zhang et al. [540] utilized neural networks to develop a powder spreading process map that relates powder spreading 
parameters, i.e. translational and rotational speed of the roller, to the overall quality of the powder bed and surface roughness. 
Powder rheology measurements and spreading simulations based on the discrete element method were used to produce a large 
dataset, and the neural network was employed to relate the spreading parameters to powder bed quality. Yuan et al. [541] used in- 
situ high speed images captured during PBF-L to train, validate, and test a neural network for controlling the deposit geometry. Scime 
and Beuth [542] used neural networks to control the defect formation during PBF-L by correlating the defects with the interactions 
between the powder spreading blade and powder particles. 

There are also several examples of other supervised machine learning algorithms being applied to AM. Popova et al. [499] used 
support vector machines trained on data generated by mechanistic models to correlate molten pool dimensions and temperature with 
grain structure. Kamath [545] used multiple thermal models to generate training data for a decision tree algorithm that predicted 
molten pool depth in PBF-L. A visual data analysis technique was used to determine important variables in the process, shown in  

Fig. 5.5. A visual data analysis approach to categorize the correlation between molten pool depth and magnitude of input parameters where the 
polyline color refers to the classification of the molten pool determined from simulations (cyan = shallow, orange = moderate, purple = deep). All 
process variables were scaled to values between zero and four so they could be plotted on the same ordinate axis. This figure is adapted from [545]. 
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Fig. 5.5, where each line represents a simulation and its process parameters, and the colors represent different magnitudes of the 
molten pool depth classified as shallow (cyan), moderate (orange), or deep (purple). High concentrations of lines of a single color 
indicate a strong correlation of the depth with a specific input parameter. For example, high normalized powers and low scanning 
speeds led to deep molten pools as indicated by the high concentration of purple polylines at these values. Interestingly, the molten 
pool depth did not show a strong dependence on either beam size or absorptivity. The results of this visual analysis were used to 
narrow the number of experiments needed for training the machine learning algorithms and optimizing process parameters to 
achieve fully-dense AM parts. Khanzadeh et al. [543] evaluated the effectiveness of decision tree, K-nearest neighbor, and support 
vector machines algorithms in predicting porosity during DED-L using molten pool morphology extracted in situ thermal imaging data 
to train the algorithms. Using in situ imaging data for supervised machine learning relies heavily on image processing and computer 
vision techniques to extract meaningful quantitative data. Computer vision algorithms have also been used to quantify powder 
characteristics, which generated data used to train a supervised support vector machine [546]. In addition, in-situ data from acoustic 
signals have been used in machine learning to control part quality [547] and detect defects [548]. As can be seen through the variety 
of supervised machine learning examples, the type of data being used to train the algorithm, and the desired output are key factors for 
choosing an effective machine learning method. 

Unlike supervised machine learning, unsupervised machine learning identifies features or relationships within the data fed into 
the algorithm. This is useful in situations where causative factors are unknown but there is still a need to find order among sets of 
data. These features/relationships are useful for obtaining important correlations that are often qualitative. A common application of 
unsupervised machine learning is the classification of features or objects within a digital image or output signal from a sensor. This 
could be used to identify unique features from the output of in situ sensors, such as classifying various features of a powder bed 
surface. Unsupervised machine learning has been used for the classification and detection of defects and anomalies during AM of 
metallic materials [549,550]. Specific types of unsupervised algorithms include self-organizing mapping and hierarchical clustering. 
There are fewer examples of AM-specific unsupervised machine learning because its application to AM is fewer than supervised 
algorithms. Scime and Beuth [549] used automated image analysis to detect anomalies during the spreading of layers in PBF, where 
anomalies were classified in terms of recoater hopping or streaking, debris in powder, part warpage or failure, and incomplete 
spreading. Individual images were taken after the recoating of each layer and a machine learning algorithm was trained to identify 
and classify these anomalies based on visual appearance. Khanzadeh et al. [550] used an unsupervised self-organizing map algorithm 
to classify thermal imaging of the molten pool temperature distribution during DED-L as “normal” or “abnormal.” Abnormal molten 
pool temperature distributions were shown to correlate well with the location of porosity in the build. In both examples, the goal of 
the unsupervised learning algorithm is to classify data into meaningful categories that can be correlated with the occurrence of 
defects. As in situ sensing techniques are further developed for AM, there will be an increased potential for unsupervised machine 
learning applications that can classify vast amounts of in situ data to enable rapid qualification techniques. 

5.4.3. Challenges and path forward 
Machine learning offers a way to effectively use existing data because data analysis can reveal trends and the most important 

variables even if there is no phenomenological understanding. Of course, there is an inherent risk of making decisions based on this 
knowledge without fully understanding the inherent biases or limitations of the machine learning methods. Nevertheless, the proper 

Fig. 5.6. Schematic representation of a digital twin of additive manufacturing [23].  
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use of modern machine learning technology will advance the understanding and improve the utility of AM processes. Supervised and 
unsupervised machine learning algorithms serve different but complementary purposes, but to implement them requires sufficient 
data tailored to answer a specific research question or solve a particular problem. As described by Ramprasad et al. [538], the 
quantification and classification of input data is perhaps the most important step in machine learning. To enable machine learning 
methods to provide insight into the physical parameters, care should be taken to digitally capture and store detailed data about 
experimental parameters, output in situ sensors, and quantitative results obtained from physical experiments and validated me-
chanistic models. 

When rigorously tested and validated, mechanistic models can be used to meet data generation requirements in a cost-effective 
and timely manner and thus the rate of discovery through machine learning techniques can be accelerated. In addition, a bridge 
between the mechanistic models and machine learning models can lead to efficient predictive tools that can significantly accelerate 
the prediction of important variables [551,552]. An adequately tested machine learning algorithm can be a critical component of a 
digital twin of AM, as explained subsequently. 

5.5. Digital twins of AM 

A digital twin is a virtual replica of a hardware that has been successfully tested to replicate behavior of the hardware through 
computer simulations [553,554]. A digital twin can reduce the number of trial and error tests to obtain a desired set of product 
attributes and reduce the time required for part qualification [31]. General Electric currently uses over 550,000 digital twins for a 
wide variety of applications ranging from jet engines to power turbines [555]. In addition, NASA and the U.S. Air Force have also 
utilized digital twins to increase reliability and safety of vehicle designs [556]. However, currently digital twins of AM are not 
generally available. AM is a developing technology and only a few components of the digital twin have so far been developed [30,31]. 
Here, we discuss the most important building blocks of a digital twin of AM and their functions. 

5.5.1. Components of a digital twin 
Various components of a digital twin and the interconnections among them are shown in Fig. 5.6. It consists of mechanistic and 

statistical models, machine learning, big data analytics and sensing and control [31]. A mechanistic model can estimate the me-
tallurgical attributes such as the transient temperature field, fusion zone geometry, cooling rates and solidification parameters as 
described in Section 3 as well as microstructures and defects discussed in Section 4. This model needs to be bi-directional, so that it 
can switch between inputs and outputs as described in Section 5.2. Another important component of the digital twin is a sensing and 
control model. This model can interface with multiple sensors and monitoring systems for in-situ measurements of temperature  
[162,557–561], deposit geometry and surface features [562], detection of defects [563] and deviations of component dimensions 
from its design [165,564]. Both the mechanistic and control models can have errors due to uncertainties in input parameters, thermo- 
physical data and the simplifying assumptions. Statistical models correct these errors and improve the accuracies of the model 
predictions without considering any physical processes. In addition, machine learning is an effective tool to model highly complex 
attributes of AM that are not well understood phenomenologically. This machine learning algorithm is first trained using a data set 
classified from the big data of AM as discussed in Section 5.4. The algorithm is validated and tested using a suitable data set 
independent of the data used for training. Although the aforementioned components of a digital twin have been reported in the 
literature [30,31], currently there is no generally available digital twin of AM. 

Since, AM is a developing field, many of the aforementioned building blocks are required to be developed or modified. For 
example, computationally efficient mechanistic models applicable for a wide variety of alloy-AM process combinations need to be 
developed. Since, control models depend on sensing data, predictions of such models can be improved by enhancing the resolution, 
accuracy and precision of the sensors. New algorithms, computational facilities and storage devices are needed to store, analyze and 
interpret the continuously expanding big data set of AM. The machine learning algorithms tested for welding should be modified and 
verified for different AM conditions. Finally, all of these components are required to bring under one framework that can consider 
many alloy-AM process combinations to predict the structure, properties and performance of AM components [31]. 

5.5.2. Digital twins for rapid qualification 
Digital twins can reshape the way researchers approach problems in AM. Mechanistic models involving heat transfer and fluid 

flow serve as an engine for the calculation of the most important variables, such as cooling rates and fusion zone geometry that affect 
part quality and performance. When adequately tested, digital twins will provide multiple avenues for obtaining structurally sound 
and reliable parts. While digital twins are not intended to replace experimental studies, they can help to narrow the window of 
process parameter space and reduce trial and error testing. Thus, the digital twins will have the ability to transform the brute force 
qualification and certification of parts into a way that will significantly shorten the lead time between design and certification. 

Connecting the physical and virtual world of printing by creating a set of verifiable models and ultimately a digital twin will 
accelerate the qualification process and thus reduce cost and increase market share of AM components. The advanced software and 
hardware capabilities and a rich knowledge base of metallurgy are crucial factors that will make building and utilization of digital 
twin in AM a realistic venture. 

5.6. Research needs 

Data-driven approaches have great potential to expedite the process development and part design for AM components. Initial 
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examples that use machine learning to improve build quality show the benefits of this approach, and more research should be done to 
expand the useful applications of machine learning and big data in AM. Verified mechanistic models can help expand existing 
datasets and reduce the amount of necessary experiments. Furthermore, mixing data-driven approaches with the underlying physical 
understanding developed through mechanistic modeling offers a unique chance to create digital twins of the AM process. While 
examples of these modern approaches to predict critical aspects of AM are sparse, there are great opportunities for research and 
development in this area. 

6. Concluding remarks 

A critical review of the recent progress in the mechanistic models of AM, particularly numerical modeling of heat transfer, fluid 
flow and mass transfer establishes the central role of the models in understanding the most important parameters such as temperature 
and velocity fields, cooling rates, solidification morphology and the scale of microstructure, all of which affect the product quality. 
These parameters are difficult to obtain by any other technique including real-time monitoring. This review provides many examples 
to show that when numerical simulations of transport processes are conducted concurrently with experiments, they can uncover the 
underlying scientific basis for understanding why certain microstructure and properties are observed. In addition, these models can 
provide an understanding of the formation of many of the common defects in AM. Apart from providing a better understanding of the 
structure, properties and serviceability of the AM components, these models can be a powerful tool to optimize production variables, 
reduce defects, improve product quality and reduce the time lag between the component design and certification. 

This review also uncovers many opportunities in expanding the reach of AM to newer alloys and products. For example, out of the 
5500 available commercial alloys, only a handful are now used for AM. The current path of empirical, trial and error testing for the 
qualification of new alloys and components is expensive and does not always provide the optimized solution. Use of a heat transfer 
and fluid flow model, on the other hand shrinks the process parameter space to tractable combinations of AM variables, thus saving 
time and efforts. A combination of mechanistic modeling of heat and fluid flow and appropriately selected experiments within a 
narrow range of AM parameters would help make the generation of printability data more efficient. A practical way of expanding the 
reach of AM to newer alloys and to expedite the deployment of new components is to further develop a printability data base that can 
help in selecting alloy-process combinations as described in this review. Printability of alloys is an important area where the nu-
merical simulation of heat transfer and fluid flow can provide a cost effective and useful solution. 

Well-tested mechanistic models of AM are computationally intensive because they simulate many simultaneously occurring 
complex physical processes. As a result, these models are not suitable for real time shop floor use. A practical way to bridge the gaps 
between the attributes of the phenomenological models and the needs of the shop floor is the development of simpler, real-time 
models that are useful for selecting process variables and avoiding common defects in parts. In the welding literature, back of the 
envelop analytical calculations of important parameters have been used to address this need [565,566]. Furthermore, the outputs 
from the comprehensive models have been used to create neural network models that can be run in real time [567–570]. A similar 
approach can be useful for AM. The resulting models will have the predictive power of comprehensive mechanistic models, but 
capable of operating at a much higher speed, enabling their real time use. 

The generally available transport phenomena-based models of AM are forward models, i.e., they are structured to predict at-
tributes of the products such as the geometry, cooling rate and solidification parameters from process variables and thermophysical 
properties. While these models can reveal detailed insight about the AM process that cannot be obtained otherwise, they are not 
designed to provide guidance to practicing engineers to select appropriate AM process parameters to achieve a selected attribute of a 
component. In other words, the practicing engineers need reverse/bi-directional models while all the generally available models are 
forward models. This gap between the needs and the capabilities can be bridged by coupling the forward models with appropriate 
global search algorithms such as a genetic algorithm. Building bi-directional models of AM is within the reach of AM community 
because a similar goal has already been achieved in fusion welding [506,514,569,571]. 

When experiments are conducted or models are run, a large volume of data are generated. This review outlines a methodology to 
combine a large volume of classifiable data with verifiable mechanistic models for the construction of digital twins of AM machines  
[30,31]. Such integrated frameworks, when adequately tested, can predict the geometry, composition, structure and other attributes 
of metallic components and reduce defects. Although the construction of digital twins is just beginning, their impact cannot be 
overestimated because of the potential cost savings by shrinking the large parameter space for trial and error testing. 

The printing of metallic components is the fastest growing section in AM. However, production of nearly defect free, structurally 
sound, reproducible parts and reducing the time lag between the design and certification in a cost-effective manner remain important 
goals. This review shows that the transport phenomena-based mechanistic models can play an important role in pursuing these goals. 
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